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Mary Star Of The Sea
Zwan is rock's latest supergroup
featuring Billy Corgan and Jimmy
Chamberlin (Smashing Pumkins),
Paz Lenchantin (A Perfect Circle),
David Pajo (Papa M) and Matt Sweeny
(Chavez). Includes the single “Honestly”

DAREDEVIL: THE ALBUM
Featuring new music from Fuel,
Nickelback, Drowning Pool with
SOLANGE
Solo Star

Rob Zombie and more.
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LIVE MUSIC EVERY NIGHT
_NO COVER MONDAY -WEDNESDAY—
THURSDAY JAN 30
FUNKAFEELYA
FRIDAY JAN 31
THE SUPERBAND

THIS NEW 9-PIECE BAND WILL DELIVER EXTREME FUNK
SATURDAY FEB |

WHITE COWBELL OKLAHOMA

SOUTHERN-FRIED, SIX GUITAR ARMY! SEE FILTH! SEE MAYHEM!
SEE ROCK ‘N’ ROLL SALVATION!

MONDAY TO WEDNESDAY, FEB 3 TO FEB 5

A-J0 HIPHOP, RAP, POP, FUNK, ROCK

THURSDAY FEB6
THE WASSABI COLLECTIVE
GET READY TO WASSABI! THIS HIGH-ENERGY, PROGRESSIVE WORLD BEAT GROUPWAS
NON-STOP GROOVES TO PACKED DANCE FLOORS.

CREATED TO DELIVER
GE
PERFORMING
THIS
WEEK
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COMING UP Seen

FRI. FEB 7 & SAT. FEB 8

Nathan

JAZZBERRY

RAM

Deisman, member of the Edmonton

chapter of Engineers without Borders.

MON.

FEB

10 TO WED.

FABULOUS
What kind of projects does your group take part in?
The University of Alberta Chapter is currently involved
with Sombrilla, a local NGO which works in Guatemala. We

have partnered with them and are developing water distribu-’
tions systems for communities in Guatemala. We are also in the
development stage of a model to help the communities manage
resources and madel water flow and use.
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TICKETS

| SUNDAY

Why did you get involved?
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‘TRACK

LIVE ea
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Most engineers want to help out where they can, and EWB gives them that opportunity. That's the definition of an engineer:

using ere arate) (oy47 to ibe»nefit society

PUNCHLINE SCRAMBLE!
EARTH

BEAT

COMEDY SME SHOW

DJ DUDEMAN

What do you find is the biggest obstacle during these projects?
The biggest obstacle in these projects, I feel, is the human factor. We want to Breave)(crentonie

appropriate technologies. These technologies must be able to be integrated into the communities. The community must have a sense of ownership over the project. This takes a
great deal of foresight on our part.
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President’s choice
State of the Union, blow by blow
THE MOST FAMOUS GUY IN TOWN

in co-operation with BOB THE
ANGRY FLOWER CREATOR
STEPHEN NOTLEY and A MODERATE AMOUNT OF BOOZE
AND DOPE presents THE 2003

STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESS
or HOW ILEARNED TO TELL
HIPPIE CHICKS THAT I'D
LEARNED TO STOP WORRYING
“What rhymes with ‘alcohol-saturated dread?"”

— David Rees, Get Your War On

just going all punkrock & casual,
taking, a drink whenever it
“seem{ed] called for” — was shown
early on to be a remarkably quick
shortcut to disaster; as studies have
since shown, we were absorbing

shots like a firing-range backwall. Everything this guy is
saying is ridiculously
drinkworthy, and we don’t

— “Bob the Angry Flower”
creator Stephen Notley

have nearly enough shots to
cover the action.

Everybody with an old war
wound, gimp knee, trick stitch or

“... distinguished citizens
and fellow citizens...” —
GWB
The economy, “it’s not
growing fast enough.”

some other kinda chronic discomfort knows: when the weather changes, some crazy shit from

beyond the grave (or wherever)
starts the Problem Joint to twingeing. Some folks feel thunderstorms
in their hips, others let their clavicle
vertebrae lead them away from

, Thus says Bush and thus
) do we launch into
| today’s nutty Opposite
World, where the
' President acknowl-

floods.

edges domestic crises

Nice for them, but we're not
migratory caribou — yet! When
faced with an epochal event (such
as an extended manifesto of

} to distract from over! seas wars. Kooky!

This little oration is
more overlong,

touchyfeelized neo-Thatcherism),
we do what we're designed and

overearnest, overde-

tailed pre-dinner

expected to do. We play the “State of
the Union Address Drinking Game,”
and we play it homestyle! ’m-not

applied in a non-potato sense, but
there you go. We did our own drinking game, we picked our own drinks
(Creme de Menthe! Southern
Comfort! All fluids within reach!),
and to Hell with the Orthodox
globoweb!

The magical rumor, that the
President would come out Kennedystyle in favor of manned exploration
of the planet Mars, is discredited.
Bush is aiming squarely at the “families of people in jail” demographic, a
large voting bloc he enthusiastically
expands every chance he gets.
The President takes a moment to
flick a bit of heavy shit at John

Our original idea — the idea of

“THEY ARE THE ORCS!”

quite sure the word “homestyle”
works as an adverb, or if it can be

“Why don’t we save money and just
take a fucking drink every time he
says something that’s actually true?”

grace than speech; and...
and we're already fucked
beyond belief, to the point of

despair. His opening remarks are
outright bribery, or

what might

seem like outright bribery to those
folks

who don’t know that he’s bru-

tally lying.

“Fuck this!”
Uh-oh. Stephen’s raging now, hit-

ting that street-preacher cadence.

Our prostitution racket
Is Edmonton living off the avails?
Prostitute, human being and writer
Monica Valliquette has worked in
Edmonton’s sex industry since 1979.
Second in a series of articles.

Edwards, the money-grubbing, costinflating ambulance-chaser that’s
angling for his chair. A bunch of
shitty epigrams, and... and... well, if
everything goes well, an upper-mid-

dle-class daughter born foday might
get the royal fucking she’s been begging for in the back seat of a vehicle
powered by /1ydrogen! Uh...

Oh, holy shit!

WITH BARELY A PEEP OF

call-girl prostitution business.in

Edmonton. Using “feel-good”
words like “escort” instead of “prostitute,” City council heard from
“stakeholder” groups, studied the

Calgary “model” that had been in
effect for several years and, with

only one dissenter, the motion to
have an Escort bylaw was passed.

The one dissenter, Councillor

Leroy Chahley, tried unsuccessfully
to reason with Council. He told
them that in his previous position as

Edmonton’s Police Chief, he had

been approached by several agency
owners over the years who had tried

to convince him that such a bylaw
would be a good idea. While
Councillor Chahley has never been a
fan of prostitution, he is entirely dis-

Will we? No, we won't. Osama is

out of the picture; too many lardass
middle-American snack addicts
thought he was “sexy,” what with
the lips and the eyes and everything.

See you later, Osama. You had a
good run, and (just between you, me
and the fencepost) you still get 3:10
odds on a comeback; I'll bet you've
got some crazy-ass shit stored up.

Democratic Senators Joe
Lieberman and Hilary

Clinton. They stand to
applaud. THEY STAND —

TO APPLAUD! How can they
applaud anything this fraudulent liar has to say? All dictates of rationality insist that
Sen. Clinton should be waving her naked ass in the

not going far enough. Trust me,
World Leaders; whether
you're massacring a village or
executing a single family, you
don’t want to leave a
vengeance-seeking 14-year-

motherfuckers
did it!

how many times I've
regretted not killing that
baby.” — Evil Kung-fu

President's face, in open disgust at his words.
“The liberty we prize is not
, America’s gift to the world; it
is God's gift to humanity.” —
|) GWB
Dude, I am literally “drunk
on your words” as the Rabbis of
the Zohar — peace be forever

“Man, you don’t know

upon them! — would say. Your
applause sounds like a deep-fryer.

Boss.

“We do not know, we do not

See?

thing-something] the [something]
of evil men.” — GWB
Oh. OK, fine.
And now we're moving into the

what-we' ve-done-to-fight-terrorism
part of the speech. But will he have
the balls, the actual balls to mention
the name? We're drinking on “Al
Qaeda” now, heavily, shot after shot

past the wall, but will the President
have the stones to pronounce the
name that carries with it the stamp

gusted with people that exploit sexworkers.

The bylaw stated that no one person could be independent of an
agency. They wanted each person in
the sex-trade to have a security clearance prior to issuance of a licence.
They wanted access to personal
information of all workers and company shareholders, and also expected detailed records of client lists.
escort agency became the most
expensive licence in the City of
Edmonton. In addition, each escort
had to pay $100 annually. Did it ever
occur to Council that the fee would
be passed down to the prostitutes
that worked for the agencies? Or
were they so naive as to think the
money came directly out of the
agency owner's pocket?
Since 1993, the City of Edmonton

has made hundreds of thousands of

Thursdays

“This nation fights reluctantly,

because we know the cost.” —

Oh, holy shit! The satellite feed is
gone! The crazy motherfuckers did
it! The upper echelon of American
leadership has been eliminated in —
“Defend the peace and [some-

7 PM

Bush dishes out another piece of
pointless boilerplate, and
the camera swoops over
the house, picking out

real threat of, to put it bluntly,

on. Experts will back you
up. Kung-fu experts!

you're acting civilized

toward each other! What's the
secret?

of men.” — GWB
Come on; ofcourse you will.

is gone. The crazy

EEeeee!!!!

lions and now

Our only concern is the very

old behind, no matter
which end of the Political
Rainbow you find yourself

EEEEEEeeeeeeEEeeeEeeeEEEEE

wage war.
Europe, Rumsfeld-dismissed
Europe, has lived through some
wars. How the shit do you guys do
it? You killed each other in the mil-

“We will not permit the triumph of violence in the affairs

The satellite feed

The annual fee (of $3609) for an
IN 1993,

opposition, City Council licenced the

of failure, the name he has not dared
utter in public in over six months?

GWB
If only we could believe. If only
we could believe America truly took
the lesson of 9/11 — elemental disgust at war and the things of war.
War is flying, pieces of metal crushing bodies, flames engulfing human
beings with lives and families and
favorite sports teams, death, horror.
But does America truly know the
cost? Does America realize what zwar

means? That, in order to equal the
civilians killed in the Soviet Union
during the second World War, the
WTC attacks would have to happen
three times a day for ten years?
That's cost. That is what it means to

dollars from the sex-trade industry.
Massage and erotic entertainment
(strippers) license fees also fed the
City’s coffers.

claim to know, all the ways of
Providence, yet we can trust in
them...” —GWB
Attention, producer: Dick

Cheney’s evil face is leering into the
frame!

“... placing our confidence in the
loving God behind all of life...” —
GWB

Nice! Way to bring it on ho-

“and all of history.” —GWB
Um.
“May he guide us [something]
and {something something]
America. [Something] you.” —
GWB

What? Oh, damn, sorry... |was
just freakin’ out on the cover of Neil

Young’s Zuma. Man, that is some
fucked-up shit.

Advocate and Escort, says that she is

The relationship must be “parasitic”
(see, for example, R. v. Celebrity
Enterprises, 1977, amongst others).
In a couple of instances escort
agency owners were acquitted
because they were thought not to be

suing the City for living on the avails
of prostitution. She finds it appalling

mean.”

that the City body feels comfortable
sexually exploiting women (and the
few men) in the industry. She’s spo-

“The case law doesn’t actually make
‘profit’ part of the offense.

Carol-lynn Strachan, Sex-Workers

ken candidly about prostitution in

front of City Council, dispelling the
myth of women meeting men for

dinner and dance.

John Lowman, Criminology
Professor at Simon Fraser University
and prostitution expert, applauds

Ms. Strachan’s challenging lawsuit
and explains “living on the avails
offence jurisprudence requires that,

for a conviction, it is not sufficient to

show that a person lives in whole or
in part on the avails of prostitution.

- 11 PM
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“parasites,” whatever that might

Professor Lowman further stated

Nevertheless, there’s definitely political and probably legal advanta;
to showing that the city profits from
prostitution. The ‘state pimp’ line is
a compelling one. Truth of itis, the
municipalities run a
itution
protection racket. Either you work
for the city orthe police show up at
your door. Other than that, the city
doesn’t
seem to do
anythig for
prostitutes. Isn’t a parasite

that _

which takes without giving some- _
thinginreturn?”
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Also-rans revolt!
New NDP leader may be
a Layton you can get behind

avail by leadership rival Bill Blaikie,

socialist and take one

is a real concern, at least to everybody but Layton and his team, With
crucial parliamentary debates forthcoming on health care reform and
ducks going quack and blah blah

later, if Layton’s plan works. Of
course, if Layton’s plan doesn’t work,
if he is exposed as a lightweight buffoon at some later date, if he turns

blah, everybody asks, how will
Layton lead his party if he’s not taking part in those debates? Well, by

YOU’VE GOT TO GIVE THE NDP CREDIT

his figuring, once the Liberals have

for their particular brand of stubbornness, the kind that makes you

chosen a new leader, it can’t possibly

be long before the new Prime
Minister must seek his own man-

so bold as to pit your small-potatoes

leadership convention against
hyperbole itself, the Super Bowl, for

date.

which

for the party

could pay huge dividends

out to be a flash in the pan or a

social conservatives and economic

liberals alike, that they could afford
to reject a charismatic man with a
teleprompter who promised to go
out and find and make others like
them, who said he wanted to set
Canadian politics on its ear? Sassy

There are reasons to worry about Layton
as the new leader, one of which reads
like The Curse of Stockwell Day.

In the intervening time, he adds, it

media attention. But you can probably also bet that their new leader, the

speak of, because he looks good and
besides, nothing else they’ve tried so

will actually be advantageous for the

NDs to have a leader who has a ded-

fraud, well, wouldn’t it be funny

Socialism.

ssibly way-too-slick Jack Layton,

far has worked... need we continue?

icated, well-organized federal cau-

that two parties got sucked in? But

won't let it happen again.
There are a number of reasons to
worry about Layton as the new
leader of the New Democrats, one of

Not having direct experience of
his work as a Toronto city councilor,
I can’t make a good comparison
between the two, but the CBC's cov-

cus but who is not currently person-

it’s nobody's but Jack Layton’s role

while they scrap it out in Question

to do such a thing, at this time. His
plan has its share of risks for him
and his party, but no guts, no glory,

at least that’s what 53.5% of the faithful were thinking as they cast their
first ballots. And also, no guts, no

which reads a lot like The Curse of

erage didn’t make any mention of
lawsuits arising from Layton’s pub-

Stockwell Day, in which a party
which has grown tired of its also-ran
status on the political landscape,
chooses a leader with no seat in the

House of Commons, no
Parliamentary experience and no
national profile or credibility to

lic smears of the lawyers of accused
criminals. That may just be the
media’s left bias, but, for now, it can
be taken as a good sign.
Layton’s lack of a seat, as pointed
out so desperately and yet to no

an

ally tied to Parliament. That way,

Period with the scant time they are
allotted, he can start smiling for the

right?

cameras and kissing babies a little bit
early, and maybe find some more
NDP votes and voters.

This was an interesting convention for the ND faithful, one that

In the Sunday meeting he had
with Blaikie, who seemed a little

searching on their part. Could they
say they were so content with eking

sulky on Saturday, Layton no doubt

things out from election to election,
enduring the slings and arrows of

implored his rival to be a good

provoked a great deal of soul-

UU
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PALL or PERFECT

glory

So congratulations on your new
leader, federal NDP, and good luck
And for those lapsed or simply
undisciplined Reds who did happen
to sneak a peek or two at the
American version of the Grey Cup,

consider the symbolism of the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers’ rise to great-

ness: perennial losers finally get their
shit together and win the Big One.
Could one story’s end be another's
beginning? Do lefties dare to dream

SELF STORAGE
DOWNTOWN
Capital Self Storage 423-3500

ENERGYM

Jit USE IT TO ELIMINATE

DRUGS A PROBLEM?
COCAINE ANONYMOUS CAN HELP!
425-2715
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We should be so lucky.
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MONDAY

Free Pool

.30¢ wings
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Live Entertainment
This Month

Jan. 31 - Feb. 1 Tony Dizon
Feb. 7 - 8 Tim Cotton
Feb. 14- 15 Dwayne Allan
Feb.

21

- 22 Shane Young

$15.99

NIRV

WEDNESDAYS

& SUNDAY
Karaoke

said Michael Matsuda, chairperson
of the Orange County Asian Pacific
Islander Community Alliance in
Garden Grove, Calif.
Naef and the OCAPICA are secking a formal apology from Maxim.
OCAPICA also is calling for Maxim
to donate funds toward tolerance

Real men choke icons
“Magazine of the Year”
goes after Gandhi, the “wimp”
“My first reaction is, ‘How stupid.’ My next reaction is, ‘How

THE LATEST EDITION OF MAXIM

magazine, in an alleged “humor”
article headlined “Maxim's Kick-Ass
Workout,” depicts a strapping man
ina muscle T-shirt beating up an
image of Mahatma Gandhi.
The article, attempting to show
how fighting can bring fitness, calls
for “a healthy regimen of violent
assaults” and urges readers to “teach
those pacifists a lesson about aggression.” The three-page article
includes 21 different scenes of the
man hitting, kicking, choking and
throwing Gandhi, who is named in
the text, where the reader is urged to
“ask Gandhi if he can see a change
in your physique.”

CAN'T BE TOO STRONG Maxim’s pectorals advice: “Step 2: With a
straight back, bend down and attach hands to throat. Flex pecs profusely.

education to, in Matsuda’s words,

sad,” said Michelle Naef, administrator of the M.K. Gandhi Institute in
Memphis, Tenn. “How sad it is that
they don’t understand how special a
person he was.”

Special and incredibly strong,

Naef said. “Mahatma Gandhi spent
his life fasting and being tortured,”
she said. “Clearly, they have no clue
who they're dealing with, to depict
him this way.” The article and illustrations, Naef added, are “the stupidest thing I’ve ever seen.”
“It’s promoting hate crimes. In
today’s context, after Sept. 11 and
with the anti-war movement, this

article is telling people to beat the

Protesters are seeking, instead, a
change in Maxim's attitude.

crap out of Asians and pacifists,”

“show that they’re truly contrite.”
Calls and emails to Maxim from

Tolerance.org went unanswered last

Wednesday.

Ina “Total Wimp Workout” side-

bar to the main story, Maxim depicts
the Gandhi look-alike huddling in a
closet, arms wrapped around his
knees, head bowed. The accompanying text encourages “wimps” to
“tighten your arms around your legs

like the time your mommy tried to
take away Malibu Ken” and to “cry
like a kid enjoying his first rectal
thermometer.”
“There is a deep and fundamental
misunderstanding of what nonviolence is all about,” Naef said.
“Gandhi was an incredibly strong
person. Muscle strength can’t possi-
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“one of the most revered menon

Adweek’s “Hottest Magazine
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| Year’ 5in 2002 and Advertising
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Illustrations found in the print
magazine are not present on the
Web site. However, the Maxim Web
site does include a “Stupid Fun” artii its archives
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Physical, the promo reads, “Beating

people up is more than just a day’s

model,”

: Edmonton Classical : THE MIKADO
: Guitar Society
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sounding words. Under the head-

line, “Two-Fisting: Let's Get

Gandhi was a “lousy husband,” a
“rotten father’ and a “poor role

; Alberta College, Muttart Hall

9 : Winspear centip0 i Jubilee Auditorfun

WHAT IS “STRONG”
The Maxim Web site introduces the
article with somewhat innocent

China

_

ee
itadel
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bly come close to the kind of
strength Mahatma Gandhi had.”
As Gandhi himself said, “A person who has realized the principle of
nonviolence has the God-given
strength for his weapon, and the
world has not yet known anything
that can match it.”

Wanna be on TV, punk?
City’s blue-collar roots power
MUCHMUSIC DOES EDMONTON
Featuring Choke, War Party, Mad
Bomber Society, Wednesday Night

Heroes, Open Wounds and the Kasuals
Sat, Feb. 1

At Red's (WEM
WE ALBERTANS MAY BE SIMPLE PRAI-

is not indifferent to that accusation,” he says, citing the econor
rock-and-hard-place problem
plaguing Canadian industries from
music to hockey. It costs Canadian
and American artists the same
amount to produce albums
and TV

shows, but a much smaller market

rie folk, but we do know a thing or

in Canada

two about a thing or two. Oil is
good, the left wing is bad, and

means
more

Ontario, the center of the universe,

may or may not know we exist.
We're the wealthy, red-necked
step-province of Canada, and if
for cultural and artistic recognition. Right?
Not entirely. For the last
three and a half years,
MuchMusic’s Chris
Nelson has made it his
job and personal mission to traverse the
country like a musical

surveyor, mining the
remote regions outside
of Toronto’s radar for
deserving bands. The

host of Going Coastal on
Sunday nights, Nelson
has sliced off a cross-section of Edmonton’s

bands for his Mu
Does Edmonton
showcase airing on
Feb. 16th.
“Tt’s a chance for
Edmonton bands to

get some exposure
to the rest of the
country,” says
Nelson, “but it's a

profile thing for
MuchMusic, as
well. We wanted

to remind people
that we're still the
only network that
makes it a point to
_ broadcast and cover

‘bands from regions of
Canada outside of
Toronto.”

Despite the grim sense that
Much is slowly going the way of
MTV

commercialism with each

irritating episode of Much on

Demand, Nelson believes in his sta-

tion’s agenda. “I know MuchMusic

broadcast

stretching to make ends meet
“I'm astonished that the myth
persists that being a big name in
Canada means being a million
aire,” says Nelson. “There are a lot
of gold record-selling artists here
that struggle to pay the rent
MuchMusic faces some of the same
problems, so certainly market pres
sures are a factor for us

“But they've made a genuine

effort to do something different
and I don’t think they'll ever give
up on that. Otherwise shows like
mine, The New Music, and The

Wedge would have

been

gone long

ago, and George

[Strombolopolous] would never
have gotten his punk show off the
ground.”
With
erience reporting for

the CBC in Edmonton and Calgary,
the Saskatchewan-raised Nelson
has an affinity for the prairies, and
Edmonton in particular.
“I’ve
always felt like there’s been more
of an honest, blue-collar approach

to making music there,” he
explains.
“I’m thinking of the
smalls specifically when I say this,
because they were completely DIY

for so long, but that tenacity is
reflective of a lot of bands ther
The choice of bands for the event
— ranging from Hobbema rappers
War Party to the technical postpunk of Choke — reveals his
progressive musical agenda. “1
look for bands that are not only
reflective of the scene and
could use the exposure but

are also ahead of the
curve in terms of
where musi
headed,” sa
Nelson, who is
intent on rooting

out Edmonton‘s

punk-edged grit
rather than the
hyper-produced and
ommipresent

Nickelback dynasty.
“Tm a sentimental

guy and my heart
naturally

goes out to

the underdogs.
There’s enough majorlabel stuff on Much
that does not need my

help to get it on the air.
I've always felt that my
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
responsibility at the station
HERO Luke Manimal
is to be an advocate for those
kills yr television.
groups who might not normally
get the chance.”
GEOFF MOYSA

CHUL-AHN
JEONG

BOY BAND The fellas in Choke (above) will certainly undermine arguments that Much caters exclusively to image over substance.
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Diva delight

In the “company” of such greats,

Ranee Lee pays homage to the queens of jazz
RANEE LEE
Sat, Feb. 1
The Arden Theatre

(St. Albert

THE “JAZZ VOICE” WILL BE WELL
represented on Saturday at the

Arden Theatre, when Montreal-

based songstress Ranee Lee brings
her Dark Divas show to town.
This show presents selected musical works from Lee's original play of

‘The music in the
show is a music I’ve
studied, that I live
in... a music that
helps me find my
own strength’

RANEE LEE

three hot nights at the 2000 edition of

and Ella Fitzgerald.

released on the Justin Time label in

credentials and other career highlights at wwr.justin-time.com

music-only presentations of Dark
Divas, Lee slips into the vocal charac-

Lee earned an earlier Juno nomination — in the Best Mainstream

Jazz category — in 1995, for her
album I Thought About You. In 1994

backed by a solid eight-piece band
most of whom appeared on both

and 1995, Ranee received the Top

ters of all seven greats, while bring-

Canadian Female Jazz Vocalist

ing her own style to the fore. “The
music in this show is a music I’ve
studied, that I live in, that I appreci-

Award presented by Jazz Report
magazine. She also won the 1998

Dark Divas CDs. Band regulars on
this tour include her band leader
and guitarist Richard Ring (who is

Indie Award for female jazz vocalist,

ate... and a music that helps me find

for her 1997 recording Seasons of

out my own strengths and limita-

Love.

tions,” says Lee.

Lee has also been a jazz educator
at McGill University in Montreal for

She adds, “Singing the songs of
these women is a wonderful experi-

ence. I feel like I’ve known

these

women all my life. I don’t feel a

stranger to any, because of their
enormous contributions to the jazz
idiom. The show feels like a communication of sorts, to a line of great
people who've left a legacy of great

Festival, and has since performed
the show in Mexico, New York’s
Smoke jazz club and CBC Toronto's
Glenn Gould Theatre, while a
February 13th show in Montreal will
be recorded by the CBC for
European broadcast
For her St. Albert show (and in
Banff the next night), Lee will be

it appears Lee is doing well charting
her own course in the jazz world.
Check out her discography, music
awards, teaching activities, acting

2000. Justin Time then released Dark
Divas — The Highlights in 2001, offering shorter samplings of the 5 songs.
As the lead voice in the stage and

the Montreal International Jazz

’ also Lee’s husband), Ron DiLauro

on trumpet, Richard Beaudet on sax
In the company of the greats: Lee
Holiday in Lady DayatEmerson's Bat
and Grill. This was the first Canadian
production of the work, and enjoyed
extended runs in both Toronto and
Montreal.
Lee successfully presented the

17 years. In 1994, she received the
International Association of Jazz

Educators award for outstanding
service to jazz education.
As an actress, Lee has many credits, including a Dora Mavor Moore
Award for her portrayal of Billie

and clarinet and Dave

music-only

version of Dark Divas for

Lee says, “Whether people are
familiar with these seven divas or

not, I hope that everyone comes to
the show with their ‘enjoyment
suits’ on...

that they sit back, relax

and ‘have some fun’ as Pearl Bailey
would say.”
DON BUCHANAN

work.”
Lee acknowledges it was hard to

the same name, which focuses on
the lives and songs of seven female
jazz greats, including Billie Holiday,
Ella Fitzgerald, Lena Horne, Pearl

Bailey, Josephine Baker, Sarah
Vaughan and Dinah Washington.
Lee first produced the play in

1998; the Juno-nominated compan-

ion recording, featuring dialogue
and 28 songs on two discs, was

know whom to pick for this personalized project. “There were so many

more to choose from, but the ones I
elected gave me a wider berth for
entertainment value, including the
comedic stylings of Pearl Bailey, the
vaudevillian parts of Josephine
Baker's style, the sophisticated work
of Lena Horne, and the more jazzoriented styles of Sarah Vaughan
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Shania’s faking fumbles half-time show
A BROUHAHA OF ENORMOUS PROPORtion ensued after Shania Twain lip-

synched at The Grey Cup here in
Edmonton. Conjecture abounded as
to whether or not the country/pop
crossover diva. A flurry of speculation arose prior to the Superbowl.
There are ways you can tell. First,
the live microphone picks up ambient sound that you don’t hear when
the miming’s going on. Second, the
synched sound has a whole different
tonality — it’s too perfect. Also, close
watching will inevitably reveal a
mismatch in lining up.
Carlos Santana and his crackerjack band jumpstarted the pre-game

show; his singers were live; Beyonce
Knowles was live when she came
out for “Oye Como Va.” Then
Michelle Branch came out and it
was instantly evident she was
canned. At half time, Shania came
out and yelled the obligatory crowd
Sabo live. Then she started
ux vocalizing. Game over. The first
tune, “Man, I Feel Like a Woman”
was obviously pre-recorded live and
the new hit “Up!” was right off the
record.

The best quote about the ludicrous debate came from Old Reliable
ember and SEE contributor
Tom
]
ay, who said, “I wasn’t

watching tosee ifshewas li

was more interested
in her

Wednesdays
$2.25

mint offered by his waiter.
This four piece band is comprised

PY AL

of three former members of Cone Of

Silence, Pat Strain and Russ Baker

alow ital

faleomelo){-1a)

Strain, who is the principle songwriter for WIM. “Troy is quite a

ialomoley-hu
fo]a1) @ejal-la-4—

songwriter. He writes all the songs
in King Muskafa... some aren't ska

suitable, so this band is a testing
ground.”

Note well,

hibalis

Mele tadsitere

on guitars, John Newton on drums

and Troy Nowaselski on bass.
“Russ is the guitarist. I’m just the
acoustic
guitar scrubber,” laughs

DJ

punters, you will not

hear Wafer ThinMint in just any
watering hole, “I don’t think it’s the
kind of band that would work ina

Music

129 different
jelej
ad (—lo mmel—1—1 a

lot of venues,” maintains Strain.

“The Sugarbow1 is ideal for what

we're doing — it’s not a bar gig,

we're to old to do that. It’s like Moe
Berg says about rock, ‘I like to play
it, but I sure don’t like the racket.”
The Sugar Bowl is located at 1092288 Ave; show time is9:30 pm.
BES
The music community loves the
multi-talented Stewart Kirkwood,

the

All this in one
most stunning

Edmonton
fol oli

Laing on

drums.

has

of
rooms
ever seen:
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in the history of GAMES!
Play Vinyl Hunter, name the
The Sea and Cake

MYSTERY MUSICAL ARTIST
& WIN!
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DOWN &. DIRTY
SPECIAL REPORT:
BLUES SUMMIT
CANADA'S

www.blackbyrd.ca

Clockwork Oranae Juice 7-9 a.m Wed’s on CJSR 88.5

You'll laugh,
you'll cry
but mostly you'll laugh.
You are about to

abet placeThe
Sean Cullen Show. You'll never
be the same.

PREMIERE

The
Sean Cullen

Show
Friday at 9pm

FIRST

ANNUAL

BLUES

Summit,hosted by the Toronto Blues
Society, got under way last Saturday.
Figuring that the impending event would
give the “Big Smoke” an opportunity to
show the rest of Canada what it had to
offer in the way of blues, your faithful
correspondent arrived a week ago
Wednesday to partake of the local
“scene.” And although the weather was

marginally warmer than home, the scene
was ice cold. There is no full-time blues
room in Toronto; after some diligent
searching, only one venue was found
Thursday evening offering live blues
music. Grossman's Tavern hosted the
Jack de Keyzer trio, who put on a spirited, rocky, funk-flayoured show for the
couple of dozen faithful who showed up.
The following evening Tracy K. played
Chicago's Diner, a tiny upstairs room

with a handful of bar stools and room
for perhaps 50 blues fans. Pretty sad for
a Friday night. Needless to say, my better half, Carrol Deen, and | were feeling
somewhat let down. If the “Centre of the
Known Universe” can’t keep a couple of
full-time blues rooms happening, what
were the chances that the Blues Summit
would make the cost of-air fare and
accommodations money well spent?

As it turned out, the Toronto Blues
Society did Canada, and Toronto, proud.
“149 delegates from across Canada and
the States have registered-for the
Conference and we are basically sold
out,” TBS's Dan Kershaw announced
Saturday afternoon. The registered blues
lovers represented the real movers and
shakers in the business. Conference topics included getting your dise on the
radio, finding funding for your recording
project, the ins and outs of festivals and
clubs, an oral history of Chicago Blues
with Barry Dolins (long-time artistic
director of the Chicago Blues Festival),
and a pictorial history presented by the
legendary Dick Waterman. Showcases
featured some of the best in Canadian
blues including Steve Rowe, Sue Foley,
Kenny “Blues Boss” Wayne, Tony D ,
David Gogo, Charlie A’Court, Michael
Pickett, Michael Jerome Browne and
Fathead.
A non-showcase gig from a personable 21-year old from Montreal made
me believe that the future of the blues
might be in good hands. Beau
Kavanagh and the Broken Hearted have
released one disc on Justin Time

8224

104 STREET

Records, According to label promotions
man Patrick Turgeon, “It’s basically
their demo, recorded live off the floor,
but it was so good we just had to get it
out. They're going back into the studio
and will have a new disc out later this
spring.” Look for it, because these
young kids from La Belle Province have
that certain “je ne sais quois” that will
take them far.
Which brings us to the keynote
address for the conference delivered by
Bruce Iglauer, the man who founded
Alligator Records over 30 years ago, Ina
stirring half-hour talk on the subject,
Iglauer reminded and inspired the faithful in attendance that to to be relevant,
“The blues has to continue to be the
healing music it started out to be. It’s
about stories, singing and a groove.”
Iglauer had a real concern about the
future of the music. “I see it heading in a
couple of directions”, he said: “The
Dixieland Thing, where it becomes a
museum piece, kept old and authentic
by fans who do not want the music to
evolve,” or, just as troubling, “the Guitar
Hero Thing. We must remember that
unless the music tells a story a guitar
solo is just a bunch of notes, and just
because they are played very fast in a 12
bar format doesn’t make it the blues.”
For Iglauer the best hope for the blues is

in not becoming “hide-bound.”
“This music cannot become stuck in,
amber,” was his impassioned plea.
“What if Muddy Waters had come to the
Chess Studios with an amp and Leonard
Chess had said ‘No way, that’s not how
Robert Johnson did it.”

He concluded his talk by reminding
those present that they had a responsibility to, “make and support music that
soothes the human soul, shares the pain
of life and reminds people that they are
not alone. Unlike pop music, the blues is
hot about hiding or sensationalizing the
pain, but about celebrating the stuff of
life. So push the boundaries, support the

Corey Harrises, Anders Osbornes and
others who are taking the music in new
directions and keeping it relevant to new
generations.”
The message was clear: if the blues is
to survive and thrive, it must cross the
generational border and become as relevant to.a 20-something today as it was
toa cotton picker who moved to
Chicago after the Second World War.
This observer left the room with
renewed and refreshed spirits, and a

clearer understanding of the big picture,

the future of the music and the role that
all fans of the genre have to play in keep-*
ing it alive in 2003, the “Year of the
Blues”. | hope we'll all do our part.
CAM HAYDEN
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Classic hat trick
Winspear stage hosts three very
different performances

A UCENSED

ESO
Fri & Sat, Jan. 31 & Feb. 1 (8:00 pm)
Winspear Centre

Stravinsky’s Pulcinella: Suite and
Symphony No. 5 in E-flat Major, Op. 82
by Jean Sibelius.

THIS WILL BE

PRO CORO CANADA
Sun, Feb. 2 (2:00 pm)
Winspear Centre

A HOMECOMING OF

sorts for trumpet virtuoso Jens
Lindemann. Having just “retired”
from a five-year stint as lead trumpeter for the Canadian Brass,
Lindemann, who lives in LA, is

returning to his home town for a

pair of concerts with the ESO under
the direction of guest conductor

Victor Yampolsky.

THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, BRING
THIS AD AND BUY A CHEESECAKE
AND A LATTE/MOCHA, GET A Se

ART SHOW, FEBRUARY 8TH
_FEAT. ART BY MITCHELL STUART

ber choir, Pro Coro Canada will be
presenting a program of classical,
popular and folk works from several
p4

Latin American countries — Cuba,
Mexico, Brazil, Argentina and
cert entitled “Latin Explosion!” On

have heard a guitarist perform with

this occasion, artistic director

an orchestra. This is about to change.

Richard Sparks will be handing over

Cezary (Caesar) Zmyslowski, a vir-

the conducting responsibilities to

tuoso guitarist and teacher who emi-

Venezuelan choral director and specialist Maria Guinand.

grated here from his native Poland
in 1991, will present the Edmonton
debut performance of Concerto in D

the ESO — Franz Joseph Haydn's

Guinand, who obtained her musical education in the United

Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra in
E-flat Major and Allan Gilliland’s

Kingdom and is now conducting
three prestigious choirs in her home-

‘It’s always a
delight to get to
hang out with [the

land, is extremely excited about this

of performances as fun rather than
work. “It’s always a delight to get to
hang out with them and visit as well
as work with them. It really is sort of
the pinnacle of what you’re trying to
do as a performer. You’re basically
going back to work, but you're
working with friends and family.” It
turns out that even ESO composerin-residence Gilliland is an old high

buddy.
he ESO *MfastersSeries” concerts will bebalanced off with two
very different works, Igor

concert, and she has expressed satisfaction with Pro Coro’s fast learning,
curve and response to her direction.
The program, she believes, is well
rounded. “The first halfofthe program is devoted to composers of the
first 50 years of the [20th] century,
and this music is particularly important because it inspired many good
Latin American poets of the century.
And the style of this music is more
within the new classical style and
derives sometimes from nationalistic
forces.” She asserts that the music

from this period demands a style of

singing not unlike that of the
Renaissance madrigals. The second
part of the program will be more

contemporary, with musical ele-

ments derived from more indigenous folk traditions.
METAMORPHOSIS ORCHESTRA
Tues, Feb. 4, 8:00 pm
Winspear Centre
TT HAS BEEN SEVERAL YEARS SINCE
Edmonton classical music audiences

See ee

HALO, SPLINTER
GT2002, UNREAL

Caesar Zmyslowski

(then at Edith Rogers Junior High
School) was Lindemann’s first mentor on his instrument. “My private
lessons were with Alvin Lowry and
Bill Dimmer, both [still] in the
orchestra.” Even though he will be
performing two major works with

Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra
(1994) — Lindemann views this pair

IN

LATTE/MOCHA FREE!!

EDMONTON’S WORLD-CLASS CHAM-

Venezuela among them — in a con-

ing with friends &
family’ jens uNDEMANN

ESTABLISHMENT

FOR

Local music educator Al Jones

ESO]... You’re work-

& WIRED

LOVE IS IN THE AIR!
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11012 JASPER AVENUE, 429-3442

Major for Guitar and Orchestra, Op. 99
by Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco, an

Italian neo-classical composer of the
early to mid-20th Century. His name

is not well known here, but as
Zmyslowski himself comments, that
could change.
“This concerto is not very wellknown and is not played that often,
because it is extremely challenging.
You almost need to have the hands
of a blacksmith. [CastelnuovoTedesco] was not very familiar with
the guitar, and in one place, he has
notated a stretch across seven frets!
Every guitarist who plays it has to
edit it down [to something more
manageable.]”
Other works on the

Www.hmv.com

PICK
OF THE

Metamorphosis Orchestra's pro-

gram under the musical direction of
Maestro Grzegorz Nowak include
Introduction and Allegro for Strings,
Op. 47 by Edward Elgar, as well as
Antonio Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons
[Concerti for Violin and Strings] performed by visiting guest artist
Konstanty Kulka. Kulka last performed here with the ESO, then
under Nowak’s baton, during the
1997-98 concert season.

Making decisions

Tuesday, Feb. 4

bs torfuture?

Electronics programs

Electrical and
Explore the fields of Aviation,
Avionics, Instrumentation,

‘Electrical and Biomedical

JERRY OZIPKO

erat

Garden Mall
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Shopping Centre

West Edmonton
Superstore
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Prices in effect while quantities last. HMV reserves the right to limit quantities.
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prompted him to form the
SuperBand, which goes public Jan.
31 at the Sidetrack. “When they were

BUSY MAN Jason Cairns

keeps the bottom-end
groovy for several projects.

doing the closing down of the Rev
and they were listing some of the
greatest shows there, Isaw Ramsey's
Soul Revival on there and remembered when there were a bunch of
great show bands [in Edmonton],
and there haven't been many of

those since,” Cairns muses. “So I
kind of wanted to bring that back —
the show. The fun-funk, George
Clinton type of thing. People want to
party, they want a party band, and if
we can give them that, well, great.”

Cairns has drawn on eight of
Edmonton’s finest performers for

the Superband, including former HiPhonigs bandmates Ian Alleyne and
Orville Cameron on vocals and Fred
Brenton on drums, as well as guitarist Curtis Ross, sax player Brett

Rebirth of fun funk
SuperBand gets the party started
SUPERBAND/JIF
ON THE OTHER END OF THE
phone, bass player and bandleader
Jason Cairns sounds a little weary.
It's not just the rigorous schedule of
performance and studio work that’s
got him all worn out. Musicianabout-town and studio mogul Stew
Kirkwood (with whom Cairns
works at Sound Extractor) was mar-

ried the night before, and Cairns

Miles, percussionist Marek Tyler,
keyboardist Doug Organ and, new
for this show, vocalist Christian
Mena, all of whom Cairns has
worked with in the past. “I used to
just hire this person and that person,
but now I said, ah screw it, I'll just

hire everybody I want. So it’s ninepiece insanity.”
Cairns says the band draws on
diverse sources, from James Brown

to Marvin Gaye to Sly and the
Family Stone to P-Funk and Tower
of Power to Michael Jackson and
beyond for its booty-moving reperPartying has been very much on
the Cairns’ mind of late, not just his

toire. “That's the philosophy behind
SuperBand, that’s what I wanted, I
thought if there could just be a cou-

own, but the opportunities for music
lovers in Edmonton to throw down

great shows and play great old

partook in the celebrations.

with a fun live band. This, he says,

ple of great cover bands that put on
tunes, you know? I don’t want to

THE HOLLYWOOD ENDING
THE HOLLYWOOD ENDING
may have been a low point in
Woody Allen’s dwindling comedic

play contemporary ‘Oops... ! Did It
Again’ stuff. I want to be playing
what people call music. Let’s bring
the music back.”

career, but the name marks a posi-

Not content to just play covers,
Cairns is also one-third of JIF with
Alleyne and Brenton. The retro-soul

tive turn in the life of drummer
Graham Churchill. Last weekend
one of Edmonton’s longest run-

trio has plans to complement their
proven gifts as players and Alleyne’s

ning (est. 1996) and most popular

melodic-punk bands — the

copious songwriting talent.
“1 feel what Ian does, you know,
he’s so genuine about the songs that
he writes. And JIF was always
something we did when we had
time, but we were always passionate about it. In the next year we're
really going to try to make it work.
Corb Lund has had enormous success in that trio situation and I think
we have a similar appeal — totally
different styles, but similar in that
it’s very genuine and it brings me

Preshure Point — played their
final show. Churchill, who formed
the new venture along with fellow
ex-Preshure Point guitarist Stu
Ross, says the farewell came with
mixed feelings.
“It just kind of bottomed out. It
became too hard to write with the
PP because we each had different
influences and different musical
directions we wanted to go in. It

was a lot easier to throw in the
towel than try and keep it going.”
While the Preshure Point may
have lost its fizzle, the Hollywood

back to the reasons why I started
playing music.”
Look forward to a JIF recording

Ending is shaping up to be a
blockbuster. Churchill, who moonlights for Calgary skate-punks
Belvedere, couldn’t be happier
with his new project.
“Hollywood Ending is way
more technical and exciting. We're
really trying hard, and wracking
our brains writing the best technical stuff we can. There are more
complex time signatures and
rhythms. Basically, just pushing,
ourselves as hard as we can.”
But, what about that loyal legion
of Preshure Point fans who
showed up 500 strong to the big
farewell show? Will they become
technical hardcore converts?

sometime in the near future, a JIF
Web site — choosejif.com — in the
even nearer future and a JIF gig on

Feb. 6 at the Velvet Lounge
(10041-170 St. — flip to our FREE

STUFF section in this issue for a
chance to win tickets).
As for Cairns, don’t worry about

him. Between these shows, studio
work, pick-up gigs and performances with the Three Kings and
Gravity Collective — not to mention
the recent Pymen reunion — he’s
pleased to be so busy. “I’m a little
bit bagged, I’ve been doing-all this
work. But my life is great [..]. Life is
good, and I haven't always been
able to say that.”
SCOTT LINGLEY
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See Music Scene, page 13

presents the host
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“Madly Off In All Directions”
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In his one man show

“Cabin Fever Tour - 2003”
Friday, March 14-8 PM —
Festival Place, Sherwood Park|

> > weeknights @11:25 pm
y4-10
Modoom or)

> Hosted by Sharon Lewis

TICKETS
NOW ONSALE!

FESTIVAL PLACE Box Office 449
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Music notes
Continued from page 12
“They [PP fans] either love or they

hate it, but overall the response has
been positive,” says Churchill enthusiastically. “We have our stuff on
MP3.com for about a month and

on Monday evening. Sue Foley was

go. An “All Star” band of T.O. musi-

the big winner, garnering six awards
in all, including “Electric Act of the

cians, including Jack De Keyzer (guitar), Michael Fonfara (keys) and Al
Lerman (harp) were
put together by

Year,” “Female Vocalist of the Year,”
“Recording of the.Year,” “Songwriter

of the Year” and “Entertainer of the
Year’. Her record

Where the

Downchild bassist and musical
director Gary Kendall (“Bassist of the
Year’) and fronted by special
gue:

Action Is, also garnered an award for
producer Colin Linden, and her
drummer, Tom Bona, took home the

Colin James. They
actually had the
opportunity to play a few numbers
and were very
impressive and well

Point did in, like, six months. We're
getting emails from people all over
the continent wanting us to do
shows, which is encouraging

hardware as “Drummer of the Year.”

because we've only been around a

the Year” and Duke Robillard, who
was voted “International Act of the

rehearsed. Performances by Sue
Foley, Kenny “Blues Boss
ay
and Michael Jerome Browne rounded out the evening, musically speaking.
‘ve labelled these awards here in

we've got more hits than Preshure

couple of months.”
The Hollywood Ending, w/Savannah

and Amoeba, play Fri, Jan. 31 @ New
City.

JASON KELLER

Other notable winners included
the incredible Harry Manx, who took

home the trophy as “Acoustic Act of
Year.” A pair of West Coast perform-

SEE magazine as a Toronto-Centric

ers, David Gogo and Kenny “Blues
Boss’
ne won as well, (Guitarist

affair, parading as a “National”

and Piano Player of the Year, respectively).

MAPLE BLUES AWARDS

The remainder of the awards went

THE FIRST ANNUAL BLUES

to a group of well-known Toronto

Summit, presented by the Toronto
Blues Society, culminated with the

area musicians and blues personali-

ties, with three awards going to

Sixth Annual Maple Blues Awards,

which were handed out in the
Phoenix Concert Theatre in Toror

mchild blues
emony
itself
'y well done as these th

event. In essence, I stand by that.
However, the Toronto Blues Society
has made a real effort to expand the
mandate, scope and voting process

over previo’
rs. While these are
by no means “National” blues
awards, some very deserving musicians and blues boosters did receive
recognition.

CAM HAYDEN

Sat Feb 01

FIN? IT& PIND| st
There just isn't
Fri Jan 31

any better

algale)<2

DRIVE BY PUNCH
ERE ONGE WAS HOPE
Sat Feb O1

JJs PUB 11827 St. Albert Trail 451-9180

OPAL ROAD, DISSENTION& | MMEALTICKET &
DANIELLE B | DANIELLE B
Thu Jan 30 & Fri Jan 31

Sat Feb 01

KELLYS 11540 Jasper Avenue 451-8825

lameli“al
Try the The Absolute Best Sounding
Karaoke System in Edmonton.

Wednesday through Sunday
Fantastic Selection of Hits
with Brad Scott.

NEW OWNERSHIP 4 NEW. STYLE
Mondays 7 Tuesdays
:

10-cent wings after 5 pm

All cocktails

Happy Hour, all day

and martinis $3.75

Wednesdays 4 Thursdays
|
i

Fridays

Saturdays

Oven-baked pizza’8” only $6.75

Baked lasagna $6.75

Jugs of Traditional $9.50

8PM - 10PM
$2.00 highball'specials

Fri Jan 31 & Sat Feb 01
KINGSNIGHT

PUB 9221-34 Avenue 433-2599

CONNOR'S ROAD
Thu Jan 30

LONGRIDERS

Fri Jan. 31 & Sat Feb 01

11733 - 78 Street 479-7400

REAGAN’S COUSIN
Fri Jan 31
NEW

CITY COMPOUND

10161 - 112 Street 413-4578

SAVANNAH, AMOEBA &
THE HOLLYWOOD ENDING

RS SSoREMXee
Teknotika, anyone?
chatting with Gary from his home in
Detroit about the Teknotika sound.

Remix: Living in Detroit, how did
FOR TEN YEARS, GARY MARTIN HAS
made some of the most interesting

and fun dance music around. Fusing
the exotica sounds of Martin Denny
and Les Baxter with a 4/4 beat,

tracks like “Swahili Swing” and

“Bali Monkey Dance” regularly find
their way into DJ boxes all over the
world. Laurent Garnier, Sven Vath

and Carl Cox are some of his biggest

fans. We love him at Remix as well

and recently I had the chance of

you get into techno and what were

some of your first experiences?

Gary Martin: First, I had a background as a musician for many
years. Playing
keyboards, songwriting in various bands.

I’m actually

quite a bit older than I look, the same
age as Kevin (Saunderson), Derrick

like Ben Sims and Adam

and getting them out, with Atkins,

GM: Back then, I was just really
into it, doing my thing. But, I really
didn’t market it well enough. And
then over time, it fell into place,
which was great because I wanted to
do that all along. There was a year or
so when I wasn’t recording anything, then I realized how big this
tribal techno thing was getting, so

May, Saunderson being so popular
and from Detroit?
GM: Well around 1991-92 it was

that became quite popular when it

(May) and all of them. I knew them

because I was friends with Blake
Baxter. | first remember seeing

Derrick May spin at the City Club
and, really, that was my first exposure to the whole thing
Rmx: What was it like making
your first records in the early “90 s

mostly home listening stuff, but in
‘93 I made the Take Me record, and I

was so confident in it that I had it
mastered and ready to go. I then
ended up at the door of Mad Mike
of Underground Resistance, who
was helping other artists through
Submerge. He liked it right away,
helped me get it out and was quite
an influence on me.

Rmx: Did you use the exotica
sounds of the ‘50s and 60s solely as
a unique departure point, or are you
a big fan as well?
GM: Yeah, I have hundreds of old
records that I’ve picked up. Latin
stuff, eastern stuff. Lots of lounge-y

— yet percussive — stuff that 1 do
sample. That’s what makes the
tracks so good; these old sounds. I
had a friend who was into it
He
got me hip to Martin Denny, those
great covers. I loved the covers and

then the masicgrew on me. And
I’ve never stopped collecting, always
searching for records.
Rmx: Really tribal, jazzy, percussive techno has become really popu-

lar the last few years. What do you

that made me put out more records.

Rmx:

“Tiger Trance” was a track

was released in 1994. Now it’s been
remixed by yourself, Ben Sims and
Justin Berkovi. Talk about the track
and re-release?
GM: It gets its name because of
the percussive loops and the tiger

scream that’s sampled. It sold well
and was one of the very first tribal
techno tracks. It’s not trance like we
know trance today. I really wanted
Ben Sims to do a remix, I thought he
was making some of the hottest
techno at the time. I then did an EP
for Ben’s Ingoma label. He's a good
guy. Ziggy from Neuton
Distribution got a remix from Justin
Berkovi because they’
re friends.
Rmx: It takes a lot of effort to put
out music on your own label, in
your own style. It’s been ten years...
have you ever thought of quitting

GM: Sometimes it’s tough doing,
this because the only real reward is
traveling around the world for DJ

. As far as stopping, I have taken
breaks from producing, but quitting,

no, I don’t know what that'd be like.

Sound filesof Martin’s style can be
found at www.teknotikarecords.com.

think of being such an influence on

PROSPER PRODANIUK

OLIVER Market Place
WINTER CLEARANCE SALE ON NOW!!! Save up to 30% off

Snowboards and Bindings and up 1o 50% off on Jackets ond
Pants. Need gloves, mitts, or beanies? We have a massive

selection. Don't forget to Enter To Win a Nitro Snowboard and
a trip to Jasper. Phone or stop by for information to WIN!!! Our store is
located at 1034 - 111 St. You can also e-mail us at wind@potters.ab.ca.
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PPERFECT FOR KIDS OF ALL AGES.
EVERY SAT. @ 3 P.M. AT THESIDETRACK:
ARTS Ba CRAETS, LIVE MUSIC

Wednesday
Show starts at-7 pm
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Art & Soa]
Ceramic Stadio

in order to convey the vocal technique
employed on this song, you're going to
have to play along. First, take a shot of
Jagermeister. Then have another. Now
extend your lower lip far past your upper

one — that’s right, make a sad clown face
Okay, begin to whimper through the sad
Clown face like a naughty boy. Yes that’s it

Beside Rowena Gifts

10760c-82

WHIMPER LIKE A SAD, DRUNK, BABY
CLOWN! That's “Call On Me.”

(Sire/Reprise)
* OF *&k**& (depending on your POV)

APPROX. TRANSCRIPT OF EMAIL

So with that all said, you should avoid
this album at all costs, right? Nooooo way!
Just as Poe illuminated the darkest corners
of the mind, Reed succeeds in providing a
fascinating glimpse at an aging, overindulgent rock icon — overburdened with big
ideas and an even bigger budget — who
falls into the pit of ridiculous pomposity.
Plus, it's way more entertaining than the

@#$%ing Osbournes.

conversation:
Colleague: “Do you have the new Lou
Reed? Is this it? Has he finally gone
insane?
Me: “| haven't heard ityet. It can't be
worse than Metal Machine Music.
Colleague: “Wanna bet?”
Before we even begin discussing the
new Lou Reed CD, let's take a moment to
reflect on “reality TV.” Why? Because a)
mere words will undoubtedly fail to convey
what an indescribably bizarre CD this is, so
' — we must draw a similitude to another topical trend, also used as evidence of a rapidly
declining culture; and b) last night, following my first spin of The Raven, bad-guy
judge Simon Cowell from American Idol

|
_
,

_

"

ZOLTAN VARADI

Lisztomania — the latter of which featured

an evil, glam-rock wizard Wagner... you
gotta see it).
In brief: The Ravenis Reed's elegyto
Edgar Allan Poe, which on the surface
sounds like itcould be a good thing; the

Qutter poet laureate of pop’s underbelly
paying tribute to the macabre spirit of
American letters. But what we get is something entirely different...
In between Lou's numbers (which we'll
getto,oh believe you me. ..)are several
celebrity audio-vignettes: Willem Dafoe

ham-bones

hisway through a reading of

“The Raven;” weirdo-in-residence (that’s
Saying a lot here) Amanda Plummer lisps

Out "Tripitena’s Speech;” and... forsome
Teason, Steve Buscemi

an inex-

plicable
lounge lizard routine. But,that’s
not

all:KateandAnnMoGarrigle
warble

throughatackhtata detaee,oddly

‘unt
aT ateTeapothe,

holes in the divisions, of the haves

al: two completely different artists

and who have nots, there’s a bomb

from completely different generations and genres, both releasing

for every city, now they don’t know

two diverse groups of fans should
mix up one album for the other. So
read closely, if you're not certain:

PAUL WELLER
Illumination

(Mop ROC) niece 5 Satna
YOU KNOW HIM FOR: “IN THE CITY”,
“Town Called Malice”, “Walls Come

Tumbling Down”, and, oh, what a

RAVEONETTES

Okay, so, what the hell does this have to
do with Reed’s Raven? Quite simply, this is
one big motherfucker of a train wreck and |
dare any Reed fan to try to not be fascinated for all the wrong reasons.
Where to even begin? Well, for one,
these jaw-droppingly weird proceedings
seem to draw on two of the worst trends of
another bad time in the pop-continuum, the
70s: Reed dusts off the “Concept Album”
and draws heavily from Ken Russell's starStudded celluloid rock operas (Tommy and

SUBMITTED FOR YOUR APPROV-

the real possibility of turmoil if the

Whip iton
(Crunchy Frog)

mass media schadenfreude created by
human train wrecks who willingly sacrifice
their trace amounts of dignity for air time,
the rest of us, although equally appalled,
can't help but watch transfixed anyway.

Avoiding the dangers of generic sleeve design

Uncanny, isn’t it? But, it’s also
extremely dangerous, considering

confounded colleague, “wanna bet?”
But, let’s return to point a) for a moment:

while some cringe at and denounce the

Mods & Sods

albums with very similar cover art.

labeled some clueless shmuck the “worst
singer in the universe.” In the words of my

sharp dresser he is.
Current situation: recuperating
from 2000's somewhat bland
Heliocentric

* 1/2

Act of Rebellion: Wore placard

SAVING FOR ANOTHER DAY THE
million-word essay on what makes “the
Raveonettes” such a crappy name, perhaps
we can focus instead on the inherent value of
Mediocre EPs in rock and roll’s Great Plan.
Above all ather things, the eight songs on
Whip ItOn, for example, are infinitely important intermediary steps on the road to something better, with better defined as newer,

more exciting, having better artwork and
involving less of the connect the dots game
where we lazily throw band names around,
like “B-52's meet Jesus and Mary Chain, and
bearing a strong resemblance to another
band who is currently all the rage,” because if
this band is neither bold nor enterprising
enough to try and sound like their own thing,
well, who's paying meto help them hide that
fact?

CRAIG ELLIOTT

(Whyte)

Ave

(780) 988-8228

around neck saying: “How canI be a
revivalist when I'm only eighteen?”
in 1976.

Influences: Pete Townshend, Ray
Davies, Curtis Mayfield

New Album: At this point in his
life, the odds of Weller springing
something new on us are pretty
slim. But why should he? He's got
the rock and soul thing down pretty
solid, and even if this album doesn’t
recapture any lost glories, it’s still a
return to form. His fan club all turn
out in support, with Ocean Colour
Scene providing general services, the
Stereophonics Kelly Jones helping
out on “Calling Me No. 5,” and one
of those Gallagher brothers popping
up on “One X One.”
Word to the Wise: “There are

how to stop.” (From “A Bullet for
Everyone”)

~ Fri. 31st
*2-9 pm
a8reIst * Noon-9 prir®

SNOW
Two Hands Clapping

bis

YOU KNOW

PREDICTIONS
Sa
Se
JAN,31,og?
2003 New Year’s

HIM FOR: 1993'S “IN-

former”, just about the biggest selling reggae single ever in the history
of the universe. Duh.
Current Situation: Still waiting
for that follow up.
Act of Rebellion: Spent eight
months in prison for assault in 1992.
Influences; Prison. Girls.

New Album: He’s been dogged
by unfair ribbing in some quarters
for being Irish/Scottish in an almost
exclusively Jamaican genre, but most
fecesinvolved
in reggae /dance-

all quarters seem to accept him for
what he is, so why don’t we? His
fifth album is a pleasant but unremarkable mix of pop, R&B, hip-hop
and a few other things in between.

Guests include rapper Jelleestone on
“That's My Life”, Chris Black on
“Black and Snow”. He does some

actual singing on “Lonely Songs”
and “Cinco de Mayo”, which also

features nice organ and guitar work.
Oh, and lots of fluid, incomprehensible-to-the-untrained-ears toasting.
Word to the Wise: “Fool of the

mon that try to come tame this
sassy / What she want is amon who
can handle her right.” (From
“Legal”)

TOM MURRAY

ic* Noon-6 gi:
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SANDS HOTEL
OASIS ROOM
12340 Fort Road + Yellowhead Tr
> PALMREADING
%* ZEN TAROT
>* TEA CUPS
* MEDIUMSHIP
* SPIRIT GUIDES

SAT. Feb 01
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Wall Street, out to give Norton a

good time on his last night on earth.
He’s sharp and mean and smart,
and when he slides the blades into
Phillip Seymour Hoffman, they
hurt.
Hoffman’s been branching out
from his core role as an asshole or
loser, but here he’s back in form as a
doughy schoolteacher along for the

Blues Band

SAT. Feb 08
Mr. Lucky
SAT. Feb 15
Marshall Lawrence Band

ride. He’s like a raw nerve here,
painful to watch as the slob, the
friend for old times’ sake, clueless,

weak to the men around him, hopeless with the women. He barely
ate

A
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ALD ro y

Pepper)
CATCH YOU IN SEVEN Ultra-successful Wall Street trader (Barry
shows his prison-bound pal (Edward Norton) a good time, one last time.

SPORTSMANS

Chit

A hell of a movie

5708-75 Street

413-8333

Lee, Norton craft a painful, short good-bye

tion, the big mistake not to make,

nokomis
lululemon

holding it in, trying to get a grip on

25TH HOUR
Directed by Spike Lee
Starring Edward Norton, Phillip

exclusively canadian made and designed
clothing and accessories

smoking

what's pappeae ae out bits to
some people, withholding from oth-

ers. His anger barks out in a big
Fuck You to New York City and

Seymour Hoffman and Anna Paquin
Now playing
+k (out of five)
TOMORROW ED NORTON IS GOING
to prison for seven years. 25th Hour
is today.

lily

athletica

Spike Lee makes a hell of a movie
out of that today, filling it with life
and hurt and meaning, digging

blackhole

deep into the connections and cross
connections and tensions in a tight

web of characters, filling it with all
the anger and frustration and regret
of knowing that you've fucked
yourself and your life is ruined. And
to tell us this story, God bless him,
Lee takes us to a slick, sweaty supercool New York night club and
makes us ache for sex.
Ed Norton is at the centre of it all,

motherland

10311c - whyte ave.
ALLEY ENTRANCE
beside the
commercial hotel
780 - 432 - 7462

everything else, but mostly his performance is a slow build, he’s in
control, he’s got his head around it,
he’s not letting it get to him. And
then it gets to him.
Norton anchors the movie, but it’s
Barry Pepper and Philip Seymour
Hoffman as Norton’s buddies who
sing out in this film, who grab you.
Who's Barry Pepper? He's that
weird rat-faced guy who's been
slinking around under the radar,
popping up as the needle-sharp
sniper in Saving Private Ryan or the
rebellious man-animal up against
John Travolta in Battlefield Earth.
Here he’s an old high-school chum
of Norton’s, now a lean, rapacious,
gets-fucked, $100-million trader on

nokomisclothing@hotmail.com

SPEED DATING HAS ARRIVED IN EDMONTON

EDMONTON

NEW-YEAR: See our website. at:
\ Www.edmontondatenight.cath,
email to:
;
opportunitytiocs@shaw.ta
or call
ca

780-419-676
BROUGHT
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even notices Norton all evening,
because he’s drooling with helpless
lust after yummilicious Anna
Paquin, one of his students.
Oh yeah. Anna Paquin. Those
who recall with fondness her impish
sashay in X-Men will be reduced to
slobbering Philip Seymour
Hoffmans by her sweet temptations
in 25th Hour. Spike Lee has never
been shy about sex appeal, and here
he drenches his women in glistening
blue or the E-inspired rush of warm
amber light. And while Paquin is
delectable as the thing, the tempta-

UNITY NOCS

“

Captain

A smooth

N forgan

O riginal Spiced Rum

felicions 8 Splash «

Rosario Dawson is real and hot and
sweet and so to-be-missed and lost
when Norton goes away.
The movie digs in, gets at things
between men, things between men
and women. And silently, through
and behind it all, floats the ghosts of
9-11. We see twin searchlights
beaming empty endless towers into
the night, leveled and empty blocks
of Ground Zero, flags everywhere.
It's there, it happened, but it’s not
alive in the world of the characters.
They don’t talk about it, don’t link it
to Norton’s personal apocalypse.
There's no orderly dramatic connection between the two tragedies, and
yet somehow the ideas resonate,
saying goodbye to an old world, facing something like death except you
keep on living. And when Lee dares
to end the movie with a beautiful
dream, you believe it.

STEPHEN NOTLEY

ONSCREEN

“SOME OF THE SHARPEST, FUNNIEST WRITING EVER ABOUT SEX, LOVE,
FAMILY AND THE WHOLE DAMN THING... UTTERLY UNPREDICTABLE”

Missing teeth

+ Ken Eisner, Georgia Straight

“FUNNY, EDGY AND
INFINITELY ORIGINAL...”

Familiar film inspires the wrong kind of boo

- Lianne George, National Post

$

DARKNESS FALLS
Directed by Jonathan Liebesman
Starring Chaney Kley, Emma Caulfield

Now playing
+x (out of five)

IT’S GOOD TO KNOW THAT PEOPLE
can change, even when they’re
ghosts. Consider Matilda, aka the
Tooth Fairy, the spectre spooking up
trouble in Darkness Falls. She was an
old lady who gave kids coins when
their baby teeth came out. But then

the town burned her for being ugly,
so when she became a ghost, she still
went after kids’ teeth, but if they saw
her, she'd kill them.
It's. simple enough shtick for a

ghost: cruise around, grab teeth,

replace with coins; if seen, kill. But is
it fair to consign a ghost to an eterni-

ty of doing the same old thing? Of

course not. And ifa ghost decides,

during a big power outage, to dump

all the crap about teeth and only

killing when seen in favor of just
killing anybody and everybody, can
we blame her? How could we, and

still remain true to ourselves?
That's how | amused myself while
watching Darkness Falls: pondering

the life choices of ghosts. | had to do
something, cuz let’s face it, the

movie sucks. This is the second film
in two months (after December's
They) that tries to milk a little horror

out of the idea of night terrors, the
notion that there really is something
evil hiding inthe dark.

“SONJA BENNETT
GIVES AN IMPRESSIVE
PERFORMANCE”

- Marke Andrews, Vancouver Sun

2002 TORONTO
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There’s no reason at all why this
can’t be scary. The problem is, there

¢&
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already was a pretty good movie,
not long ago, about a group of people armed only with dwindling

sources of light fending off a bunch
of light-sensitive monsters. It was
called Pitch Black, it starred Vin
Diesel, and while it had its own

Stay in the light already!

array of stupidities, at least it pulled

off the scary set pieces pretty well.
The only eerie thing about Darkness
Falls is how similar it is to They.

we're supposed to give a rat’s-ass
about — Kyle, Anya, or Anya‘s little

It's freaky, man. Both movies are

Tooth Fairy decides to do a liftle
freelance everybody-killin’, “Stay in

about night terrors, both feature secondary Buffy the Vampire Slayer
actors (Mare Blucas (Riley) in The ey;
Emma Caulfield (Anya) in Darkness
Falls), and both involve characters

who have traumatic encounters with
monsters in their youth and then

grow up to be professional 25-yearold monster-fearers.
The fearer in Darkness Falls is
named Kyle, played by some dude
named Chaney Kley who looks
kinda like a young, heterosexual
Pierce Brosnan. After his brush with
the Tooth Fairy, he spends the next

12 years fending her off with a flashlight. Then he gets a call from his old

brother — the power goes out, the
the light!” is yelled several times,

and three or four jerkily-edited ghost
attack scenes later, the movie ends.

I'll give Darkness Falls this:
Matilda's one of the most aggressive

ghosts I’ve seen in a movie ina
while. Usually ghosts just scare you
to death, or trick you into wandering
off a cliff; Matilda swoops in and
juliennes anybody she can get her

wispy little whatevers on. But
aggressive isn’t the same as interest-

ing. If you're going to make a movie
about boring characters fighting off a
monster, then your monster has to

be cool. Matilda has a boring mask

sweetheart, Anya from Buffy, who
tells himher little brother is com-

and a boring burnt-up face underneath, and that’s about it. Since she

plaining of night terrors just like the
ones he talked about back in the day.
Kyle volunteers to help by yelling
“Keep him out of the dark!” a bit.

has about as much personality as the

Make sense? Not for long it won't.
While we're still wondering who

other characters (none), the result is

another crappy movie not worth

THERE'S MORE THAN ONE WAY TO WIN
MICHAEL RILEY
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‘The First Must-See Movie Of 2003!
A Sexy, Edge-Of-Your-Seat Thriller’
Clay Smith, ACCESS HOLLYWOOD

Shut up and dance
Pretty images; pretty pretentious
THE DIARIES OF VASLAV NIJINSKY
Directed by Paul Cox
Jan. 31 -— Feb. 3, 7 pm
Metro Cinema
Ziedler Hall, Citadel Theatre

* 1/2 (out of five)
VASLAV NIJINSKY WAS ONE OF THE
first male superstar dancers of the
20th Century, the protégé and onetime lover of the notorious Sergei
Diagliev, who helmed the famous
Ballets Russes.

Dance was highly experimental
during that time, shocking even.

Works like Un apres-midi d‘un faune
and The Rites of Spring caused riots. It
was a crazy time.

Vaslav Nijinsky himself also

developed a sizable mental illness.
The Diaries of Vaslav Nijinsky is a

highly visual document of the time

*

7

‘matches him move for move’

‘

~

Leonard Maltin, HOT TICKET

ncely fascinating. A compelling tale’
Of intrigue, loaded with twists.and turns:’
David Sheehan, CBS-TV LOS
8

just prior to his being admitted into
an asylum. Narrated by Derek
Jacobi, this film is more talking from
a dancer than you will ever want to
hear. Ever.

Images of flowers, trees and birds
are edited together with archival

photographs and Nijinsky choreographies recreated in natural settings. It’s beautiful, repetitive and
only obliquely refers to the excerpts
from the diaries. Any feature-length
experimental film is a tough haul for
the average viewer, but the constant
chatter from Nijinsky becomes trying.

But you must understand that he
is insane. How else can one explain
his passionate assertions that he is
the embodiment of feeling and love?
That he is like unto a god? That he
loves Russia — and France, and Italy
and Japan and Australia. And everywhere else in the world, actually. His
rants about vegetarianism are clearly
the words of someone with an eating disorder.
Nijinsky is only 30 years old, and
will never dance again. It’s a
tragedy, for that is his only currency
in the world. He certainly was no
writer. There are moments when he
knowingly speaks as an artist, but

then he demurs: “I am not an ordi-

nary man, lama dancer. You will
understand me if you see me

"Pacinoisflawless in what's certainly the ye Hirst great film.
Colin Farrell is the industry's next s perstar:”
Sam Hallenbeck, NBC-TV FLORIDA

"A classic spy thriller that is as intelligent as it is exciting’
Jim Svejda, KNX/CBS RADIO
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dance.”

OK, then. Dance! Those parts are

well done. Either staged in a dimlylit theatre or in the woods, they are
arty bits of the highly stylized choreography that looks to the modern
eye a little contrived but are interesting artifacts in themselves.

The key to understanding this
film is that it is a visual art piece that
happens to have chubby little Derek
Jacobi declaring over and over, “I'm
a dancer!” — an amusing mental

image, but don’t think too hard
about it. Watch it as though it were a
ballet, or a musical performance.
Listen to the music. Let it seep into
your pores. Sometimes it will seem
boring, sometimes you'll laugh at
the pretension. Many times you'll

remark, “That was pretty.”
“J think little, and therefore understand everything I feel,” Nijinsky
says. If there is one thing he wants
us to know at this stage of his
dementia, it's that he IS feelings.
Intellect escapes him, he says. Then
again, he is a dancer. We value him
only for his body and instincts, so his
revelations to us are nothing new.
The Diary of Vaslav Nijinsky is and
isn’t hard work to watch. It’s a freeassociative series of images narrated
by a madman, directed by an
Australian. Take it as you will.
MARI SASANO

_____ONSCREEN

aa WHITES
FILMSTRIP
TWO DISCLAIMERS ABOUT THIS COLUMN.
First: it's about Werner Herzog, and |
haven't actually seen his new film
Invincible, Second: that film will be shown
this week at Metro Cinema, of which I'm
President (although I’m not responsible for
the programming). I’m willing to get over
this minor conflict of interest and the hole
in my viewing because Herzog sheds interesting light on recent world cinema.
_ Herzog was probably the most famous
member of the New German Cinema, a
movement that was a late part of the post-

a

a

For Jan. 30 - Feb. 05 / 03

Herzog: vincible
Script, casting decision beat director
Believing God has given him his
extraordinary strength for a pur-

INVINCIBLE
Directed by Werner Herzog
Starring Jouko Ahola, Tim Roth
Jan. 31 - Feb. 3, 9 p.m.
Metro Cinema
Zeidler Hall, Citadel Theatre

pose, Zishe leaves his family for the
big city, where he’s employed by
Hanussen (the reliably intense Tim
Roth), a self-proclaimed clairvoyant

who runs an opulent nightclub with

* * 1/2 (out of five)

live entertainment.

THROUGH HIS LONG AND VARIED

Zishe is forced by Hanussen to

career, director Werner Herzog has

perform his feats of strength as

been known to take an unorthodox

Siegfried, a Germanic hero in line

approach to casting. He has directed

with the tastes of his Nazi clientele.

dwarves (Even Dwarves Started

One night, Zishe proclaims his

Small), schizophrenics (The Enigma of

Jewishness from the stage and pro-

Kaspar Hauser, Strozcek), lunatics (five

vokes a commotion. Enraged at first,

VIDEO
TEN
TOP
RENTALS

Tim Roth: reliably intense
The script is as awkward as the
star, full of poorly timed political
tirades and explanations that make

films with Klaus Kinski) and people

Hanussen notices the increase in

things a little too plain. The “romantic’ subplot, where Zishe expresses

younger sibling to the French New Wave,
but its sense of excess complicated that
comparison. On one end, there was
nobody in the French New Wave as avantgarde as Hans-Jurgen Syberberg. And on
the other end, there was nobody in the
French New Wave as enamoured of excessive spectacle as Herzog. |search in vain
foraFrench New Wave equivalent of
Herzog’s 1973 South-American-colonial
costume drama Aguirre, the Wrath of God,
or of his 1982 “adventure” Filzcarraldo
(both an epic film and an epic production
disaster).
Herzog’s last feature-length narrative
film, though, was the unwatchable mountain-climbing picture Scream of Stone

under hypnosis (Heart of Glass). But

Jewish patrons in his club and

admiration for cub musician Marta

Invincible, his first fiction film in
almost two decades, might mark the
first time Herzog has worked with
an actor apparently made of wood.
To tell the based-in-fact story of
1930s Polish strongman Zishe
Breitbart, Herzog fs recruited first-

allows Zishe to remain as a performer. In the increasingly antiSemitic atmosphere of pre-war
Germany, Zishe becomes convinced

(Anna Gourari, a concert pianist

God has chosen him as protector of

There are, inevitably, moments of
the film that look rather nice — the
opening scenes in Zishe’s village, a
seance room lined with tanks full of

feature film since 1984, when he made
Where the Green Ants Dream. What we
have reliably seen from Herzog in the
meantime, though, are gorgeous documentaries like Herdsmen of the Sun
(1989), Bells from the Deep (1993) or
Christ and Demons in the New Spain
(2000). Indeed, the last Herzog film to be
widely-seen and well-received was his
meditation on his. relationship with Klaus

devout Jewish parents. After easily

WWII re-birth of European cinema. Many
considered the movement to be a kind of

(1991),
and even that had been hisfirst

time actor Jouko Ahola, the winner

of numerous “World's Strongest
Man” competitions. Though obviously built right for the part, Ahola’s
beginner status is evident in almost
every frame.
The film starts quite well in the
rustic village where Zishe is a humble blacksmith, the beloved son of
defeating a circus strongman for a
cash prize, Zishe catches the attention of a German impresario who
wants him to come to Berlin.

his people.
It’s not merely tempting to read
Invincible as a fable that pits Zishe’s

natural strength and pride against
Hanussen’s deceit, opportunism and

luminous jellyfish in Hanussen’s

power-mongering — it’s almost
unavoidable. Zishe may be invinci-

period detail in general.

ble, but Ahola plays him as insen-

point of entry, a way to feel something for the hulking man up on the
screen and the people whom he

sate, as though Herzog wanted an

empty receptacle in which to pour
his musings on faith, destiny and
myth. An actor might have imbued
these weighty concerns with human

1. The Bourne Identity
2. About A Boy
3. Signs
4. Blue Crush
5. The Good Girl
6. Undercover Brother
7. XXX

club, the small-scale but effective
What's missing is an emotional

comes in contact with. Herzog may

8. Simone

be aspiring to something greater

9. Fear Dot Com __
10. Unfaithful
"7

than specific human characters. The

qualities and motives, but Ahola

question is whether he picked the

looks like he’s waiting for someone

right people for the job.
SCOTT LINGLEY

to tell him what to do.

"Chooscey Fans Choose
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Kinski, My Best Fiend (1999). Of course,
1209 has always had a flare for the nonfictional. Even during the peak ofhis feature filmmaking
inthe'70s and early
’80s,
he was mal
Spencer igre
oe totus

who has also never acted before), is
under-realized, reducing it to a distressed-damsel scenario.
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thing Herzog shared with fellow New
German Cinema member Wim Wenders.
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Film society goes Gotham
TALES OF MANHATTAN
Edmonton Film Society
Series opener: Stage Door
Directed by Gregory La Cava
Starring Katherine Hepburn, Ginger
Rogers, Adolphe Menjou, Lucille Ball
Mon., Feb.3, 8 pm

Provincial Museum of Alberta
(102 Ave & 128 St
THE EDMONTON FILM SOCIETY ISA
nonprofit group dev oted to showing
silver-screen era Hollywood pictures, and paradoxically, none epitomizes this time of prosperity and
growth than movies about New

York City. The latest series entitled
“Tales of Manhattan”. presented by

City
ONLY IN NEW YORK Kate, Lucy and Ginger out-style the Sex and the
gals by three-quarters of a century.

the EFS will be eight classic films
(Stage Door, The Naked City, How To

Marry A Millionaire, On the
Waterfront, The Producers, Pickup on
South Street, My Man Godfrey, and The

Sweet Smell of Success) from the 30s
to the ‘60s about or set in New York
City.
EFS representative Ralph Horak

explains that the programming for
the society is voted on by its mem-

bers. “There’s a heck of a lot more
filrns made in New York than were
made in any other large city in the
US. The other reason [we chose this
series] was that the films themselves
are appealing, and I suppose there’s

alittle of the 9/11 thinking behind it
as well by a lot of the people who

Too breezy

‘ONE OF THE BEST MOVIESOFTHE YEAR"
“Dazzling.

Lie tnewnet
5 territic.”

“25th Hour’is SPike
UbCS BeOe WOLay .

Baward Horton is absolutely electrifying!
Joel Siegel, 00D KORNING AMERICA

‘ne of tHe year’s
finest films.

Spike Iee’s nost assured and sature
i

korks Horton lights up the sereen.”

i]

Lou Lbuzenick,

Baw, YORK POST

"Knit e=sHayp.
Eozton deserves 8 best-actor ase
nonination
for his pextormance,
Thelma Adazs, US MAGAZINE

February 4, 7 pm
Stanley A Milner Library Theatre
+ * (out of five)
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THAT
kid from Brooklyn who helped free

familiar: Broadway, Fifth Avenue,

Wall Street. We know that the people are tough but big-hearted. You
can get a really good hot dog on
Coney Island. New York acts as a
character in the movies, with a
unique geography and spirit.

especially Sweet Smell of Success, a

for the other. New York looms large
in the imagination of Americans, as

an ideal of modern opportunity and
“| suppose the ideal is, in capital

letters, The Big City. It’s a place for

part of which was shot in
Hollywood, the interior scenes. But

the exteriors were all shot in New
York. That's a very New York
movie. I can’t think of those two
films set anywhere else but in New
York.”

MARI SASANO

people coming there with dreams.

Surprise! It’s Death!

Journey of Lesra Martin, a documen-

Route varies wildly,

but destination always the same

from his early life in the ghetto, to

his life in Canada, to his return to
Brooklyn for his brother's funeral.
Martin’s life has been a mix of
luck and hard work. He was born
in a New York ghetto and seemed

on the road to a life of gangs when
three Canadians took a shine to
him and decided to bring him back
to Toronto. Shortly afterwards,
Martin began writing letters to a
boxer who had been in prison for

Martin and the Canadians, got the
case reopened and had his name
cleared. The film’s greatest flaw,
however, is that it assumes a more
than basic knowledge of Carter’s

story and what initially brought
Martin,nto the public view. It

never goes into the details of that
rather Significant time in the young,
man’slife, leaving those who
7
haven‘tseen the movie or read

Carter's biography struggling for a
foothold in a story that otherwise
seems empty of real jeopardy.
In fact, the documentary seems
to have almost no teeth at all, bor-

dering on patronizing when deal-

ing, with Martin's early family life.
There's no real sense of the strug-

gles Martin must have gone
through to become a lawyer and

make a life, and there’s only a cur-

RTANMENT GAMUT FI
NTHHOUR' Pa
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RAN COK ST
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AY SPREE JONI “SDA
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More people have seen movies

about the city than have actually visited there, so the places become

tary by Canadian writer/director
Chery! Foggo, follows that boy

ed of murder and with the help of

PHILIP SEYMOUR
HOFFMAN

shoot so you can not only get a fine
story, you get a view of New York as
it was then.”

York and Hollywood is more than

the “Hurricane” from prison? The

nearly 20 years, Rubin “Hurricane”
Carter. Carter was wrongly convict-

EDWARD

Naked City, which was a location

“New York is an integral part of
the films. I speak of Naked City and

The relationship between New

progress.

BERT
& Fi

It’s interesting to see New York from
a 1950s point of view, say, in The

voted for this.”

one city presenting a pretty setting

THE JOURNEY OF LESRA MARTIN
Directed by Cheryl Foggo
Free public screening & discussion

New York. It’s a place where things
are happening. The series ranges
quite widely from the Hollywood
idea of New York to material that
was actually shot on the streets itself.

sory mention of the overwhelming
scarcity of African people and rampant racism in many
of
Canada
rie

FINAL DESTINATION 2
Directed by David R. Ellis
Starring Kimberly Corman, Ali Larter
Opens January 31
* x (out of five)
IF YOU'RE GOING TO GO TO THIS
movie, don’t get too attached to any
of the characters. Most of them
wont be around long, if Death gets
its way.

Final Destination (2000) prided
itself on the unlikely and violently
creative nature of the final fatal
moments of the characters with
which Death finally catches up. The
semi-anthropomorphic demi-god
comes around to take his due — the
souls of the teenagers who have happened to dodge death through psychic premonitions warning them of
their impending doom.
It’s never the gory death you

expect, though. In Final Destination 2,
writers Eric Bress and J. Mackye
Gruber throw a million red herrings

into their deathly set-ups. A premonition about pigeons could mean
death by falling panes of glass. Even
when you've got some idea what's
ahead, it’s so gory that you forget
you saw it coming.
Like its precursor, FD2 revolves

See ya later

Then Death starts coming for the
survivors.
And so on. The point of this
movie most definitely isn’t develo
ment of the canned
characters, or

around the lives of a few teenagers

and an adult who, through the pre-

monitions of one of the teens, have
managed to escape death’s design.

AJ. Cook (Kimberly Corman) is that

teen in this film. Her mind flashes to
the scene of a horrible highway pileup (rife with unbelievably splatterful
gore) as she rolls up an onramp, and
when she recovers, she blocks the
onramp with her truck, saving the
lives of everyone caught behind her.

This cheeses off her other passenrs— not to mention the people

behind
her —but, asthey watch
the carnage that A.J. predicted,
they

class than a snuff film, butnot much

morality. Notes ia l orcreative as just plain gory, Final

Destination 2 is a few notches
h
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Men on the verge
Imperfect Almodovar still worth seeing
TALK TO HER
Directed by Pedro Almodovar
Starring Javier Camara, Dario

Grandinetti
Opens Fri., Jan. 31
Princess Theatre

*##1/2 (out of five)
_ TALK TO HER OPENS ON A DANCE
performance, a Pina Bausch chore-

ography called Café Muller, in
which two women in white slips
stumble across the stage with their
eyes closed as if they were sleep-

walking, A confused-looking, ner-

been in a coma for four years. He
had fallen in love with her when he

spotted her dancing in the studio
across the street from his house,
where he had been tending to his ailing mother for years. Yet, not more

than one conversation is exchanged
between the two before she is hit by
a car and hospitalized.
The other man, Marco (Dario
Grandinetti), a journalist, falls in love
with Lydia (Rosario Flores), a bull-

fighter. Both are reeling from lost
loves, but find comfort in each other.

are similarities to previous work.

Perhaps intentionally, perhaps to
avoid another heartbreak, Lydia is
struck down by a bull. Shortly thereafter Marco meets Benigno at the
hospital. The title comes from the
advice given by Benigno to his new
friend, who doesn’t know how to
respond to the accident.

cally parallel to 1999's All About My

It’s an extreme case of women in
peril, and the film takes pains to tell

yous man in a suit clears the chairs

away from their paths. This is the
story of that man.
Though not done up in the candycoloured production design typical
of Pedro Almodovar’s films, there

Most notably, Talk to Her is themati-

Mother, in which Cecilia Roth plays a
mother and organ-donor counselor
who finds a community of mothers

after she loses her son in a car accident: grieving women enact their

love and friendship. Returning to
the hospital, Talk To Her focuses on
the connection between two men

whose lovers both happen to be in
comas: silent women, unreachable
women.

The first man, Benigno (Javier
Camara), is a nurse at the el Bosque

hospital tending to Alicia (Leonor
Watling), a young woman who has

you so. Another dance sequence
shows a woman, limp in the arms of

rejuvenate yourself
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT Benigno (Javier Camara) tends a comatose

woman he adores, though he’s spoken to her only once.

many men, who support her while
she appears to toss in her sleep.
There’s even an Adam and Eve allu-

communication between men and

perhaps well-intentioned good

sion, with Lydia’s phobia of snakes,
and the choreography that Alicia’s
dance teacher is making shows
women emerging out of the bodies

these women.

advice, but considering the fates of
Benigno and Marco, one might be

of men, the spirits of fallen soldiers.
If clumsy, it does serve to underline

that this movie is about men’s
responsibility to women, the camaraderie among the men who love
them, and the desperate longing for

If All About My Mother is about

acting, then Talk to Her is about
description. Perhaps this is the film’s
failing; it seems over-telegraphed,
too well narrated. The strongest
moments, like the flashback to the
flamenco concert (look for Cecilia

Roth in a cameo), are completely
without dialogue. “Talk to her” is

Pa

Fe

tempted to keep quiet and just pay
attention instead.
However, in spite of its shortcom-

ings, a slightly weaker Almodovar
film is still a good bet. It’s just no All
About My Mother, that’s all.

MARI SASANO
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Conquer the road
on your terms.
The 2003 MDX. ifyou're looking to chart your own destinyinthis world offollowers, the Acura MDX isan SUV
worthy ofyourconsideration.
Now with amorepowerful
260-hp VTEC engine, theMIDXletsyoutakeontheworld
your way — from thedriver's seat.Formoreinformation
see West SideAcurafordetails,

2003 MDXwsaP$49,800

FILMCAPS=
Please see our movie listings for complete
location and showtime information.

8 Mile Overall, 8 Mile is a mature vision of
the world where relationships are complex
and people don’t fall neatly on the side of
good or evil. There's no bling-bling sunset
for the hero to ride off into, which is surprisingly honest. And as far as this newest
rapper turned actor? Well, it's nota stretch
to play a character who's essentially yourself, but Eminem certainly doesn't embarrass himself, It's sort of a Rocky meets rap
tale, but with every effort made to debunk
the mythic (usually violent) heroism central
to both the Stallone films and the gangsta
genre. ***«* (DA)
A Guy Thing Jason Lee plays Paul, a sensible guy living in Seattle who's engaged to a
sensible girl, Karen (Selma Blair). He works
a sensible job at her father’s publishing
company, all the while wearing sensible
sweaters. Every thing is sensibly on track
until he wakes up in bed with Becky (Julia
Stiles) — a dancer at his bachelor party,
and also, whoops, Karen's cousin.
Wackiness ensues. Although the whole project should be a wash, somehow it's still
fairly entertaining. A Guy Thing is better
than most of its ilk, rising to, well, slightly
better than mediocre status. *** (DA)
About Schmidt Right now, a large chunk of
North America’s population is looking back
at their misspent youth and wondering
where all the possibilities went to. Jack

Nicholson, who oughta know, plays Warren
Schmidt, a retired life insurance adjuster.
The lines in his face and the blue tracks of
his varicose veins on his ankles have
become a map of disappointments. To halt
his daughters wedding, he hits the road in a
giant R.V. for a trip through that part of
America that nobody really cares about
Omaha. The result is touching, but not cloying; funny, but not cruel; and smart, but not
over-bearing. As the Boomers get older —
along with the actors that were icons to
them — this kind of movie will probably
become more common. ***x (ET)
Adaptation V/O MARI SASANO: Adaptation
is about three things: evolution, originality,
and love. Just off the success of Being John
Malkovich, Charlie Kaufman is offered this
contract to adapt Susan Orlean’s book, The
Orchid Thief, into a screenplay. But Orlean's
book is a self-reflexive interior monologue

that’s only incidentally peppered with the
musings of this guy, Chris Cooper, who's a
Florida orchid poacher profiled by Orlean in
a New Yorker article that eventually became
this book. Charlie's twin brother, Donald, is
also writing a screenplay. Oh yeah, it’s got
Nicholas Cage and Nicholas Cage as the
Kaufman twins. And Meryl Streep as Orlean
Charlie is maladapted. Donald is an opportunistic parasite, and Orlean hasn't yet
found her flower. The real Kaufman did
pretty much the same thing and was convinced that he'd get fired. Except he doesn't
have a twin brother, *%&%%«% (MS)

THE WORLD'S
772 BEST COMMERCIALS
~~ It's big entertainment!

Analyze That Opposites attract yet again in
Analyze That, the sequel to the successful
Analyze This. Billy Crystal is back as Dr. Ben
Sobel, a skittish, neurotic analyst, and
Robert DeNiro revisits his role as the doc’s
patient, Paul Vitti, a lovably gruff but emotionally troubled mob kingpin... but who
cares? Why is Harold Ramis writing and
directing a lame sequel to a movie that was
decent at best, when his talents lie else-

where, like in brown coveralls labelled
“Egon”? The world needs more
Ghostbusters. It doesn’t need another
Analyze This. ** (DA)

Antwone Fisher Antwone Fisher is the kind
of movie that you're not allowed to dislike.
Fisher's smoldering rage is well-played by
newcomer Derek Luke, and Denzel
Washington shows promise as a director
(although he still suffers from the actor's
need to make everything about himself and
occasionally slips into the cheap sentimentality that is absolutely not required, given
the story and strength of the cast) The
important bonds here are masculine, but
the women of the piece are still strangely
voiceless, without a lot of complexity to play
with. But no two-hour film is going to capture the intricacy of motivations of all the
figures of a lifetime. ***1/2 (SP)

Catch Me If You Can If this was half as
good as the book of the same name on
which it’s based, | knew | was looking at an
easy four stars. You'll note that's not the
rating appearing below. I'll return to the
book; this is a movie that manages to be
disappointing on its own merits. And I'll

blame Leonardo DiCaprio for fouling it up;
this role needed a smooth-talking George
Clooney-type, and I'll bet this man-child
would piss himself the moment anyone
questioned his credentials as a pilot or doctor. Stay home and read the book; you'll
enjoy its confidence games a lot more than
the one that takes your ten bucks and then
makes you wait two hours before letting
you know you've been suckered. ** 1/2

(AH)
Chicago In an age when the musical genre
seeks reinvention, director Rob Marshall
channels the long-dead ghost of Bob Fosse
right from the get-go. Marshall has studied
closely, keeping things stagey and simple:
it's Jailhouse Rockin fishnets, with
Catherine Zeta-Jones playing a cabaret
singer in 1920's Chicago opposite Renee
Zellweger as an aspiring chorus-girl cutie
— two murderesses awaiting trial. ZetaJones and Zellweger both are knockouts,
smouldering through their numbers.
Richard Gere surprises with his tap dancing.
It's no Cabaret, though superficially that is
the film it most resembles, with the showstopping choreography and clubland
intrigue. There's just not enough content.
But you may as well rouge your knees,
‘cause you never know if you'll ever see

another night like this. &*** (MS)
Confessions of a Dangerous Mind This is

“YOU CAN'T GET IT
OUT OF YOUR HEART. DENSE AND
DEEPLY TOUCHING...”

one of those movies that, when somebody
asks how it was, you say “interesting.” First,
it’s written by screenwriting wunderman
Charlie Kauffman. Second, it's directed by
George Clooney. Thirdly, there's the
premise, a harsh look into the life story of
Chuck Barris, the TV producer who gave us
the Gong Show and who also, according to
his autobiography, spent much of the ’60s
killing people for the CIA. Confessions is a
rambling autobiography, so it makes sense
that the movie rambles a bit. When it’s over
you walk out of the theatre nodding your
head and saying “interesting” when people
ask how the movie was. *** (SN)
The Emperor's Club Acting as a boys’
school Classic teacher, Kevin Kline is, | suppose, pretty good. You know. Solid. Like a
bowl of Oak Flakes. And like a bow! of Oak
Flakes, The Emperor's Club is the kind of
movie that may get stuck in your colon, It
is, in most ways, a chick-flick for 35- to 55year old men. It’s well-acted, solidly directed and photographed, and the story does a
fairly good job of avoiding clichés. If that
sounds like the kind of movie you want to

blow $12 and two hours on, go ahead and
see it. & «1/2 (TW)

Evelyn Evelynis so overtly, unbelievably
emotionally manipulative it's almost a mustsee. Children gaze pathetically, eyes mist,
scenery unfolds, sunlight softly filters, and
handy musical cues provide even the most
unfeeling of robots with crib notes on which
emotions to feel and when. | have trouble
looking at Pierce Brosnan and seeing anything other than his James Bond/Remington
Steele character. To me Brosnan in Evelyn
is Bond disguising himself as a workingclass lad who's had a run of bad luck, and

viewing the movie with that in mind adds
drama and suspense otherwise missing.
When's he gonna tear off that threadbare
wool coat to reveal his impeccable tux, pull
out his rinky-dink little pistol, drop the
heavy brogue and make a smugly witless

pun? Alas, the answer is “never.” * (DS)
Extreme Ops Nobody figured the equation
of snowboarders plus terrorists would equal
an enlightening piece of cinema. But the
credit for making a boring one belongs
exclusively to director Christian Duguay.
Most low-budget sports videos capture
more exciting snow-shredding action than
this with nothing more than a snowboard, a
handi-cam, and a NOFX CD. Thus, since the
terrorists don’t show up until the last twenty
minutes, there's not much to see aside from
our stars getting soap flakes thrown in their
faces. Given the acting chops of most of the
leads, the stunt doubles should have been
brought in for the dramatic bits too. * (AH)
Far From Heaven Julianne Moore plays
Mrs. Cathleen Whitaker, the thickly crinolined 1950s wife of Frank (Dennis Quaid), a
Hartford businessman. When Frank is suddenly given to one too many nights at the
office, Cathy goes to investigate, only to find
him wildly making out with another man.
She turns to Raymond Deagan (Dennis
Haysbert), her gardener, a single dad —
and black. Cathy's tragedy is not only that
she is involved in two impossible loves, but
also that, as a woman, she is powerless to
act on either. The social mores presented in
Far From Heayen are all the more painful
because we know that freedom lies ahead,
blacks will soon enough march for equal
rights, followed by the feminists and the
queer activists. **%** (MS)

“WOW! THIS IS A FANTASTIC MOVIE!"

Gangs of New York A rigorous trip through
the non-romantic side of American history
rarely seen in movies, creating a dizzying
hellhole that seems to be decaying faster
than it can evolve. Like any memorable villain, Leonardo DiCaprio is multi-layered and
even noble in his own warped way as he
makes his way through the brutal streets of
mid-19th century New York . Daniel Day
Lewis does his best acting in years, Martin
Scorsese may be the last of a dying breed:

thathewas even able to make such an

unflinchingly dark film of such massive yet
organic proportions is stunning. While
Lucas and Spielberg jack each other off with
technology, it's inspiring that Scorsese still
strives to make grown-up movies with substance— and resonance, *%%** (DA)

themelets bonking around in the movie —
that’s great for the target audience of under12s, But a great filmmaker would have gone
deeper and taken pains to reinvent scenes in
order to dramatize Harry's emotional development. Director Chris Columbus just took
what was on the page and put it on screen.

ee (SN)
The Hours “| am doing what seems to be
the best thing to do,” begins The Hours, as
we watch Virginia Woolf weight herself
down with stones and drown herself in the_
river. Then it gets sadder. Like the novel,

The Hours connects the characters in
shared sightings of the same images, the
mirrors and flowers in the first scenes, for
example. But thematically, the storylines are
linked by the omnipresent despair in the
lives of successful, middle class women
beholden to others. The common link is
Mrs. Dalloway, and Woolf acts as the author
for the other women, a phantom guide that
reminds us that women were drowning in
their domestic sorrows long before the
invention of mental illness. It's an ancient
sorority that needs more than articulation
since, in spite of Woolf's intelligence and
understanding, it took her too. *** (MS)
1 Spy What does Hollywood currently go
apeshit for, even more than spy movies?
Remakes, of course. So bringing an updated / Spyto the masses wasn't probable: it
was inevitable. This time Eddie Murphy and
Owen Wilson step in as the odd couple —a
hotshot boxer and a struggling agent, who
are paired together to save the free world
from a notorious arms dealer. It’s the usual
buddy-flick stuff, but director Betty Thomas
has a knack for recognizing the strongest
elements of a formula and bringing them to
the forefront. If you're making a spy movie
with an-invisible jet and lots of other silly
a
why not run with it? &*& «1/2

(DA)
dust Married | decided that to garner an
accurate assay of this film, |would observe
the reactions of the rest of the audience.
Suffice to say, the audience (myself excluded) guffawed six times during the entire film
— one laugh every 15 minutes. This doesn't
bode well for a movie that bills itself as “the
first big comedy of the new year.” While the
film occasionally flirts with philosophy (at
One point Tom wonders why anyone gets
married and if it makes any sense to stay
with one person for your entire life), it's difficult to look beyond the unfunny bathroom
humour, the not-so-veiled ethnic jokes, and
the overt meanness of the lead characters.
If you've seen the trailer for the movie,
you've already seen all the “funny” parts.
Oh, wait, the trailer didn't show Tom ruining
the wiring of an old French resort hotel by
trying to plug in a cheap vibrator. Now you
know. Save your money. * (MS)

Kangaroo Jack In essence, two ugly
Americans dress up what they think is a
dead kangaroo in order to take some tasteful souvenir photos; the kangaroo recovers
and bounces away with some mob money,

which our two lads carelessly left in a jacket
pocket. Shenanigans ensue. This is a product movie, pure and simple; it's safe and
predictable fare in which every plot twist is
telegraphed so far ahead there might as well
be subtitles in Morse code. You could do
worse than Kangaroo Jack, if you're one of
those undemanding people who fondly
remembers the theatrical heyday of Bill
Cosby and only gets out to the movies twice
a year, you may well enjoy it. But if |were
such a person, I'd hesitate before using up
half my annual quota on this. ** (AH)

The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers
There is no question: Peter Jackson has
roared back into theatres with the mindblowing Part Twoof the greatest fantasy
epic in movie history. The Two Towersisa
huge film, big in every way; next to it,
Fellowship feels likealight-hearted fittle
Dungeons and Dragons caper. And the
stakes have gone up, too: where Fellowship
was quest, Two Towers
iswar, withall the

brutal reality of a fully realized medieval

siege battle. But Jackson's picture of

isn't merely glorious mayhem, ro

entertainment. Thisis being
the
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Maid in Manhattan Jennifer Lopez plays
Marisa Ventura, a maid at the Beresford
Hotel and loving mother to 10-year-old Ty.
While cleaning the room of Sotheby's
muckety-muck Caroline Lane (Natasha
Richardson), Marisa plays dress-up in some
Dolce & Gabbana, just to see how it feels.
Meanwhile, Ty is making friends with handsome, single senatorial candidate Chris
Marshall (Ralph Fiennes). He sees Marisa all
dolled up and it’s love. Now he thinks she’s
Caroline; she can’t lie, but she also doesn’t
want to lose this prize-winning man. But
what if this story were about a maid who
caught the eye of a merely middle class

man? Or a poor man? What goal would we

cheer on then? As the other song goes,
money changes everything. **1/2 (MS)
My Big Fat Greek Wedding In this respectful demonstration of love for her heritage
and family, writer/actor Nia Vardalos comes
across like a Greek Lucille Ball who somehow makes slapstick kind of sexy. She plays
an unmarried middle child who feels defeated by her own life. She meets the perfect
guy (John Corbett), only to run up against
her protective immigrant father. Anyhow,
clash of cultures, blah blah blah, but every
plot twist makes a difference here. Funny
and surprisingly moving, the film makes not
being Greek seem kind of sad, &

(MS)
Narc In one of the most frenetic opening

scenes ever put to film, a disheveled officer
(Jason Patric) chases down a murderous
junkie who takes a little kid hostage, blows
him away, saves the kid, but in the process
drops a pregnant woman with-a ricochet. As
he desperately screams for help and tries to
stop the hemorrhaging, the tone of the film
is set. The movie has all the subtlety of a
sucking chest wound, but it works most of
the time because it’s so well put together. In
addition to the performances of the leads,

the setting, lighting, editing, directing take
that dramatic grit of to a new level.
**&*1/2 (DA)

National Security Number of films since
1995 in which Martin Lawrence has portrayed a police officer: 6; Number of films
since 1995 in which Martin Lawrence has
portrayed a thief: 5; Number of times he has
played both over the course of a single film:
2; Number of times Lawrence plays a thief
in National Security. 0; Average |Q of theatre
patron paying to see National Security. 107,

Average IQ of theatre patron paying to see
National Security twice: 53; Equivalent rating from SEE Magazine, in stars: 2 1/2.
** 1/2 (AH)

The Pianist This isn't an emotionally easy
film. Its power comes from how simply and
unemotionally it casts its gaze about and
sees the most terrible things, refusing easy
categorizations, admitting no heroes or villains. It's not hard to point the camera and
show Nazis doing evil, but Polanski is just
as uncompromising and unsentimental
when he points the camera at the Warsaw
Jews. The film is so subtle and uninflected,
you almost miss extraordinary heroism and
courage when it appears. But for all its
seeming dispassion, The Pianist is a deeply
emotional film. With choices so subtle they
don’t even feel like choices at all, Polanski
gives us a human picture of an unthinkable
thing. Unforgettable. ****«1/2 (SN)

Standing in the Shadows of Motown
Motown founder Berry Gordy Jr. pulled
together some of the best jazz and blues
musicians in Detroit to back up his youthful,
group of songwriters, producers and
singers back in 1959. These musicians,

christened the Funk Brothers, went on to

- play on more hitrecords than the Stones,

atles and Elvis Presley combined, but

on thealbums and

| for their part in

is film, Joan
5
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‘ANYONE WHO TRULY LOVES MOVIES SHOULD SEE THIS ONE:

“It WILL SCARE THE PANTS OFFYou...BRING AN EXTRAParr”
(ive

~Alan Kellogg, THE EOMGRTON JOURNAL

suiAwik.

HOT TICKET

-Roger Ebert, THE CALGARY HERALD

* * * * (OUT OF FOUR)
-Roger Friedman, FOXNEWS.COM

“SEXY AND WILDLY FUNNY!
| IT'S THE COOLEST MOVIE OF THE YEAR!"
Gwen Gleiberman, ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

‘TRRESISTIBLE ENTERTAINMENT!”
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A caine) a from director Martin Scorsese. You won't find a 2002 film that reaches higher
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Renée Zellweger is terrific!”

Mike Clark, USA TODAY
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My Look
Anne-Marie Ennis, graphic designer extraordinaire
Where: The new. Lattitude 53 space.
goofy in West Ed
What: What am | wearing? Shirt — from somewhere
Value
Don’t remember where, but it was $35. Belt — from southside

$50.00or so, Boots—
Village, probably $2.99. Jeans — Levis, from the Bay;
friend. Watch —
from Aldo, around $100, Necklace — a gift from an old
$75.00
,
from the Bay, men’s department
[ found this great lady
Hair: I used to never stick to one hairdresser but then

up her
named Karen Shapka who is ridiculously talented and who just set

own

shop called Alpha Body Care

I
into: Designing purses, designing in general, belly dancing (even though
— but
am not very good), traveling, knitting (that makes me sound boring
theme
friends,
for
cooking
possible,
herever
w
volunteering
fun),
knitting is
dinner parties.

you want
Style: Style is how you tell others what you are all about. Or what
to be all about. Which is why it’s sidiculous to copy

it from anyone else. On

the other hand, style is so superficial thatitis hardly worth thinking about.
Sometimes it is as easy as finding something to wear that makes you smile.
But I guess that says something about who you are too,

CHUL-AHN JEONG

One Man Show ¢ Exclusive Service...
Gift Certificates Available

Buse S arene Tor
& receive a FREE
box of Chocolates

with this ad

Pee ree ert pos eae atan
ES
10544B - 82 Ave
West Edmonton Mall
(Whyte Avenue)
@ (by Silver City escalators)
(780) 435-2824
(780) 484-2884

Time for lov
lust?

or just laundry?

Cruising the Cosmos
30- February, 2003
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Active art
Common Mess benefits shelter, binds community
COMMON MESS
Closing reception: Wed, Feb. 5

:

|

a greater community. Yu credits his
network
of creative friends that
allowed this event to take place as an
example of how we can get involved.
“T wanted to highlight the idea of a

The show is

tographer and has contributed several

photographs of his trip to China, as

old out, with the remainder

well as some portraits of his friends.
“Tt was an idea I had earlier in the
year. I just wanted to do something to
benefit the community. I decided
women’s shelters were one of the

to be auctioned during the closing
night on February 5th. The event will
feature D
etry and performances,

help. But, others find it’s just a matter
of combining your skills and

most underexposed charities.

resources, Jon Yu is a student of phar-

point of my life Ineeded to do some-

macology at the University of Alberta,
but his interest in art and concern for
humanitarian causes led him to organize Common Mess, a charity art
show and sale now showing at the
Backroom Vodka Bar.
Yu and eight of his artist friends,
mostly amateurs, donated paintings,
photographs, sculptures and multimedia pieces to benefit the Edmonton
Women’s Emergency Shelter. Yu is a
University of Alberta Gateway pho-

thing. I'm really grateful for the
opportunities that I’ve had, but not
everyone has the same chances. It was
something that developed as 1 went
through university, and I wanted to
show my photos for a while.”
“It’s something I know how to do.
It's something I enjoy doing and |
could turn around and benefit others.”
Common Mess is about art, but it’s
also symbolic of our connectedness to

The artwork is diverse, which is to
be expected of group shows, and
prices are reasonable, with only a few
of the sculptures hitting the over $500
range. “Some pieces were created espe-

Backroom Vodka Bar

SOMETIMES THE TROUBLES OF THE
world are so overwhelming and it’s
hard for us to know what to do to

“1 felt that having gotten to this

Spall erie

with cover

by donation to the food

bank or clothing.

dally for this show, but most weren't,
so there's no real commonality between
the pieces,” explains Yu.

And as far as his future plans go, he
says they don’t necessarily include art

or fundraising for charities. But the
goals of this project have been met.
“This has been a very rewarding
experience,” says Yu.

REFLECTING DIVERSITY The art exhibited wasn’t, for the most part,

commissioned for the show, resulting in a wide array of themes & styles.

MARI SASANO
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&> SEE THE SEXIEST EDMONTONIANS
2003,
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Sexiest Bartender

Sexiest Barista

Sexiest Server é

Sexiest Student

Sexiest pelt Clerk

Sexiest Volunteer / Activist

Sexiest Hairdresser

Sexiest Personal Trainer

Sexiest Theatre Employee
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7:00-9:00 pm

THE JOURNEY OF LESRA MARTIN
The man who helped free boxer Rubin "Hurricane" Carter.

This FREE public screening will be followed by a panel
discussion led by representatives from the Council of
Canadians of African and Caribbean Heritage.
Don Hill, host of Wildrose Forum, will be the moderator.
fe

Visit www.nfb.ca and click on Focus.

given the way people have
automatically

down. When I did that, she burst
into tears. They think it’s me having that experience, rather than the
character.”
Anderson-Dargatz has had
some serious problems crop up
in her life, enough to provide
fodder for her books, but not
such that we can infer similitude. After all, she says, “At
some point I realized it wasn’t
about whining, and that life
wasn’t fair, nobody ever said
life was going to be fair, it’s
just we had a shitty thing
happen. And the biggest

turned around. And

farmer and resident

that whole biblical
thing appealed to me.

of Godsfinger,

Alberta. He’s a sim-

Y’know, I come from

ple man, more at
home in his kitchen
than working on his
farm. He also has

the United Church, so
I do have that whole

synaesthesia, the ability

to see and feel sound,
usually in colors or

The engaging, darkly humorous

GAIL ANDERSON-DARGATZ

How dol cope with this,
how do I turn it into something, how do I make it
have meaning. And how
do I just get on with life?
At that point, things

Enter Job Sunstrum,

devout Christian, as he wrestles with

“

question now was ‘Okay,
this thing happened, hat
are we going to do now?”

can’t articulate it.”

novel follows Job, a farmer and

The Natio“al Film Board of Canada

~

And that’s probably for the best,

played in them.
I wanted to communicate that,
but of course, one
of the aspects of a
mystical experience is that you

rience.”

expe

real —

manifestations’

Dargatz, explaining the genesis of

shapes. “Not a lot of people have it, so I used it to
try to get the reader and
myself into it ina very
physical and tactile way,
so they could, at least in
some way, have that mystical expe-

—

For Bees and The Cure For Death By

Lightning, Job, despite his biblical
name, is given a slightly easier ride.

also very terrifying perceptual experiences. All
that was
happening
while I was
working on
this book,
and I got
very interested in faith
experiences
and the role
perception

Zs

for how powerful
are k
riences of faith
4
for people in all their

lots of very magical, very odd and

www.travelcuts.com

‘I came through this

In the
Godsfinger.
communityof ofhard-luck
characters
pantheon
created by Anderson-Dargatz for

such bestselling novels as A Recipe

the lead character in her newest

Stanley A. UMilner Library theatre
7 Sir Winston Churchill Square

i) Radio-Canada

issues of faith, love and hope in the

“MY HUSBAND HAD BRAIN SURGERY

novel, A Rhinestone Button. “And
before the tumor was found, or we
even knew that he was ill, he had

Co-sponsored by the Edmonton-Public Library ™
Council of Canadians-of African and
;
Caribbean Heritage and presented in
collaboration with CBC Edmonton

CBC

Gail Anderson-Dargatz finds a little faith

in 1994,” says author Gail Anderson-

Free public’screening and discussion,

February 4
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Knopf Canada

8103-104 Street
437-2004
10926-88 Avenue 439-3159
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492-2592
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A RHINESTONE BUTTON

special Travel CUTS
4
group flight
Iransfer from airport toA
accommodation in London
3 nights accommodation
in hostel (dorm room)
Big Bus sightseeing tour of
London (hop on hop off
service)
One evening meal
Daily continental breakfast

?2TRAVEL CUTS

INPRINT

drawn conclusions
.
about Anderson-Dargatz’s personal life. “Especially with Cure For
Death by Lightning, a lot of really distraught women would come up crying. [had one woman who wanted
to give me a letter, and I turned it

bible background.”
So what has she
gained from the
novel?
“I came through
this with anew
respect for how powerful and
important and how real those experiences of faith are for people in all
their manifestations. It seems hardwired into our brains. It’s flesh, it’s
part of our human passage, and all
of us will have some kind of numinous experience in our life.”
TOM MURRAY

EVERYDAY

Cutting-edge Stone
Director likes Citadel’s youth movement

“There's been lots of different versions of Merlin, and in this one he’s
tired and just wants to go to sleep,
says Carroll, noting the script uses
contemporary characters and dia-

ogue despite being

THE SWORD IN THE STONE
By Marty Chan
Directed by Tracy Carroll
Starring Elyne Quan, Andrew Kushnir,
George Szilagyi
Citadel Theatre’s Rice Stage
Feb. 8 & 9,12:30, 3:00 and 4:30 p.m.
Tickets: $12 Children, $15 Adults,

425-1820

“What we didn’t want to do was just
tell the regular story [of the
Arthurian legend's early, preCamelot years] and didn’t want people to know how it ends.”
Similar to T. H. White's classic
1938 book and the 1963 Disney cartoon it inspired, Chan’‘s spin on the
familiar chivalric tropes involves
plucky kids who dream of becoming

DIRECTOR TRACY CARROLL IS PRO-

knights.

mising some pleasant surprises as
the Citadel Theatre launches into a
kid-friendly production of The Sword
in the Stone by popular playwright

who wants to prove herself as a
strong person” — and Fisher

Marty Chan.
“I’ve had lots of conversations
with Marty, seen the play develop

over all its various drafts, and have
to say it’s going to be a great piece
with lots of new, refreshing angles,”
says the director about the Citadel’s
most recent KidsPlay production.

Falon (played by Elyne Quan) —
“a young girl and kind-of-tomboy

(Andrew Kushnir) — “a boy who's
also determined but not in quite the
same manner as his female friend”

— go off into the wood and meet up

with none other than the great wizard Merlin (George Szilagyi) who's
guarding the mythical and firmly
lodged Excalibur.

Treasure hunt
French Jewel at La Cité francophone
directing going on at La Cité, fast

MON JOYAU
Directed by Kim McCaw
L'UniThéatre

Until Feb. 2
La Cité francophone (8627 - 91st St.)
Tickets: 469 - 8400

becoming an interesting venue for

anglophone theatre companies also.

Doing theatre in french outside of
Quebec is even more of a struggle

than it is when you have a good
supportive community. But an

AT THE PREMIERE OF MON JOYAU,
the fresh translation of Joan

extensive network of companies

set in the era of

wizards.

kids,” continues the director, prais
demand shows that are smart and
have lots of action and they remember if you condescend to them.
They

ale” while also placating viewers
who already know and love the
source legend. “You want to make
sure that the people that do know
the story will stay connected and
hopefully not be disappointed,” she
explains.
Promising an action-packed story
filled with loads of laughs and many
a quartersta’

duel

(it’s not often you

see a kid’s show with a fight-director
in the credits),Carroll is confident

the play will have no problem
appealing to younger attenders.
“Working out of the Rice Theatre
also allows to have some kids sitting
on mats right on front right next to
the action. It’s a great space to do

these shows.”

LeGal’s rendering of this emotional

—and her translation is textured
and vibrant, making the story get
under your skin. She makes us forget in what language this play is
supposed to be, for she transcends
locality.
ISABELLE ROUSSEAU

embodying the struggle between
fidelity to the dead husband and the
pull of her sensuality. Heard after
the show: “I’ve seen many onewoman shows this year. She’s the

only one who keeps us on the edge
of our seats the full hour.”
It’s a marathon she undertakes brilliantly, thanks to the golden touch of

away, of course: the play is in
French (an English summary is

the well-appreciated La Seiziéme of
Vancouver, who have enlisted tal-

directors. L’UniTheatre’s artistic
director Daniel Cournoyer strongly

available at the door). Too bad,

ented Julie LeGal to play the lively
Marjorie.

believes in building bridges
between linguistic communities.

—-

JONATHA BROOKE BROOKS NO BULL-

shit,in

panies.

eenot from record com-

- most amenable.

“The band had so much fun playing together that we said, ‘Hey,we
should get some gigs!’” says —

And that they did. The group, The
Gravity Project also recorded a

CD that will be available

atthe aforementioned show, Outside

Beaudoin.
An adopted Edmontoner, Beaudoin
is a talented playwright, “emerging”
as an important player on the fran-

been acting and writing for 20 years

SELF STORAGE
DOWNTOWN
Capital Self Storage 423-3500

IS DRINKING A PROBLEM?
A.A. CAN HELP!
424-5900

director Kim McKaw. His sensible

directing certainly fosters the magic.

tion), in the footsteps of other local

Tickets: $15, 420 -1757

GILBERT A. BOUCHARD

insightfully translated by Manon

possibilities. This time the partner is

Azimuth Theatre (11315 106 Ave.)

is there for the parents.”

ly brings Marjorie to life without
any sentimentality, efficiently

success with Dust and Dreams sowed

Until Feb. 2, 8pm

“We didn’t have much on the program for kids before starting this

cophone scene — although she’s

the seeds for the current collabora-

all the Brooke CDs that she could lay
her hands on and started talking to
friends about putting together a
show based on the songs thereof.
The friends — guitarist Paul Morgan
Donald, vocalist Celina Stachow,
keyboardist Liz Hahn and percussionst Joel Finnestad— proved to be

youl i 4 ones.

calls. We've been overwhelmed by
the response so far,” she says,
adding that she wants her program
to complement offerings for youth
already on the scene. “The Citadel is
established as a company. The trust

warmth, all contribute a subtle rendering of MacLeod’s fine play,

western companies to broaden the

OUTSIDE THE LINES
Music by Jonatha Brooke, poetry by
Sharon Olds, original writing by
Michelle Brown and Celina Stachow

Not only is she thrilled to be helping head up the new kid on the
block of children’s theatre, she’s of
the opinion that Edmonton needs
even more theatrical offerings for the

The fisher who would be king?
program, but we kept on getting

McKaw’s skillful directing, his nononsense approach to theatre, his

has been pairing up with other

Gravity Project inspired by song

catch on and call you on things
Carroll, a veteran of many a children's theatre including Fringe
Theatre Adventures and Concrete
Theatre (for whom she directed the
Sterling Award-winning production
of Lig & Bittle), is also the co-creator
of Citadel’s KidsPlay program, now
in its inaugural season.

enced performer who has worked
extensively in Europe, she beautiful-

celed.
Language might scare audiences

adream

ing her high-energy cast. Kids

journey is top-notch. An experi-

On Sunday, the matinee was can-

Like

have the huge special effects, but
we're right there in front of the

The idea was to strike a balance
between being theatrically original

This is his second directing experience with L’UniTheatre (last year’s

because there’s some fine acting and

magic of live theatre will trump
many a CGI marvel. “We may not

“we want to be able to sur prise peo-

across Canada are producing quality works reflecting the reality of
their Canadian, bilingual life.
L’UniThéatre (which celebrated its
10th anniversary last November)

MacLeod’s Jezel, inspired by the
tragedy of the Ocean Ranger, barely
20 people showed up to see the
story of widowed Marjorie Clifford.

Knowing she’s competing with
cinematic tales of wizards and dat
ing-do, Carroll is confident the

Life, laughter, love ...bagpipes:

SHAD@W
THEATRE

A Cape Breton Story

THE GLACE BAY

MINERS' MUSEUM
by Wendy Lill
based on the novel by Sheldon Currie
Directed by John Hudson

ONSTAGE

ARDEN

gotta see it!

The highly entertaining
pop/folk band, Sons of
Maxwell, is built around
and led by co-vocalists
Don and Dave Carroll,
The brothers' signature
close harmonies have
evolved a postmodern Everly Brothers
sound that is packing
houses and

"electrifying audiences”
wherever they play.

SONS OF MAXWELL
February 13° 7:30 PM

brought you the lan Tyson

Tribute, The Gift - Join

Mining for meaning
Strong cast, direction make Museum shine
chosen to cling to the good things in
life. Naturally, he’s in Catherine’s

THE GLACE BAY MINERS’ MUSEUM

Shadow Theatre

bad book from day one.

Directed by John Hudson
Starring Beth Graham, Paul Cowling
Until Feb. 9, Thu — Sat, 8 pm; Sat &
Sun, 2 pm
Tickets: $16, $13 Student/Seniors
* &&& (Out Of five)

But he does make a difference. He
opens the curtains to allow sunshine

the most important events in your

back into the MacNeil house, helping the family let go of their dead,
live with their losses and move on.
In doing so, he pries open the family
history and lets their rich heritage of
music and language and story
telling flood into the present. He
teaches the family to value whimsy

life — the best and the worst. Maybe
you're the kind of person who needs

and to treasure and learn from its
past.

props in order to preserve the past.
That's the case with Margaret

Bomba, Doug Andrew,
Mark Sterling,

Much more than a
love story, Wendy
Lill’s script touches
on confronting
your fears, on

MacNeil (Beth Graham). In fact, you
could say Margaret's entire family is
dumb-struck at the play’s outset.

™ = Stewart MacDougall,
A

wary of Neil (Paul Cowling) and his exuberant embrace of life.

MAYBE YOU AREN'T THE BEST PERSON
in the world to be telling stories.
Maybe you are unable to articulate

From the team that

f
{

CONFRONTING JOYFULNESS Battle-scarred Margaret (Beth Graham) is

Grandpa (Ray Hunt) has been left

speechless by miner’s lung and the
distinct impression that company
doctors don’t want to listen to him.
Margaret's brother Ian (Kevin
Corey) is a solitary sort, living in the

= Lio. el Rault,
Debbie Boodram,
Ron Rault, Dawn Oviatt,
Danny Mack and
Rob Anderson as they put
a new and interesting spin
on a couple of dozen
Hank Williams classics.

doing what’s right.

long shadow of his bigger better
brother Charlie who died, as did
their father, in Cape Bretton’s coal
mines. Neither of those MacNeil
men are forgotten. They are, instead,
immortalized by the shattered family, canonized in one breath and

But Wendy Lill’s script, based on
the novel by Sheldon Currie and the
foundation of the big-screen hit
Margaret's Museum, is much more
than a love story. It touches on social

demonized in the next for ever tak-

ing jobs in the pits. The family’s perpetual state of mourning, or rather of

_.

HANGIN’ WITH HA

Celebrat
the ing
music of Hank Williarr

3-4

Februar15
y =7:30?

obsessing over misfortune, is as devastating as the abject poverty and
depression it lives in.
And here is where the MacNeil
family’s overbearing matron

right.

And this production is well cast
and brilliantly directed by John
Hudson. Cairns is positively vile,

Corey shows great dramatic depth,
Cowling is as real and big as the
character he plays and Hunt, with-

Catherine (Coralie Cairns) comes in.

She does enough talking for the
whole clan —all of it moaning. The

out uttering

a single word,

woman is a constant bitch — her

pee

insults, put-downs, bellyaching and
uncanny ability to find shit in a bed

as Margaret, is the soul ofthe show,
growing from “a snot-nosed whore”

of roses sets the emotional tone for

ee a strong,al corerwoman

who

the dysfunctional family. She is their

maestro of misery.

Everything changes when Neil
Currie (Paul Cowley), six-foot-six,

full of booze and blowing the bag-

Pipes, enters Margaret's life. Just

knows
epi

ee 8 BothGraham,

and: wank

sas

‘im

At the production’s jarring
_

back from the war, where he saw his _
28 SEE January30 - February 5, 2003

rights and responsibilities, on confronting your fears, on doing what's

sion, Margaret's
life haschan
ever, and so has the

cone

Three explosive new shows
at La Cité francophone ¢7-» Steet)
Citizen Pochsy: Head Movements
ofa Long-Haired
Girl |
Por
ie te
Written and performed by coens
February 13 @ 8 pm
Pe

“stories that will blow you away"

February 14 & 15@ 9:30 pm

Rich Cairney, SEE Magazine

February 16 @ 2 pm

Emerging and established
playwrights at the 3rd Space
Cabaret (11516 - 103 Street)
An Evening With a Playwright
Spend the evening with Governor General's Award
winning playwright Joan MacLeod, reading from
her new work ¢ February 17 @ 8 pm

The Playwrights Garage Workshops

Primordial Blues
Written and performed by Lawnjockey 1 mare
February
14 & 15 @ 7:30 pm
February 16 @ 8 pm

Jimmy
Co-presented with L'Unithéatre
A Production by Infrarouge Théatre
Written, directed and performed by Marie Brassard
February 20 & 21 @ 8 pm in English
February 22 @ 8 pm in French

15 minute plays from 13 emerging playwrights

February 18 & 19 @ 8 pm

Kab sad
WORKSHOP

WEST

THEATRE

THEATRE

FESTIVAL

FEBRUARY

13-22,

2003

Call Workshop West Theatre 477-5955 or Tix on the Square 420-1757 for tickets or passes
Kaboom? Pass (tickets for a

:

ops and lec

: Adults $48 « Students/Seniors $42

Individual Shows: Adults $16¢ Students/Seniors $137 Evening with a Playwright $12
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Tom isn’t fooling

DRUGS A PROBLEM?
COCAINE ANONYMOUS CAN HELP!
425-2715

added to the menu and make for a
novel and satisfying combinations of
flavours.

SELF STORAGE

He's tasty, and not just for breakfast

DOWNTOWN
Capital Self Storage 423-3500

TASTY TOM’S
9665 - 82 Ave, 437-5761
***1/2 (out of five)

IS DRINKING A PROBLEM?
A.A. CAN HELP!
424-5900

KNOWING WHERE TO FIND A DECENT
breakfast is an important part of life

Jack
a

413-8388
5708-75 St|

iP.

go on and, for a second, I thought I

with its Mexican-style hangover

might.
I'd also like to endorse Tasty
Tom’s as a solid breakfast option.

tures burgers, schnitzel, sausages,
sammies (like the Chicken Reuben) +

and pizza, but when the friendly
server told me the special, it sounded exactly like what I wanted (except
that it didn’t come with home fries
and, hence, presented no vehicle for

eating half a bottle of ketchup). The
special was a blackened fillet of cod
ona bun with a Caesar salad and a
bowl of split pea soup for $8.25. It

served absorbed every creamer on

cures; Calgary has a place Ican

the table without changing colour,

sounded like it needed a pint of
Alley Kat Amber for company, so I

never remember the name of, but
that’s okay because the place is so

I've never had a bad breakfast at

ordered one of those too.
The split pea soup arrived imme-

Vancouver is home to such

in Kitsilano and Slickety Jim's on

edmonton’ ab. earth.

omelets and cinnamon buns, the
Upper Crust for eggs bennie,
Acajutla for fried plantains. I could

Although there have been times I’ve
been there when the coffee they

esteemed egg-poachers as Sophie's

- 6
|CAFE MOSAICS
10844~ whyte ave

scrambles, High Level for farmer's

in the big city — that's all there is to
it. I've staked out breakfast places in
population centres all across westemm
Canada, just in case I should wake
up there: Saskatoon has Amigo’s,

packed, I hardly ever get to eat there;

Family Restaurant

brekkie, Mosaics for huevos and tofu

Since this review wouldn't be near
long enough if I just told you about
breakfast, I stopped in for lunch the
other day. The regular menu fea-

Main. Edmonton also has its breakfast institutions — the Mac for chichi brunch, B’s and the Silk Hat for

the best straight-up diner-style

Tasty’s. Their omelets are consistent-

ly well made and filling and the
homemade ketchup they supply for
their homefries is a reason to visit all
in itself. Ialways have the spinach
and mushroom omelet or the roasted pepper omelet, but a bruschetta
omelet and a brie omelet with wal-

nuts and maple syrup has been

diately — before my beer, in fact —

and was a sterling example of the
genre, the peas simmered into a velvety melange with the spices, the
fragments of smoky bacon cooked
until they fell apart on your tongue.
It was nice and hot too, which some
places forget is an important facet of

soup. The cod sandwich, ona kaiser

i

MAKE THE cALL

2nd FI., 9942 — 108 Street
Edmonton, Alberta T5K 2J5
(780) 415-4968 (4YOU)
youthconnections@bredin.ab.ca

www.youthconnections.gov.ab.ca
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. (Mon-Fri)

At New Asian Village

Free career-preparation services for youth aged 16-24.
Come visit us to access:
° Career/education/labour market information,

ov

Tantra Lounge

e Job search tools (fax/photocopier/computers with
high-speed internet access)
¢ Employment/education counselling,

Enjoy a Sensual Lover’s Buffet

*
¢
¢
*

Reservations Highly Recommended

$29.95 per person

Dancing in Tantra after 10:00 pm

Reservations (780) 436-1149
or433-3804
Ns

ees

Mee

Uae at ts

went along, which disinclined me
from eating the whole thing.
No matter though —I was full.
The server cleared my plate,
dropped
off my bill and left me to

polish off my pint and a few pages
of Anthony Bourdain’s vastly amusing Kitchen Confidential. Total damage: $12.45 plus tip.
Thanks to that crazy city smoking
bylaw, Tasty Tom’s is unfortunately

no longer open to children. On the
upside, I don’t have any children. I
also don’t go there on Mondays,
because it’s closed.
SCOTT LINGLEY

¢ Workplace safety training,

Starting at 5:00 pm

:

with tomato, lettuce, red onion and
mayo, was bracingly spicy, but
accented with a tangy dash of balsamic vinegar. Bun aside, it was a
well-prepared piece of fish, tender
and firm. The Caesar salad started
off well, but became a bit soggy as it

Tk

Résumé help, interview training and other workshops,
Training on the job opportunities,
Job placement assistance,
Mentoring/work experience/work exposure opportunities.

Funded by Alberta Human Resources and Employment

REVIEWS
VEGETARIAN/ HEALTH
Café Mosaics 10844-82 Ave. 433-9702

Sl

With a newly revamped menu, Mosaics
makes its way to your heart with simple,
unpretentious vegetarian fare at reasonable prices. New dishes include the Secret
Burrito and the Teriyaki Portabello

Mushroom Salad. You can only get their
excellent Huevos Rancheros for Sunday
brunch, but it’s definitely worth getting up
for. & kek

fp
SS
,

eating,

pe.

‘hinking and heat at were

all about!

>

\S

Max’s Light Cuisine 7809-109 St. 4326241 \t sure isn’t fancy, but Max's is all
about the food. Small but tasty menu with
emphasis on vegetarian fare, plus a bunch
of daily specials. Don't skip dessert. x
The King and | Edmonton's Thai restaurant of note lives up to its reputation with a
broad, authentic menu redolent of the

flavours of Southeast Asia. Pad Thai is a

good place to start, but after that, dare to

4

2

locations!

experiment. ***&*

Be

*

‘i

EAFOOD

Billingsgate Restaurant 7331-104st.,

433-0091 The generic interior is a sec-

a delicious
and heaithy pita

at our new
SOUTH EDMONTON COMMON

ane ST. ALBERT focations.
OLIVER

SQUARE
1

Aven

30 SEE January 30- February 5, 2003

WEST

END

ondary concern when you feast your eyes

on the appetizer
list, which includes sever-

Nutritional information available at.
www.pitapit.com
;

CASTLEDOWNS

al dolled-up aquatic delicacies. But
r to decide on

=

edNile

RESTAURANTS_
BRUNCH & BREAKFAST FAVORITES

5S
ia Ee

ITALIAN

Sidetrack Café 10333-112 St. 421-1326

Allegro italian Kitchen
K
10011- 109 St
§

What can you say about Edmonton's

424-6644 Housed as it is in a faceless
modernist tower, Allegro is as endlessly
comfortable and gracious as its home is
monolithic. A deft take on an uptown
Italian menu served in postmodern ele-

original roadhouse that hasn’t been said
before? Edmonton's best lineup of live
talent in a warm, friendly atmosphere.
Kitchen fare perfect for late-night nibbling, and a very substantial brunch buffet every Sunday. *&**

Tasty Tom’s 9965-82 Ave. 437-5761
Tasty Tom’s has got to be my favourite
German restaurant. | love the funky diner
feel, and also | appreciate the deft (and

contemporary) take on continental (the
goulash soup and the schnitzel burger
especially). #7*&

ASIAN
Mirama Dining & Lounge 9431 Jasper
Ave. 425-3888 Scrumptious dim sum in
a massive dining room that's usually
packed. Look for excellent, plump shrimp
rice flour wraps, pan-fried pork
dumplings, curried squid and endless hot
tea. ew 1/2

Doan’s 7909 -104 St. 434-4448 Wellmade Vietnamese food in a tidy but dated
dining room. Try the green papaya salad
with sliced beef, the satay soup with
shrimp, the salad rolls and the combo
menu. That's what I'd do, anyway. ***
North China Restaurant 9920-82 Ave.
448-9999 What it utterly lacks in atmosphere and customer service chops, North
China makes up with reliably tasty
Chinese food. Their hot and sour soup
has salved many a southside hangover,
but you should give their Szechuan beef,
mushu vegetables and seafood dishes a
try. Order the large potstickers. ***
Hoang Long 10715-98st., 414-0877
Hoang Long's cooks are polymaths when
it comes to Asian cooking, able to produce Vietnamese, Thai and Japanese
food out of the same kitchen. The
premises are a little neater and the prices
a little higher than some of its neighbours
on 97st, which is attractive to many judging by the busy lunch hours they routinely host. % «1/2

gance and seamless charm. *&*&*&*

East Side Mario’s 2104-99 St. 988-8938
You shouldn't let its grim South
Edmonton Common surroundings and
over-kitschy dining room blind you to the
subtle charms of this energetic franchise
Way adept take on Italian cuisine and way
Slick Service. *%

Chianti 10501-82 Ave. 439-9829 Not
Edmonton's fanciest take on Italian cuisine, but one of everybody’s favourites
for the obvious reasons: always affordable, always bustling, always spot-on
consistent, always friendly and in one of
the city’s most interesting historical
buildings. **&*
Il Forno Ristorante 74987 Stony Plain
Rd. 455-0443 \f you visit this ever-popular eatery — famous for its oven-baked
pizzas — go early. You may wait for a
table, but a well-made meal here is worth
the effort. HHHH

I Portico 10012-107 St. 424-0707 \n
some dining rooms you go to spot
celebrities, at I Portico you are the
celebrity (given the way they treat you)
Delightful Italian/continental offerings,
buoyant room, brilliant wine cellar and
some of the best service staff in
Edmonton make for a memorable dining
event every time Out. ** oe & oe

MEDITERRANEAN.

*

Ziveli 12202 Jasper Ave. 453-3912
Evincing Greek and Yugoslavian influences, this “Balkan Restorant” is a great
place to linger over delicious appetizers
like saganaki, calamari and olives with

Yugoslavian red. For $21.99 per person
you can sample a dozen items off the

CENTRAL AMERICAN
Los Comales 10824 - 97 St. 423-1213
An almost one-woman show, offering

authentic and unpretentious Salvadoran
and Mexican dishes in a cheap and
cheerful downtown eatery. Try the
Pupusas and chuchitos, ***
Calabash Café 10630-124 st. 414-6625
Calabah Café makes choosing simple by
presenting a short list of solid Jamaican

fare in the $7 - $12 range. Someone of
moderate appetite could easily take
another person of moderate appetite and
eat well for around $12.

VILLAGE

Come and Experience
BBO Buffet Cooked
Right at your Table

ina tidy little 124th St. location just down
from the Roxy. *2%&

FREE!"
Trap Chips
Mon.-Thurs. 2-6 PM
*Eat-in Only

Call Now to Reserve
Your Private Function

Featuring

Northwest

Max 40 People)

The Funky Pickle 10441-82 Ave.
2 4333865 A Funky Pickle pizza means wholewheat dough, real cheese (including
Asiago and Feta), fresh vegetables and
ingredients and real attention to detail
tok kk
Pharo's Pizza 8708 - 109 St. 433-5205
I'm not going to commit the faux pas of

Passage

Karaoke Upstairs

Friday January 31 and
Saturday February 1

BONNIE Eon

:[aes]

=)

7727-85 Street

‘aee & GILL

S2 AVE.

saying that Pharo’s is the best pizza in

town (my god, that’s like choosing a
favourite among your children), but will
state that it’s certainly in my personal top
10. The joint also has that retro-diner
coolness and is perfectly situated beside
the Garneau Theatre for pre- or postshow pigging out. k**k#**

466-5666

ATLANTIC
432-4611

Mon - Sat 12 nogn - 10 pm
Sun & Holidays 5 pm - 10 pm

7704

104 Street

Staggering distance from Whyte Ave

SUSHI AND TEPPAN.
Sushi Wasabi 5774-111 St. 433-0533

|

Live at

miss their little take-out kiosk in the
Strathcona Chinatown Mall, but the new
digs suit the elegance and quality of the
food. Good assortment of entrees but,
really, try the sushi. Or at least the avocado-shiitake roll. * &
Tokyo Noodle Shop & Sushi Bar 1073682 Ave. 430-0838 Modelled on Tokyo's
ubiquitous noodle shops, this ultra-hip

r

or Jan

Garneau Lofts restaurant instantly
became a Whyte Ave. institution. | especially like the thick Udon noodles and
lightly fried Salmon Karaage. ***

therising Sun (a
and Sober dance- dub

wednesdays+thursdays

familykaraoke
ppm-12i

adult dance night (6-)
open stage and live entertainment
8pm - 2am

saturdays

KOREAN

RESTAURANT

loads of it) served with delightful panache

ALBERTAFRESH START RECOVERY SOCIETY

fridays

}

menu, which includes souviaki, moussa-

ka and Adriatic shrimp. Attractive patio
for summer dining. ** *#*1/2 (SL)
Koutouki Taverna 10704—124 St. 4525383 Talk about your adept take on
home-style Mediterranean cooking (and

a RekSebN T §

Dadeo Restaurant 10548A-82 Ave. 4330930 The menu has been tweaked a bit
lately, but the stuff you've always loved
about Dadeo's is still there. Combo platters, salads, gumbos and the delicious
po’ boys, on special every Monday and
Tuesday night. * &* *
Louisiana Purchase 10320-1117 St. 4206779 Way before Cajun cooking became
mainstream, Louisiana Purchase was
offering a clever take on Creole and
blackened dishes with a patented
Crescent City elegance. Ohhh baby, just
gotta have that Smoked Alligator and
Pork Boudin.
tom

Get your ARSE
DOWN HERE!

Edmonton's Best Korean Food

anchovies as you savour a bottle of
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10957 124th Street
HAVEN'T LEFT THE
HOUSE IN A WHILE?
HECK

OUT

OUR

Edmonton's one (and only) live Euro-style variety show
returns for 2003! Fun and antics guided by the firm hostessing hand of glamorous international Gber-babe Susanna
Patchoull, Laughs! Music! Cocktails! Next show: Sat, Feb 1
@ 11pm.

SURVIVAL: THE IMPROVISATIONAL GAME Jagged Edge

Lunchbox Theatre, 3rd Floor, Edmonton Centre— Every Fri
at 9°15 pm Tickets: $5 at the door. Brand new season starts
on Fri, Sept. 13, Info.: 463-4237

NEW CITY LIKWID LOUNGE 10079 Jasper Ave, Palladium

Building, 429-CLUB— Fri Savannah, Amoeba & the
Hollywood Ending

POWERPLANT U/ of ACampus— Sat The Floor (formerly

THEATRESPORTS Rapid Fire Theatre, New Varscona
Theatre, 10329 83 Ave —Every Fri at 11 pm: Teams of
improvisers create comedy scenes in a pseudo-competitive
setting. Tickets: $9 adults, $8 students.

the Politburo), The Wowzers & The Faunts, $6

COMPAGNIE MARIE
CHOUINARD
She's been compared to a “mod-

em-day medicine woman or
priestess.” Now’s your chance to
worship at the altar of one of

Canada’s premier choreographers.
The show features two works,

each designed as “sacred art”
bound to open a new universe of

creativity. Arden Theatre, St Albert
(tickets: $22.50 adults, $18.50
youth/ senior, from ARD).

& Mon & Tues Karaoke Tues Pasta Specials Sat & Sun

BLACKDOG FREEHOUSE 10425 82 Ave, 439-1082— Sat
Hair of the Dog (4 to 6 pm) featuring Kathleen Yearwood.
BLUES ON WHYTE 10329
82 Ave,439-5058— Thurs to

Sat Harpdog Brow Birthday Week Mon to Sat Texas Flood
END ZONE 8604 112 Ave, 413-7575— Fri & Sat Mister
Lucky, NC, 10 pm
CAPITOL HILL PUB 14203 Stony P/ Rd, 454-3063— Fri &

Sat The Rault Brothers
L.B'S PUB 23 Atkins Dr, St Albert, 460-9100— Fri & Sat
Twice Too Much
OTTEWELL PUB 6108 90Ave,490-5000— Fri & Sat
Badhabitz
SPORTSMAN'S CLUB 5708 75 St, 413-8333— Sat

DANCE CLUBS
UPDATE YOUR CLUB LISTING BY CONTACTING
KIRSTIE @ 430-9003, FAX 432-1102 OR

EMAIL kblackmore@see.greatwest.ca.

ANASAZI 10525 Jasper Ave, 423-3232— Urban/Caribbean.
R&BHip Hop, Reggae/Calypso music. Features Echo Tone
& various DJs (local & nationwide). Fridays/Saturdays/Long

weekends.

Recollection Blues Band

THE ATTIC 10407-82 Ave, 433-1969—
Wed House Music

TIM'S GRILL 7706 109 St, 413-9606— Fri Michelle

Boudreau, 9:30 pm, NC

©

THE ATLANTIC TRAP & GILL 7704 104 St 432-4611 —Fri

& Sat North West Passage

specials Fri Heaven & Hell Theme: Hell downstairs/Heaven

BACKROOM VODKA BAR 10324-82
Ave (upstairs), 436Waterboy & guests Wed WhyteHouse Wednesdays, Deep

upstairs, go go dancers, themed entertainers Sat Retro 80's
= 90's Upstairs/Top 40 downstairs Long Weekend Colour
parties - choose a theme colour and plana party. Feb 16

soulful house w/ Ariel & Roel, Winston (Locks G) w/ rotating

Pink, Hairshow by PinkLime, cotton candy ete. Info:

quests Darren Pockett, Andy Pockett & Nestor Delano, hosted by Connected Thurs | Can't Believe It's Not Friday w/
& R&B w/ Sunny Sidhu Sat Flava, Hip Hop w/ Shortround,

Edmonton Centre. 426-4767 — Thurs &
Fri The Alterations Trio Sat The Don Berner Trio
FOUR ROOMS 28 Mission Ave, St Albert, 460-6688 — Fri
& Sat 11 O'Clock Songs

should be something here to interest just about everyone.
Northlands Agricom, Thurs to Sat (73 St & 116 Ave); tickets: $13 online
(www.canwestshows.com), $15 at the door, call 1-888-999-5513.

JULIAN'S PIANO BAR Chateau Louis Hote), 11727
Kingsway Ave, 732-4583 —Wed Late Nite Jazzw/Graham

J, 9:30 to 11:30 pm Fri Unwand with Gary Boweman from S
to 8pm
YARDBIAD SUITE 10203 86 Ave, 432-0428— Fri

Audioluxe, $5 members, $9 quests Sat Cindy McLeod w/
The Charlie Austin Trio, $6 members, $10 guests

___FRIDA

ZENARI'S ON 1ST 10117 107 St, 425-6151— Fri Salsito

Pop
& ROCK)

STEVE EARLE & THE DUKES One of the
most compelling songwriters alive. Period. A

CASINO YELLOWHEAD Yellowhead Tr, 424-9647— Thurs
to Sat Stars Tonight (Tribute Show)
FOX & HOUNDS 10125 109St,423-2913
— FriF"N" It &
Pind Sat Still Frame, Drive By Punch, Stutter Fly & Where

dogs of war. Red’s (WEM); tickets from TM.

Once Was Hope

Joint Chiefs

The worst offshore drilling accident in Canadian history claimed the lives

of 84 people back in February of 1982. Three years later, Marjorie Clifford

decides to relive the horrible night the Atlantic Ocean took her husband —

J. J.’S PUB 13160 118 Ave — Fri Opal Road, Dissention &
Danielle 8 Sat Mealticket & Danielle B Both nights are Food

Bank Benefits
THE KINGSKNIGHT PUB 9221 34 Ave, 433-2599— Thurs

Connor's Road Fri & Sat Crush
LONGRIDERS 17733 78St.479-7400— Fri Reagan's
Cousin Feb 7 & 8 Monkey's Uncle

pm nightly, 2 pm matinee; Tickets: $17, call 469-8400.

ROSE BOWL PIZZA 10111 117St,482-5152 —Thors The

_ = SUNDAY.

Sa

EEE

Swampflowers

eee

O’BYRNES IRISH PUB 10616 82 Ave, 414-6766 — 9 pm: Open Stage hosted by Joe Bird.

-__ -MONDAY._.._
ee
EES

_

SIDETRACK CAFE 10333 112 St 421-1326— Thurs
Funkafeelya Fri The SuperBand, 10 pm
SUGARBOWL 10922 88 Ave, 433-8369— Fri Water Thin
Mint
URBAN LOUNGE 8177 705 St, 439-3368
—Thurs Reagans
Cousin Fri & Sat Superstylen, $5 Wed Touchtone Gurus w/
The Drogues, $5
VELVET LOUNGE 10047 170 St— Feb 6 JIF

uB Music
EDMONTON

FILM SOCIETY: TALES OF MANHAT-

TAN Classic films your thang? Look no further than the
Provincial Museum — tonight they’re showing Stage
Door, a sterling comedy-drama about Broadway hopefuls
staying ina theatrical boarding house just off the Great
White Way. Starring Katherine Hepburn, Ginger Rogers
and Lucille Ball! 8 pm; Provincial Museum of Alberta,
102 Ave & 128 St

ri & Sat Tony
171540 Jasper Ave, 451-882!
Dizon
ROSE & CROWN PUB Sheraton Grande Hotel, 10235 101 St
—Thurs & Fri Tim Becker
SHERLOCK HOLMES CAPILANO 1136, 5004 98Ave, 4637788 — Thurs to Sat Lyle Hobbs
SHERLOCK HOLMES DOWNTOWN Rice Howard Way, 4267784— Thurs to Sat Chuck Belhuimer
SHERLOCK HOLMES WEM Bourbon St, WEM, 444-1752—
Thurs to Sat Dave Hiebert
SHERLOCK HOLMES WHYTE AVE 10341 82 Ave, 433-9676
— Fri & Sat Boom Boom Kings
KELLY’S

CHAKRAS The Novayana Society for Eastern &
Western Studies presents Lama Karma Tsundulp
Lodro (Jeff Alvin Olson). 7:30 pm Ascendant Books
Store, #105, 10310 124 St; Info: 438-3574

3692 for bookings Sun Ladies Night w/ DJ Invinceable &
MC J-Money (R&B, Hip Hop, Reggae, Soca), NC B4 11 pm

& friends, R&B/Hip Hop/Downtempo Funk. Always free!

$6.after 11 pm.

@ 11 pm Private Gay Lounge

Fundraisers, Wed Golf Night Live music most days of the
week.
CLAREVIEW PUB 132 Ave & Victoria Tr, 414-1111— Tues
& Thurs Karaoke Wed & Fri & Sat Drink specials. Happy

Mon Amateur Strip Off (Midnight) Tues & Wed DJ Stephan

Sun & Share ee ar Contest Fri DJ Arrowchaser
Sat Animat-House w/ DJ's Juicy & Derkin Sun Best Drag
Show in the city.

DEVLIN'S 10507-82 Ave, 437-7489— Tues Cerveza Party
by Corona. Happy Hour 5 to 7 pm Wed Seeing Double
Martini Party, Happy Hour 5 to 7 pm Fri & Sat Happy Hour

In Sounds From Way Out, Happy Hour 5 to 7 pm
THE ELEPHANT & CASTLE WHYTE AVE 10314 82 Ave, 4394545— Tues Method Tuesdays — Du Headspin w/ guests,
win prizes from Method & Sleeman’s Brewery
FILTHY MCNASTY’S 10511 82Ave (upstairs), 437-7489—
Happy Hour Every Day 5 to 7 pm Mon Metal Mondays Tues
Blues Tuesdays presented by Labatt Blues Wed Boogie

Sun Free pool all night

FOX & HOUNDS PUB 10125 109 St. 423-2913 —Mon
Punk Night w/ DJ Cory Tues Orgasmatron, Bloodcum Bob &
DJ Cory Wed Hardcore w/DJ Bloodcum Bob Thurs Metal

Night w/DJ Orgasmatron Fri & Sat Live bands Wed Singles
Night
HALO 10538 Jasper Ave, 423-4256 — Fri Pulse Fridays:
Progressive & Deep House w/ Darcy Ryan & Mike Shoaf, $5
at For Those Who Know... Deep house w/ Junior Brown,
Remo, Simon Locke (monthly resident)
MAJESTIK 10723 112 St, 423-3352 or 423-3646 — Mon
Closed Tues DV8's “DJ Karaoke", Be the DJ! Wed “I Love
Techno" w/ Neil K & Tryptomene Thurs Funky House &
Breaks w/ DJ's Tryptomene & Sweetz Fri Urban Fridays
R&B & Hip Hop w/ DJ's Shortround & Echo (Starts Nov 8)
Sat Ladies Night, NC for ladies, drink specials, DJ's Anthony
Donahue, Juicy & Derkin Sun Breakfast at Tiffanys, 10 am
till close, Du's Tiff Slip, Derkin, OB, Anthony Donahue &
Donovan
NETWORKS INTERNET NEW MEDIA CAFE 8728 103 St.
439-0393— Not the Club Scene every second Fri Groove
and funk in the most unique atmosphere on Whyte Ave w/
Marcus Bar
w/1D18+
NEW CITY 10081 Jasper Ave, 429-CLUB— Mon \ndustry
Night, VIP Prizes Tues Same Shit, Different Pile w/ The Rev.
Nik Roofeelya & The Rt. Hon. Bluejay Wed Honey Deep
Housey beats Thurs Frenchie's Angels rock you! Fri Live
Music (see Live Music listings) Sat Saturdays Suck, the leq-

music,

CHIMPROV Rapid Fire Theatre, New Varscona Theatre,
10329 83Ave— Every Sat at 11 pm: A long-form improv

PURE 10551 82Ave, 995-PURE (7873) — Thurs RetroElectro w/ Richard Delamar, doors 9 pm Fri & Sat
House/Trance/Electronica w/ DJ Dragon

continuous laughs. Tickets: $8 adults, $7 students. To
reserve seats: 448-0695.

THE ROOST 10345 104St, 426-3150— Cover: Mon to
Thurs$1members, $3non-members,
Fri&Sat $3mem-

THE COMEDY FACTORY 3414 Calgary Trail North 469-4999
— Thurs Amateur Night followed by the headliner for the
week. Thurs toSat Rob Pue. Thurs& Fri 8:30 pm, Sat: 8:30
&10:30 pm

bers,$5non-members, Sun $1 everyone. Nightly
free pool
& Happy Hour draft until 10 pm (unless otherwise stated)
Hours Sun toThurs 8 pmto3.am, Fri & Sat 8 pm to4am

‘Mon Specials Events Night, come seewhat's on!Tues Wet

FARGOS WHYTE AVE1030782Ave433-4526 — Every Sun & Wild Contest, wetunderwear & t-shirt, beer specials 8 pm
.
toMidnight, OJLeftyWedAmateur StripContest,
est, happy

IMPRO!

——WEDNESDA

Fire.

Theat,1206 ages gtoreeTame Tigre
Poids teriagl at sagt
en

Beginner classes on Wedfrom7 to9:30p.m. advanced

CULTURE ON THE EDGE Velcrow Ripper has been making experimental/new narrative, and issue oriented
filmsait vilooe eae

classes onTues from 7 to9:30pmFee: $75 + gst. Info.:
448-0695
or www.rapidf

J.J.’SPUB 13160 118 Ave — Ev‘
offers live
comed

COM,

0

0

Night

Karaoke w/ Brad Scott Fri & Sat Brad Scott
CALIENTE NIGHT CLUB 10815 Jasper Ave, 425-0850— Fri
Function Fridays w/ DJ Invinceable & MG J-Money (R&B,
Hip Hop, Reggae, Soca), $8 Sat Fundraiser Night, call 990-

BOOTS 10242-106 St,
423-5014— Open 7 days/week.
Happy Hour: 3 to 8 pm Fri Retro Disco Sat Flashback
Saturdays w/ Dus Derrick & Manny Mulatto. Male Stripper

— Thurs Extreme Thursdays feature cheap drinks &cool

show with no rules, no limits and no guarantees, except

Urban Metropolis Soundcrew. hosted by JYPRoc Casual
Dress Code

band Sun What the Hell w/ Bob Trampoline aka Tryptomene

end continues Sun Chocolate, funk-house-breaks
OVERTIME BROILER
& TAPROOM 10304 111St,423-1643

LIVE COMEDY

BRONZE ON 5TH 10345 105 St, 423-7884 — Fri
Clandestine presents Expressions, David Lee & Darcy Ryan,
$5, doors 9 pm 18+ ID, Casual Dress Cade Sat Style
Saturdays, R&B/Hip Hop w/ DJ Harman B & Kwake or
B-STREET BAR 17818 111 Ave, 414-0545
— Wed & Thurs

Wednesday Retro-Dance Party w/ DJ Mr. B Fri & Sat Shake
Your Ass Weekend w/ DJ Serial K (Dance, alt, rock, retro)

all en francais! L‘UniTheatre at La CitéFrancophone (8527 91 St); Shows @ 8

www armourydancelounge.com

Camino & Motorjoan Wed Glitter Guich w/ Buster Friendly &
B.0. (Alt-Country) Live rousic once a month Thurs Big Rock
Party w/ DJ Red Dawn & guests Fri Phil & J's Taco Party
Sat Brendan Sausage Party w/ Mike & Rob or DJ Jammin’
Jamie. Afternoon (4 to 6 pm) Hair of The Dog feat a live

3. to 7 pm Martini Party all night Sun DJ Dia-Bolic spins the

GRINDER 10957 124 St —Fri & Sat King Ring Nancy
HIGH RUN CLUB 4926 98 Ave, 440-2233— Fri & Sat The

___SATURDA

Echo & quests
BLACKDOG FREEHOUSE 10425-82 Ave, 439-1082— Mon
| Love Mondays w/ Tash & Penny Tues Vive Le Rock w/ Al

BUDDY'S NIGHT CLUB 1 17258 Jasper Ave,488-6636 —

CASINO EDMONTON 7055 Argyll BU, 463-9467— Fri &
Sat Madison County

much-needed contrarian voice (“John Walker's
Blues”) begging to be heard above the barking,

ARMOURY DANCE LOUNGE 10370 85 Ave, 702-1800—
Mon Go-girl night: ladies night, male entertainment, magician, balloon artist, drink specials Thurs Lo-ball night, drink

Nite Thurs Student Nite

Waterboy, Optimus Prime, Soulus, LP & guests Fri Top 40

EVERYTHING TO DO WITH SEX SHOW Needless to say, there

Hours Mon toThurs 1 pm to Midnight Fri 1 pm to 3 am Sat
Noon to 3 pm Sun Noon to Midnight
Y AFTERHOURS Back of 10030A 102 St— Fri F&QK it
Fridays. Tripswitch, Swetz, Remo, Bounce, Old Bitch,
Jameel, LP, Degree w/ MC Flowpro Sat Mayhem Saturdays,
Charlie Mayhem, Crunchee, Anthony Donahue, David Stone,
Derkin Juicy, Donovan, Jaw-Dee, Dave Thierman, Mike

Shoaf

ALTERNATIVE

4418— Mon Local Motive, Local DJ Showcase w/

___THURSDA

up preferred) After hours club (doors at 2 am) Fri Rotating
quests, incl AKA Vass, J Rowley, Desolate, Donovan,
Geoffrey J Sat Resident Manny Mulato & Locks Garant plus
rotating quests Solo, Ryan Mason & Lickety Split. ;
A
THERAPY 10028 102 St (alley entrance), 903-7666—
(atterhours: midnight to 6 am) Fri Greg Wynn, Trance, Cool
Hand Luc Breaks/2step, Tripswitch, House, 2nd Floor Shiva Space Station Saki & Spanky happy hardcore, Tiff-Slip
Funky Hardhouse, Anthony Donahue Hard house Sat Main
Floor — Dragon, progressive, Sweets Funky Beats, Alias
Fluffy Trance, The Shiva Space - Bunker, Gundam, Drum&
Bass/Jungle, Bobby Torpedo, Deep House, LP, House
WOODY'S 117258 Jasper Ave (Upstairs), 488-6636 — Sun
Brunch Fri & Sat DJ Arrowchaser. Mon Margarita Mondays
Wed Game Show Wednesdays Sat Male Stripper @ 11 pm

BLUES & ROOTS |

CELTIC

SUBLIME 10147 104 St (Downstairs), 905-8024— (21 &

hour dratt 8 pm toMidnight, OJJazzy

lyshows, ShaneTrain(Liveperformers |
show

Rotating

atowes
t

CEILI'S IRISH PUB 10338 109 St, 426-5555 -—Mon:Get

Your Funk On w/ DJs Junior Brown & Quake Sat Various

Hour Daily 11 am to 7 pm & all day Sun DJ Fiore plays
today's hottest hits & yesterday's classics NC ever!
CRISTAL LOUNGE 10336 Jasper Ave, 426-7521 — Fri

Fundraiser Night, cali 990-3692 for bookings Sat Legendary
Urban Saturdays (R&B, Hip Hop, Reggae, Soca) w/DJ
Invinceable & MC J-Money, $8

DARIEN'S COCKTAILS & FINE FOOD 5552 Calgary Tr S,
439-8675 — Full menu, happy hour every day 4 to 7 pm,
wing specials, daily specials, games room, living room, big
screen TV.

ELEVATION LOUNGE 10309 87 Ave (upstairs), 433-4979—
DJ 4Play playing the best of top 40 & Retro music all week
long Wed Guest bartenders Thurs Salsa Night, 8 pm NC
FARGOS WHYTE AVE 10307 Whyte Ave, 433-4526— Wed
Name That Tune w/ DJ Shar Visit: www. fargos.ca
GALLERY LOUNGE Mayfield Inn, 16615 109 Ave—Thurs
to Sat DJ Steve
GAS PUMP 10166 114 St 488-4841 — Mon NFL Football
Tues & Wed Karaoke, drink specials & pool leagues Thurs
Ladies Night w/ male dancers (9:30 to 11 pm), free pool for
guys, drink specials, dancing after 11 pm Fri & Sat Drink

specials from 9 to 10:30 pm, dance music by DJ Christian
Sun Open most long weekend Sundays, drink specials 8:30
to 10:30 pm, dance music by DJ Travis. Mandatory coat
check/dress code/no cover charge
GREENHOUSE NIGHTCLUB Neighborhood Inn 13103 Fort
Rd, 472-9898—Wed Win Win Wednesday, host Chris
Knight from Power 92 Thurs Ladies Night w/ hot male enter-

tainment

THE GRINDER BAR 10957 124St,453-1709— Fri & Sat
Live Music (Blues, Classic Rock, New Rock) Draft, Shooter
specials, prize giveaways Sun Karaoke, free pool all day
H20 SPORTS
BAR & LOUNGE 10044 82 Ave, 433-5794—
Tues & Thurs & Sat & Sun Karaoke OJ Double Jack plays
the best in dance, rock & pop

THE HIGH RUN CLUB 4926
98Ave, 440-2233— Sports &
billiards, 14 types of draught beer on tap Tues Name that
Tune 9 pm Wed Loonie poo! night Sun Happy hour allday
IRON HORSE 8101 103St,438-1907
—Fri& Sat.AlixDJ

THE JOINT NIGHTCLUB 2554 WEM 8882 170th St,4863013— R&B, Dance & Top40Hits,$5cover charge, dress
code in effect. Wed Wild OnWednesdays Ladies Nitef/the
“Men's Club", “Male Impact”, & "International Men" Fri
Fresh Fridays presented byUrban Metropolis Sound Crew. 2
Floors, 2 DJs. 2 Sounds, drink specials SatSex& theCity
Saturdays
f
KELLY’S 11540 Jasper Ave,451-8825
— Mon FreePool Fri

_____ LISTINGS

a

Tournament, opens at 2 pm tournament start 3 pm double
knockout, cash prizes, drink specials all day

pm to

St 474-7322— Fri & Sat House, trance, R & B beats, DJ
Venus & guests

ROSARIO'S PUB & KARAOKE CENTRAL 11775 108 Ave,

447-4727 — DJJ Sociable Dave all week long Mon Monday
Night Football (NTN & OB!) Tues Toonie Tuesdays (from 9

athedral (10035 103 St), featuring

baritone Timotly Ande:

and Npan

f

Tickets. $15 regular, $10 s

CHATEAU ON THE HILL Beaumont

jam every Wed trom 8 pm to Midnight hosted by Hopus
Hand & The Hip Waders.

KING'S UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HIGHL

DARIEN'S LOUNGE 9945 50 St, 440-5071 —9 pm
DOYLE'S PUB 2679 151 Ave, 4731 — Kickin’ Karaoke

Sat, Feb8,8 pm, King’s University

FRANCO'S 14059 Victoria Tr, 478-4636

BookstoreOratthe doo

PLEASANTVIEW HALL 70860
57 Ave —Every Wed @ 7.30

judge, NC w/ student ID
THE RUM JUNGLE Phase // WEM, 486-9494 — Thurs

hosted by Loren Burnstick.

$at Poo! Tournaments on 6 pool tables, foosball Sun NFL
081 All day long
THE ROXY ON WHYTE 10544 82 Ave, 439-7699 — Thurs
Great Rock, Alternative, Metal Music Format, NC w/ student
1D Fri Babylon Fridays, dance & retro music w/ DJ Extreme
Sat Session Saturdays, dance & retro music w/ DJ Extreme
Sun Wild 'N’ Wet Bikini Sundays: Be a contestant or be a

St—9 pm to 1

am

DRUID 11606 Jasper Ave, 454-9928 — Blues/Jazz/Swing

pm Bluegrass jam session hosted by the Northern Bluegrass
Circle Music Society. Info: 434-59!
ROSSDALE COMMUNITY HALL 70135 96 Ave— Little
Flower open stage every Wed from 8 to 11 pm, hosted by
Brian Gregg. Into: 429-3624 or
Wwww.ecn.ab.ca/~bgbg/Mlower.htm!
SECOND CUP AT CALLINGWOOD 6825 177SI,486-1999
—8 pm: Open stage hosted by Richard Monkman & Erroll
Zastre.
TIM'S GRILL 7106 109 St, 413-9606 — 9 pm: Open stage

pm to 2am) Wed & Thurs Drink specials all night long Fri &

pm, All Saint's Anglicar

1am

BUD'S LOUNGE Capilano Mall, 98 Ave & 50

RACK ‘EM BILLIARDS URBAN DANCE LOUNGE 70737 97

w/ Dee Dee @ 9:30 pm

karaoke @ 10 pm

H20 SPORTS BAR & LOUNGE

— Wi

HORSESHU SPORTS LOUNGE 13670-58 St, 4

pm to 1am

INGLEWOOD PUB 12402-1718 Ave, 451

am

1390—9 pm to 1

—9pm

ROSARIO'S PUB & KARAOKE CENTRAL 11715 108 Ave,

pm

Ladies Night Fri & Sat Industry Sundays.

RUNWAY NIGHTSPOT Leduc /nn, 986-4018—Wed ~ Sat
DJ Vincenzio.
SCRUFFY MURPHY'S IRISH PUB Whitemud Crossing, 4851717— Thurs Half price drinks from 9 pm to Midnight
Tues Industry Night, 35% off your entire bill, Info:

MUSIC MERCANTILE

—

WE BUY,
SELL AND

Feb 12

Tickets: From TM, Blackbyr

|

CAROLYN DAWN SOREN & KEITH URBAN — Fri, Feb
14, doors 6:30

7

quest Jimmy

pm,

Jubilee

Tickets: $39.50

BRUCE SPRINGSTEIN
+ s/c,

from

™

TRADE CDs,

“ DVDs AND
BOOKS

Auditorium

& $49.50

(incl gs!

JOE COCKER — Wed, Apr 9, d
Jubilee Auditoriurr
on sale Feb 1 @ 9:30 am
14, doors 6 pm.

ROSIE’ 'S BAR & GRILL 10375 124St, 482-1600 — 9:3¢
pm: Hosted by Tyrone & Stew
STRATHERN PUB 9514 87 St

HILLBILLY BUDDA

students/seniors/alumni, from King’s University ( college

sic, from TM

KOSMOS Leduc— 9 pm to 1 am
KINGSKNIGHT PUB (in the Venue) 9227 34 Ave, 433-2599

RT

featuring Glen Montgomery, piano. Tickets: $10a: eral, $:

SAM ROBERTS
10044 82
Ave,

HT CON

College (9125 50 St)

& THE E STREET BAND

sho

pm, Skyreach

Centre

AVRIL LAVIGNE — Thurs, Apr 24
Members & Gob, Skyreach Centre

TM.

wwaw.scruffymurphyspub.com,

SMOK'N JOE'S 615 Hermitage Rd, 476-6122 — Wed

Retro-nite; Thurs Ladies nite Fri Stop-watch nite Sat Free
cash give-a-way, $100 six times a night Sun Industry nite.
SUITE 69 8232 103 St, 439-6969—Wed - Sat ‘70s & ‘80s

dance music

TONIC AFTER DARK 9920 62 Ave,408-2877 —
Repackaged and Reformatted new Format! Las Vegas style

nightclub, dress code in effect, $5 cover charge. Thurs

Ladies Night, drink specials, bikini waitresses/bartenders,
interactive games/prizes
Saturdays hosted by DJ
WEISERS LOUNGE 957
Thor, Fri & Sat DJ Dino,

Fri & Sat Fluid Fridays & Surreal
Philler
Fir St, Sherwood Park, 464-3939—
large dance floor, Top 40

MonDay |

MICHAEL'S 11730 Jasper Ave— w/ Jammin’ Jamie
ROSARIO'S PUB & KARAOKE CENTRAL 11775 108 Ave,
447-4727 —9 pm
ROSIE'S BAR & GRILL 10375 124 St, 482-1600— 9:30
pm: Hosted by Tyrone & Stew

WOODY'S 117258 Jasper Ave (Upstairs), 488-6636

UESDAY

COUNTRY
COOK COUNTY SALOON 8010 103 St, 432-COOK (2665) —
Wed Kickin’ Karaoke Thurs Ladies Night, free dance lessons
w/ Leon, drink specials Fri & Sat DJs Kenni Kixx & Gary.

Take your chances on the mechanical bull!

COWBOYS COUNTRY SALOON 10180 180 St. 481-8739—
Country/Top 40 Music, dress code in effect, $5 cover charge
Tues Western Canada's #1 Ladies Night featuring exotic
male entertainers, topless waiters, drink specials, NC for
ladies before 10:30 pm, NC for all restaurant/hospitality staff
Thurs drink specials Fri Student/College Night Out, drink

specials Sat Edmonton's Biggest Weekend Celebration.

NASHVILLE'S ELECTRIC ROADHOUSE WEM, 489-1330 —

Top 40 Country & Dance Music, $5 cover charge, dress
code in effect. Three Day Weekends hosted by Shocker.
Thurs Bull riding competitions, wet t-shirt contests, Ladies’
Nite featuring the men of “Men's Club”, “Male Impact” &
“International Men”, shooter specials every hour Fri & Sat
Mechanical Bull riding all night
RATTLESNAKE SALOON 9261 34 Ave, 438-8878 —Retro
/Country/Dance, Dress code in effect Tues Karaoke Fri
Ladies Night: male dancers & drink specials Mon - Fri
Happy Hour 11 am to 7 pm Feb 14 Valentines Days specials, hot exotic dancers
WILD WEST SALOON 12972 50 St, 476-3388 — Wed Free
beginners dance lessons from 8 to 9:30 pm Thurs Free
intermediate dance lessons from 7:30 to 9:30 pm

oe

CHICAGO JOE'S 118 St & Jasper Ave — 8 pm to Midnight
THE HORSESHU SPORTS LOUNGE 13670 58 St, 457-5858
—9pm to 1am
BO DIDDLEY'S Red Deer— 9 pm to 1 am

CAPOEIRA ASSOCIATION OPEN HOUSE ( ‘apoeira
Academy
6807 104 St— Feb 3 to 8:Free classes, demos & promos
all week. Capoeira is a Brazilian mixture of martial arts,

pm: Hosted by Tyrone & Stew

dance & Afro-Brazilian rhythms. Performances

SHERLOCK HOLMES 10347-82

433-9676 — 9 pm to 1

am

WOODY’S

117258 Jasper
Ave (Upstairs), 488-6636

CLAREVIEW PUB 104-550 Clareview Rd, 414-1111 —10
pm to 2 am
GAS PUMP 10166 114 St, 485-4847
H20 SPORTS BAR & LOUNGE 10044 82 Ave, 433-5794

KINGSKNIGHT PUB 9227 34 Ave, 433-2599— 10 pm to 2
am
ROSARIO'S PUB & KARAOKE CENTRAL 11775 108 Ave,
447-4727 —93 pm
ROSIE'S BAR & GRILL 10315 124 St, 482-1600—9:30
pm: Hosted by Tyrone & Stew.
YESTERDAY'S Boudreau Rd, St Albert, 459-0295— 9 pm to
tam
WISER’S Sherwood Park—9 pm to 1am
WOODY'S 117258 Jasper Ave (Upstairs), 488-6636

WEDNESDAY
BOSTON PIZZA
BOSTON PIZZA
B-STREET BAR
COOK COUNTY

totam

118 Ave & 107 St— 8 pm to Midnight
BEVERLY 3303 118 Ave— 9pm to 1am
11818 111 Ave, 414-0545 —w/ Brad Scott
SALOON 8070 103 St, 432-COOK—9 pm

COSSACK INN Spruce Grove, 962-3844 —9 pm to 1am
GAS PUMP 10766 114 St, 488-4841

classes
6 days a week. Info: 709-3500or
monton.ca.
CARMEN Alberta Ballet Company,

Jubilee Avditonum —

Feb 21 & 22 @ 8 pm: Romance, seduction and obsession,

Until Feb. 1

Outside the Lines

swaggering torea

love. Tickets: From TM.
COMPAGNIE MARIE CHOUINARD Arden Theatre, St Albert
— Feb5:An evening oft
orks of dance by one of
Canada's premier Choreographers, Marie Chouinard. Aptly
described as a modern-day medicine woman or

-

STEVE EARLE & THE DUKES — Fri, Jan 31, 2003, Red's

she views dance as a sacred art and the body as

(WEN).

for that art, creating a different universe for each new piece

Tickets: From TM.

Jagged Edge Theatre

wandering glance tums to a

sealed. She is a wild, free spirit and cannot bear to b
in, neither in prison, nor by Don Jose's protective but stifling

Tickets: $22 to $62 adults, $15 to $55 seniors/students
from WIN.

The Zoo Story

all courtesy of Bizet’s saucy senorita. With one look from

Carmen, the lovesick Don Jose is doomed. But wher

ESO THE MASTERS: JENS LINDEMAN — Fri, Jan 31 & Sat
Feb 1, 8 pm, Winspear Centre (Sir Winston Churchill Sq).

THIS WEEK:

twice a week

wwnw.capoeiraed:

Flyer Productions
Until Feb. 5

Glace Bay Miner’s Museum
Shadow Theatre
Until Feb, 9

MUCHMUSIC DOES EDMONTON — Sat, Feb 1, doors 7 pm.
Red's (WEM), featuring Choke, Wednesday Night Heroes,
The Kasuals, Open Wounds, Mad Bomber Society & War
Party. Tickets: $7, from TM, Blackbyrd, Freecloud, Listen, FS

Tickets: $22.50 adults, $18.50 youth/senior, from ARD.
RODA DE CAPOEIRA Capoeira Academy, 6807 104 St, 709

After Dark Series

3500— Every Sat A free performance of a Brazilian mix of
martial arts, dance & Afro-Brazilian rhythms. Info:

Snowboard & Skateboard & Red's.
RANEE LEE — Sat, Feb 1, 7:30 pm, Arden Theatre (St
Albert), The Music of the Dark Divas. Tickets: $25, from
ARD.

www.capoeiraedmanton.ca

Jon. 31, doors 7 PM

Stories
Kokopelli Youth Choir
Feb. 1, 2PM
&7 PM

RESTLESS LESTER — Sat, Feb 1, doors 7 pm, show 8 pm.
Pieasantview Community Hall (10860 57 Ave), presented by

the Northern Bluegrass Circle Music Society. Tickets: $12
members, $15 non-members, from Myhre's Music,

AGNES BUGERA GALLERY 12310 Jasper Ave 482- 2854
—
Feb 8 to 21: Home & Away, paintings by Nancy Day &

Southside Sound, at the door.
PRO CORO CANADA: LATIN EXPLOSION — Sun, Feb 2,2
pm, Winspear Centre (Sir Winston Churchill Sq). Tickets:

$26.50 to $33.50 adults, $23.50 to $29.50 students/seniors,
from WIN. Info: 420-1247.
METAMORPHOSIS — Tues, Feb 4, Winspear Centre (Sir
Winston Churchill Sq), featuring Konstanty Kulka, violin &
Caesar Zmyslowski, guitar. Tickets: From WIN.
BIRSS/SANDERS DUO — Fri, Feb 7, 8 pm, Muttart Hall
(Alberta College), presented by the Edmonton Classical
Guitar Society, Tickets: $16 requiar, $13

students/seniors/members, from The Gramophone, Avenue
Guitars, TIX or at the door
SCHUBERT'S DIE WINTERREISE (OP 89) —Fri, Feb 7,8

Edmonton Art Gallery

Caroline James. Info: www.agnesbugeragallery.com
ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL 10786 706 St, 488-5900— \n

the Main Gallery: Until April 5: Flashes of Greatness, woodfired pottery from around the province.

Hours: Mon — Sat 10

EOMONTON

TREND ATE,

420-1757
www.tixonthesquare.ca

am - 5:30 pm E-mail: acc@albertacraft.ab.ca
ART BEAT GALLERY 8 Mission Ave. St Albert, 459-3679—
New works by Jjm Vest now on display. Another new artist

has joined us! Come in and see works by Bi Yuan Cheng.
Also available new limited edition prints by well-known artist
Toti. Hours: Mon-Wed, Fri: 10 am-6 pm, Thurs: 10 am-9
pm, Sat: 10 am - 5 pm, Sun, Holidays: Noon-4 pm. E-mail

artbeat@artbeat.ab.ca Website: www.artbeat.ab.ca
ARTS & SCIENCE BY MARCE & MARCE — Featuring

ROSIE'S BAR & GRILL 10315 124 St, 482-1600— 9:30

BACKDRAUGHT PUB 8307 99 St— Open mic every Thurs
at 8 pm hosted by Mad Chad.
THE BLIND DUCK 10416 118 Ave, 479-7193— Every Thurs
trom 9:30 pm to Close, open stage hosted by Loren
Burnstick.
DUSTER'S PUB 6402 118 Ave,474-5554 or 479-0997—
Open Stage every Thurs 9 pm hosted by Brian Petch.
NAKED CYBER CAFE & ESPRESSO BAR 10354 Jasper Ave
— Every Thurs open stage 9:30 pm, bring your own instru-

ments, poetry, etc.

PLEASANTVIEW HALL 10860
57 Ave— Every Thurs@ 7
pm: Jam session hosted by the Wild Rose Old Tyme
Fiddlers Association. Info: 434-5997.
SECOND CUP JASPER AVE 10303 Jasper Ave,424-7468—
Reg Thurs open mic 7:30-10:30 pm, hosted by Ron

3

STTHOMAS COFFEE HOUSE 44StThomas St,St Albert
458-8225 — FirstThursofevery month openstageandjam
7:30-10:30
pmHosted byJim&Penny.

pm: Hosted by Tyrone & Stew
STRATHERN PUB 9514 87St

THURSDAY
BO-DIDDLY'S PUB & GRILL 4274 137 Ave
BOSTON PIZZA Shenvood Park. 467-2223— 10 pm to 2

am

B-STREET BAR 11818-1117 Ave, 474-0545 —w/ Brad Scott

CLAREVIEW PUB 132 Ave & Victoria Trail, 414-1111 —9

pm to 1am
FLUID NIGHTCLUB Leduc, 980-2255— 9 pm to 1 am

FRANCO'S 14059 Victoria Tr, 478-4636— Woody's

karaoke @ 9 pm

H20 SPORTS BAR & LOUNGE 10044 82 Ave, 433-5794
INGLEWOOD PUB 12402 118 Ave, 451-1390— 9:30 pm to
2am

KINGSKNIGHT PUB (In the Venue) 9227 34 Ave, 433-2599

— 9pm w/ Smirking Jay

LEGENDS LOUNGE 4105, 6104 172 St, 481-9898 —9pm
ORLANDO'S II 13509 127St,451-7799—9 pm to 1:30 am
ROSARIO’S PUB & KARAOKE CENTRAL 11715 108 Ave,
447-4727—9 pm

SATURDAY
44 MAGNUM CLUB 8318 144Ave,475-8702— Open Stage
Jams every Satfrom 3 to7 pm.
BLUES ONWHYTE10329
82Ave, 439-5058— 3-8:30 pm:

Blues jam,

GRILL 10315 124 Ne
St,
EY
country jam.

7 tap

ROSIE'S BAR & GRILL 10375 124 St, 482-1600— 9:30

BOSTON PIZZA Fort Saskatchewan, 998-9999— 9 pm to 2
am

447-4727 —9 pm

ATLANTIC TRAP & GILL 7704 104 St, 432-4611— Open
Mic every Thurs at9 pm, hosted
by John.

aylor.

ORLANDO'S 1 15763-121 St 457-1195 —9 pm to 1 am
ROSARIO’S PUB & KARAOKE CENTRAL 11775 108 Ave,
447—9pm

ANASAZI 105 St & Jasper Ave— 9 pm to 1am

KELLY'S 11540 Jasper Ave, 451-8825

OPEN STAGE

H20 SPORTS BAR & LOUNGE 10044 82 Ave, 433-5794
KELLY'S 11540 Jasper Ave, 451-8825

pases

KINGSKNIGHT PUB (In the Venue) 9221-34 Ave, 433-2599
— 9pm w/ Smirking Jay
KOSMOS Leduc— 9 pm to 1 am
LEGENDS LOUNGE #105, 6104 172 St, 481-9893—9 pm
ORLANDO'S Il 13509 127 St,451-7799— 9 pm to 1:30 am
ROSARIO’S PUB & KARAOKE CENTRAL 71775 708 Ave,

THURSDAY

B-STREET BAR 11878 111 Ave, 414-0545
THE GRINDER BAR 10957 124St 453-1709

oy
sat

ROSIE'S BAR & GRILL 10315 124 St, 482-1600—9;30
pm: Hosted by Tyrone & Stew

FRIDAY
ARMY, NAVY, AIR FORCE VETERANS CLUB (ANAF) 127St
& Yellowhead
Tr— 8:30 pm to 12:30 am
‘BLUE QUILL 326 SaddlebackRo
B-STREET
BAR 17818 111 Ave, 414-0545
— w/ Brad Scott

BUD'S LOUNGE Londonderry
Mall,137 Ave& 66.St—9
pm totam
rab mega 98 Ave & 50St—9 pmto1

‘Open _BUD'S LOUNGEGrandinMal,St Abert 9 pmo 1 am
SCLIER CLAYWINS 9770)ie Sop to2am
994550

FREE

STUFF

THIS IS WHAT YOU NEED TO DO: CALL OUR’ HOTLINE, 430-9043,

between 1 and 1:15 p.m. on Friday, indicate which of the prizes listed
below you'll be vying for and give our FREE STUFF operator the correct
answer. Ifyou
our answering machine hang up and try again. You
can not win FREE STUFF by leaving messages on our voice mail or send-

ing faxes to the SEE office or if you have won in the last 30 days.

Prize: A double guest passtoseeThePianistat theGarneau Theatre.
Skill testing question: Adrien Brody, lead actor in The Pianist, starred in a
‘98warflickwithSean Penn & George Clooney.What wasthefilm'stitle?

Prize: A double guest passtoseeCams2002World's Best Commercials

- Festival at the Princess Theatre.

Bringing
your world home.

___ LISTINGS.
dimensional paintings by Brenda Marce. By appointment,

435-5838.
BEARCLAW GALLERY 10403 124 St, 482-1204— Hours.
Mon 11 to 5 pm, Tues to Sat 10 to 5:30 pm.
BOHEMIA CYBER CAFE 11012 Jasper Ave, 429-3442—
Until the end of Jan, 2003: Confluence, paintings by Shana
Rosko, William Purcell & James Kurong. Feb 8: Art by
Mitchell Stuart.

BUZZY'S 10416 82 Ave (downstairs under the yellow
canopy)— Until Feb 1: What! Flowers Again, works of
watercolour with wax on ricepaper by Sheilagh Knox.

Francophone (8627 91 St): Jazz’ Art Concert. Artists will be
painting
created
donated
Herman

to the sound of jazz music. Live auction of artwork
during the concert and silent auction of artwork
by the Society's members. Fine Art painters
Poulin, Yvonne Rivard, Jacques Martel, Lucie

Tettamente & Curtis Johnson, Musicians Pierre-Paul
Bugeaud, Brett Miles & Jamie Cooper. Tickets: $30. Hours:

Mon to Sat 10 am to 5 pm.
CRAFTMAN’S COVE Westmount Shopping Centre, 454-

2656— Tole Painting and Victorian Music Boxes by Bev
Runolfson.
CHRISTL BERGSTROM'S RED GALLERY 9621 82 Ave—
Calm Passage — A show of 2002 oil paintings on the theme

proposals to Daryl Richel at
drichel@cjsr.com

or CJSR, 0-09 SUB
University of Alberta, T6G 2J7

or fax 492-3121.

of transition from one state to another. View the website at
waw.christibergstrom.com. Hours: Mon. through Fri. 11. am
to 5 pm, Sat. by appaintment, 439-8210.
CYBERTOPIA INTERNET CAFE 11607 Jasper Ave— Held

over till March 1, 2003 by popular demand! Women's Tears;
Women’s Fears, paintings in expressive colour by Patricia

Laing
DIXON GALLERIES 10316 124 St, 454-3352 — |nvit cary
ing and drawings from Iqaluit, traditional Chinese scrolls by

Professor Fan Yunan, Kui Liu and Xuelin Lio from China.
nine works from Russia, rare etchings by Norval Morniseau

and more. Hours: Tues to Sat, 10 am to 5 pm, Thurs to 9

pm,
DOUGLAS UDELL GALLERY 10332 124 St, 488-4445 — An

exhibition of work by gallery artists featuring Caio Fonseca,
Tony Scherman,

David Thauberger, Les Thomas, Antonio

Murado and others. Some Notes & Observations on V, new
Sculptures by Joe Fafard. The first one-person exhibition of

renowned sculptor Joe Fafard

EDMONTON ART GALLERY 2 Sir Winston Churchill Square,
422-6223 —Until Feb 23: Darci Mallon: The Golgi Studies.
Until Feb 23: The Uncanny: Experiments in Cyborg Culture.
Until July 2003: In The Children's Gallery: Become, created
by Don Moar. Until March 9: Artists Donations and the

Sinclair Bequest. Until May 2: Pixels, Spots & Polkadots.
Perception & Meaning in Art. Hours: Mon to Wed and Fri
10:30 am to 5 pm; Thurs 10:30 am to 8 pm; Sat, Sun and
holiday 11 am to 5 pm. Info: www.edmontonartgallery.com

ELECTRUM DESIGN STUDIO AND GALLERY 12479 Stony

Plain Rd, 482-1402— Until Feb 1: New Year Group Show.
Jewelry by Wayne Mackenzie, Janet Stein, John Blair, Peter
McKay, glass works by Robert Held, Jeff Holmwood, paintings by Randy Weins, Kate More, Photography by Chris
Stromich, textiles by Margie Davidson, ceramics by Joanna
Drummond, painting and sculpture by Sharon More-Foster.

Hours: Tues to Sat, 10 am to.S pm.
FAB GALLERY 1-1 Fine Arts Building, 89 Ave & 112 St—

Feb4to 15: Materialism”
Tim Antoniuk. MDES Industrial
Design. An exhibition of contemporary furniture exploring

diversity and fitness of materials and variety of processes.
Feb 4 to 15: From Sketch to Prototype, Cezary Gajewski
MDES Industrial Design. Opening reception for both shows
will be held from 7 to 10 pm on Feb 6,
FORT DOOR 10308 81 Ave, 432-7535— Month of January:
Eskimo soapstone carvings, inuk, whale bone, by Jimmy

Jacobson. West coast Indian & Eskimo gold & silver jewelry
by J Gilbert. Turquoise jewelry by P_ Sanchez. Month of
February: Eskimo soapstone carvings drum dancers, loons,

LATITUDE 53 10248 106 Street (New Address), 423-5353
— Into www latitudeS3.org. Hours: Tues to Fri 10 am to 6
pm. Admission is free, but donations gratefully accepted.
Latitude 59 is currently closed for renovations, please conwww latitude53.org.

112 St, 407-7152— On display outside of the gallery,
Platinum prints of Sacred Places Around the World by Dr
Allan W. King. In the “After Hours” space: Two large-scale

waterscapes by Leslie Taillefer. Hours: Mon to Fri 10 am to
8 pm, Sat & Sun 1 pm to 8 pm.

MODERN EYES GALLERY Downtown (in the same building
as Rick's Gnill) St Albert ,459-9102 — Carrying works by
painters Graham Flatt, ian Sheldon, Georgia Graham,
Lorraine Oberg & Judith Rosenthal. Sculpture by Roy
Leadbeater, Delayne Corbett & Fred Oberg. Jewelry by
Maggie Walt. Art on tile, giftware & antique furniture. Hours:
Tues
toFri10.am to 5 pm, Sat 10 am to 4 pm.
MUDDY WATERS CAPPUCCINO BAR 5217 117 St— Until
Feb 28: 14 Prints by Catherine Kovacs
MUSEE HERITAGE MUSEUM 5 St Anne St, StAlbert, 4591528— Feb 13 to May 4: From The Hands of a Master, an
exhibition paying tribute to artisans. The exhibition uses

antique and contemporary artifacts to highlight the eight traditional trades represented on a set of eight stamps issued
in 1999 by. Canada Post.

Feb 10: Paintings & Works in Fibre by Anne Page, Veronica

Funk, Vickie Newton & Sharon Deblanc. Hours: 10 am to 4
pm daily.
GIORDANO GALLERY Main Fi, Empire Building. 10080
Jasper Ave, 429-5066
oF by appointment.

— Hours: Wed to Sat Noon to 4 pm,

enjoy: The Body Fantastic, Mystery Avenue, The Green
House, Space Place, Discoveryland: For ages 2 to 8 years,
Waterworks, Construction Zone, Discovery Den and more
Feature exhibition until Jan 5, 2003: ZAP! Surgery Beyond

ORTONA GALLERY 9711 102 St, 439-6943— Until Feb 17:
The Baroque Suite, paintings by Erik Visser. Hours: Sat &
Sun: Noon to 5 pm or weekdays by appointment call 439-

6943,
PROFILES PUBLIC ART GALLERY 79 Perron St, St Albert,
460-4310— Until Feb 1: Marking Time, an exhibition of

info; visartaa@telusplanet.net.
VANDERLEELIE GALLERY 10783 112 St, 452-0286 — Until

dan 31: A group show of gallery artists, including paintings
by David Alexander, James Lahey, Brent Mcintosh, David
Cantine, Jonathon Forrest and sculpture by Isla Burns.
Hours: Tues ~ Sat 11 am - 5:30 pm. vag@vanderleelie.ab.ca
WALTERDALE PLAYHOUSE 10322 83Ave— Artin the
Lobby (Running in conjunction with “The Night of the
Iguana"): Photo Soup, Nicole Piotrkowski presents a collec
tion of mostly b&w photographs of her travels to Poland

and close to home
WEST END GALLERY 12308 Jasper Ave, 488-4892 —
Hours: Tues to Sat, 10 am to 5 pm. www.west-

endgalleryltd.com e-mail info@westendgalleryltd.com
THE WORKS GALLERY 10155 Jasper Ave, Main Floor,
Commerce P!— Until Jan 31: Carousel, a digital photogra-

Noon to 5 pm. Admission: Free.

9860 90 Ave, 433-0388 — Anahuacalli Mexican Jewelry and
pm, Sat 12-8 pm, Sun - Mon 12-5 pm.

THURSDAY

paintings by Margaret Witschi. Until Feb 1: Millennium InA

AGAPE Room 7-114, 7th Floor, Education North, U of A
Campus— Noon to 1 pm: AGAPE is a focus group dealing

Box, a traveling exhibition by The Canadian Bookbinders &
Book Artists Guild. Hours: Tues to Fri 10 am to 5 pm; Thurs

designed to meet the needs of lesbian, gay. bisexual and

10 am to 8 pm; Sat 10 am to5 pm.
profiles@icrossroads.com
PLUNDEROPTICS 10649 124 St— Until Feb 1: A show of
sample-based print and sound art by Construct.

REMEDY CAFE 8631 109 St, 433-3096 — Throughout
February: a musing. paintings by Christie Schultz. Opening

shindig Sat, Feb 1 @ 8 pm.
—
ROWLES & COMPANY 10130703 St, 426-4035— Blown
glass sculpture by Jeff Holmwood. Acrylics by Pam Weber,
Elaine Tweedy, Angela Grootelaar and Steve Mitts. Oils by
Audrey Pfannmuller and George Schmidt. Marble sculpture

by Ken Li, Scotia Place Exhibit: Run for your Life Matt Gould
and Randy Morse. Hotel MacDonald: AcrylicsbySteve
Mitts. Hours: Mon to Fri, 9.am to 5 pm; Sat, 12 pm to 5 pm.
SCOTT GALLERY 10411 124 St, 488-3619—Throughout
the month of January: Featuring Yuriko Kitamura, Phyllis

Anderson, Dick Der, Gerald Faulder, Katerina Mertikas,
Maureen Harvey, John Snow & ceramics by the Selfridges.
Now available: Just received copies of Celebrating Life: The
Art of Doris McCarthy (2nd Printing, 2002) Feb 8 to 25: Now
& Then: Revisiting the Present, Selected Works from 19762003 —a retrospective juxtaposing old and new paintings by
West Coast artist Leslie Poole. Opening reception will be

scottart@telusplanet.net: www.scottgallery.com.
SEGHERS STUDIO GALLERY #6044, 10030 107 St—
Featuring works by David Seghers, Robert VonEschen, Eric
Butterworth, Jeff Collins, Pamela How (Vilsec), Neil

McClelland & Jacqui Rohac. Hours: Tues, Wed & Thurs.
5:30 to 9 pm or by appointment: 425-6885,
SERENDIPITY GALLERY 9960 90Ave, 433-0358 — New
oils by Rhonda Harder-Epp, watercolours by Friedrich Pater
R.C.A., ceramic masks by Maurice Lwambwa-Tshang, collages by Sylvia Grist and new ceramics by Debra Demers-

Bryan.
SNAP GALLERY Society of Northern Alberta Print Antists,

10137 104 St, 423-1492— Until Feb 8; Toronto multimedia artist Lisa Puopolo solo installation, Print based
snap@snapartists.com.

SPECTRUM ART GALLERY & STUDIO 6, 10867 96-St, 424-

8803 — New acrylic on canvas and board and watercolours
by Christopher Lucas. Celebrate Edmonton's 100th Birthday
Print. Also showing: work by Patricia Young, Bridgit Turner,

with sex-and-gender differences and schooling, It's
transgender undergraduate and graduate students, faculty ~

and staff in the Faculty of Education. Straight allies are also
welcome. Practicing teachers and other interested people
welcome as well. Meetings will be held on the third
Thursday of the month.

GAYWIRE CJSR 88.5— 6 to 7 pm: Edmonton's only radio
show about gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered lives.
Featuring news, local and international features and community events.

GLCCES'S WOMEN’S PROGRAMS ON THURSDAYS 345,

9912-106 St — GLCCE's counselors and hosts present
speakers, discussion topics, activities, movies, all aimed at

creating a space for women at the centre.

ILLUSIONS SOCIAL CLUB #45, 9912-106 St—A

sociaV/support group for transgendered and crossdressing
men. Meets the second Thursday of the month Info: 4242685 or illusionsx42@yahoo,com

FRIDAY
B.E.A.R.S. OF EDMONTON Boots ‘n’Saddle Bar— 9 to 11
pm; Pub night the last Fri. of each month. info: 1-877-8822011, ext. 2027.

SATURDAY
ALTERNATIVE BEARS (ALT BEARS:

Fi
gay or bisexual guys get together every Sat night for late
night swimming and snacks. Info: http://altbears,8k.com
NORTHERN CHAPS Buddy's Night Club— Edmonton's
original leather-latex-fetist-uniform club meets the first and
third Sat. of every month. Info: northemnchaps@telusplanet.net.

NORTHERN TITANS INTERNATIONAL BOWLING LEAGUE

Gateway Lanes & Recreation Centre, #100, 3414-Calgary
Trail North— 4:45 to 7 pm: group supper each week after
bowling. Cost is $12 per person. Info: 426-6311.
WOMONSPACE DANCES Womonspace dances for women

only on the third Sat. of the month, Info: call482-1794 or
womonspace@hotmail.com,

YOUTH UNDERSTANDING YOUTH #45, 9972-106 St —
Every Sat from 7 to 9 pm: Providing a warm and friendly

place where lesbian, gay. bisexual, transgendered, straight
and questioning youth, under the age of 25, can gather
together to have fun and learn about themselves and others
mesafe, supportive and caring environment. Info: 488-

Deanna Larsson and David Phillips. Misting fountains and

HOTHOUSE 8004 Gateway Blvd— Until Feb 18: The

hand-made fountains using natural slate, rocks, and gems.

IMusionist & The Archetype, new works by Francis A Willey,
paintings, photography & poetry.

Wall sconces and a wide selection of unique giftware.
Hours: 10 am to 6 pm daily. Info; 424-8803,
STUDIO 321 10168 100A St, 720-2829or424-6746— Sat

Say, Karen...wouldn't it be better if you
went and played inside this morning?

THE VAAA GALLERY 3rd Floor, 10215 112St,421-1731—
Until Feb 8: Crags & Croves, new work by Rene Thibault.

the Cutting Edge. Plus much more including five science

with the purchase of an Edmonton Skyline Limited Edition

RED MEAT

pm

demonstrations. Info: 451-3344, www.odyssium.com.

10 pm on Feb 13. Info: harcourt@telusplanet.net or 4264180. Into: 435-4214. Hours: Mon to Fri, 10.am to 5 pm,

University Ave, 433-5807 — Until Jan 30: Group exhibition.
Hours: Mon to Fri 9am to 4 pm.
«
JOHNSON ART GALLERY 7717 85 St, 465-6171 — Gallery

2003: Ice & Soleil, art by nine different artists, fram
Greenland’s glaciers to Mediterranean bounty.
UPSTAIRS GALLERY Great Bear Framing, 2ndFl,11631
105 Ave, 452-8906 —Hours: Tues to Sat 8:30 am to 5:30

Art Works by Canadian and Mexican artists and artisans.
Hours: Tues — Wed, 10 am to 6 pm, Thurs -Fri 10 am to 8

three-dimensional pieces. Hours: Tues to Sat, noon to 5 pm

JEFF ALLEN ART GALLERY Strathcona Place, 10831

SWEETWATER CAFE 102 Ave & 124 St—Until Feb 5,

ZIEGLER HUGHES GALLERY & SERENDIPITY FRAMING

HARCOURT HOUSE GALLERY 3rd floor, 10215 112 St, 4264180— Until Feb 8: Parolin Products for Busy People, by
Maria Anna Parolin. In the Front Room: Until Feb 8:
Symbiosis, by Gloria Mok. Feb 13 to Mar 22: Daniel Erban:
Big Bad & Ugly. Opening reception will be held from 7:30 to
Sat. 12 pm to 4 pm.

Inspiring landscapes, cityscapes, florals, nudes and surreal
paintings in oils, acrylic, watercolour and pastel by artists
Joyce Bowerman and others.

Margaret Zeidler Star Theatre: Climate Changes, Dance of
Light, Alberta Skies i, Colours of the World, Laser N’Sync
with Britney, Laser U2.5 permanent galleries to explore and

Hours: Tues through Sat, 10: am to 5 pm. E-mail:

31: New Works by Brent Irving, cast lead & aluminum.

10 am-5 pm, Sat. 10am
-4pm
SUSSEX GALLERIES 290 Saddleback Rd, 988-2266 —

phy exhibition by focal artist Paul Freeman. Closing reception will be held Jan 31 from 5 to 7 pm, Hours: Mon to Fri

held from 1 to 4 pm on Feb 8, artist will be in attendance.

Hours: Mon to Sat, 9:30 am to 6 pm.
FRONT GALLERY 12312 Jasper Ave, 488-2952 — Hours:
Tues to Sat 10 am to 5 pm.
GENERATIONS GALLERY 5417 51 St. Stony Plain— Until

diverse collection of fine art seen locally. Hours; Tues - Fri

Reborn) 11211-142 St. 451-3344— \max Theatre: Jane
Goodall's Wild Chimpanzees, BEARS, The Human Body,

NAKED CYBER CAFE & EXPRESSO BAR 10354 Jasper Ave

rings, earrings, pendants, bracelets, by D Dennis. Hours:
Mon to Sat: 10.
am to6 pm: Thurs & Fri 10 am to 9 pm; Sat
10.am to 6 pm; Sun: 12 to 5 pm.

Winston Churchill
Ave,St Albert, 460-5990 — Until Feb 22:
Contiguous a. next (to); touching, iq contact, From urtanscapes to ruralscapes, trom portraiture to organic abstraction; an artist's collective gallery which represents the most

THE ODYSSIUM (Edmanton's Space & Science Centre.

owls, by J Ragee. West coast Indian and Eskimo jewellery,

FRINGE GALLERY 10576 Whyte Ave, 432-0240— Until Jan

Comment on anything you've heard
on FM88. Call the CJSR listening box
24 hours a day at 492-CJSR (2577)
extension 301 and grunt, groan,
rant and rave!!!

artists,

MCMULLEN GALLERY East entrance, U of A Hospital, 6440

‘on Jan 31. Sat, Feb 8, 7:30 pm @ Theatre of La Cité

your one-page radio show

New watercolour by Willie Wong, Fabric art by Mary Anne
Kilgannon, winner of numerous awards across Canada
Acrylic by Kee T. Wong. Poster art by Various international

tact Latitude 53 if you want to help with renovations, Into:

461-3427 — Jan 31 to Feb 12: Exuberance Eva Hontela’s

what you would do with a weekly
one hour radio program. Send

KAMENA GALLERY & FRAMES 5778 104 St, 944-9497 —

Waterton.
CENTRE D’ARTS VISUELS DE L'ALBERTA #20, 8627 91 St
acrylics. Opening reception will be held from 7 to 8:30 pm

FM88 has a show opening
on Sunday night from midnight to
1 AM and we want to find out

9.am to 5 pm.

Closed Sundays & Holidays,

CAFE MOSAICS 10844 82 Ave, 433-9702— Ant by Chris

acrylics, Joseph Mate’s oils & acrylics & Lise Thome's

CJSR needs a
DJ with an idea

hours: Mon to Fri 9 am to 5:30 pm; Sat

& Sun from 1 to 4 pm: The Father-Son Exhibit: thesequel: .

S

AY

ALBERTA P-FLAG FAITH SOCIETY Christ Church, 12116102Ave. — 2 pm: Meets thelast Sunday ofevery month.

Wall art by Marc Munan & Sculptures by Louis Munan,

Femi anden frontiereect

THE STUDIO GALLERY 143 Grandin Park Plaza, 22 Sir

are welcome.

from

porcupine

pelt pillow

Well, I'm concerned that in the dim morning
light you could get hit by a flying milk bottle
or a dangerously swerving delivery vehicle.

Max

cqnnon

Y'see, my friend Eddieisstandin’ guard
the roof across the street withhisBB

Hey, listen...|
canhear him pumpin’ it’
7

Really...2. Why do you
say that Milkman Dan?

the secret files of

£

“bie

a

_LISTING
ARCTIC FRONTRUNNERS — 11 am: A group of gay and

AtlanticOceanclaimed he

band

in ord:

valley trail system. Runners of all speeds are welcome. Our
runs are typically 7 to 10 km long and take 40 to 60 min-

that chapter of her life, January 2
February 2. Please note: play will be in French! Shc
pm nightly. 2 pm matinee. Tickets: $1 from 469-8406

utes. Into: 436-7892

IF WE ARE WOMEN

BRUNCH AT SECRETS Join your frends for brunch at

Sq—

lesbian runners meets Sunday momings and hits the river

Secrets, every second Sunday.
FREEDOM METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH OF
EDMONTON Call 429-2321 for location of meetings and
worship services.
LAMBDA CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH Chapel at
Garneau United Place, 11148-84 Ave. — Lambda is a
Christian church providing a safe and healing space with a
Christ-centered social justice ministry for Edmonton's gay.

Three generations of

house to deal with loss, but fin
histories and the

women

Z

460-1756 c

tc

ALOHA:

es confronted

une.

wit

of the inheritance of

women’s lives through their
mothers
Tickets: From Citadel Box Office, 425: 820 (toll free 1-888-

The men of Athens are fighting a long and futile war. The
women will take no more, so they meet in secret and agree

SPIRITUAL LIVING CENTRE — Celebrating and embracing

to an ultimatum: no peace, no sex! This racy comedy tras

the spiritual magnificence in all
www Spitituallivingcentre.com, 989-3752
TALKING TOGETHER SUNDAY EVENINGS 45, 9912-106 St
—7 to 9:30 pm: A discussion group for men. Open to any
age. Confidential and always interesting. Into: 488-3234 or

been adapted from Anstophanes' classic Greek play
Showtimes: Evening 8pm & Matinee 12:30pm. Tickets:

Mon-Thurs $15, Thurs Matinee $10, Fri & Sat $18, call 492.
2495.
THE MAKING OF WARRIORS Tie Absolutely Yes! Theatre

Co-op. P..T.S Gallery, 10154 103 St—
Directed by Heather |

Feb 6 to 16
two-time Governor

General award winner Sharon Pollock, The MakingOf
Warriors weaves together fact, fiction, objective reporting,
and subjective dramatization in a theatrical unfolding of the

Education

Build

south,

Ar

War

he Adventure

2
Travel

UutA
Compar

D

Feb

esents

guest

Art Gallery,

Sir Winston

Churchill

Fri trom 7 to 11

$20, from

EAG or TIX

Door
)
Q

9240 93 St—

Valentine's Day comes to terms with the memory of the
tragedy that claimed her husband's life. Tickets: Call 469:

10322 83 Ave — Until Feb 1: Set in the Mexican

Capoeira

109-350

or

ALANO CLUB SOBER DANCE 9929

103

COMMUNITY SHAMANIC DRUMMING GROUP
He

ft Church

— Ever

Jack plays

oldie:

Sat @ 5 ¢

tethe 150th

Anniversaryof Cuban Patriot & writer Jose Marti (185
1895). Activities include: A panel discussion, poetry reading
a show of traditional Cuban songs & dance, Cuban foods
&
drinks& a dance w/ DJ Jose-Jose. Tickets: $10
adv, $12 al
the door. Info: 476-9272
EDMONTON BACKGAMMON LEAGUE TOURNAMENT
Conrad’s Sugar Bowl,

124 St— Sun @ 2 pm: Sign-in clos-

Fri,

»me.

Everyone

4 (alter 6 pm/weeke
blockages to

healing, and de-stres

Info:

951

Library.

6th Floor — Wed trom 7 t

DEVONIAN BOTANIC GARDEN COURSES 70 Min fi
c
vest Edmonton on Hwy 6
Sat from 10 a
pm:

Starting Perennial seeds, cost $36; Sun

to

top 10:30 pm: Residential landscape design, acreage
$75: Wed from 7 to 9:30
pm: Nature science: understanding
the stars,
cost $30. Info

England spinster named Hannah and his own personal

EVERYTHING TO DO WITH SEX SHOW Northlands

demons. All the while, Hannah's grandfather struggles

Agricom, 73 St & 116 Ave — Thurs to Sat: All about

FA\ A WORKSHOP Ortona Armoury.

transgendered and straight but friendly students, staff and
faculty. (Open to the community, not just U of A) Info:

www.ualberta.ca/~outreach, outreach@ualberta.ca,
PFLAG/T 445, 9912-106St— 7:30 pm: Support meeting
every 3rd Tuesday of the month for parents, families and
friends, of lesbians and gays and transgendered people.
Info: 462-5958 or 1-877-882-2011 ext. 2043.
TRANSSEXUAL/TRANSGENDER SUPPORT GROUP #45,
9912-106 St — 7:30 to 10 pm: Meetings focus on providing Information and mutual support for transgendered peo-

ple in an open, friendly and safe environment, Activities
include discussions, movies, guest speakers. Info: 4883234 or e-mail glcc@interbaun.com. (Meetings second and

fourth Tues, of each month)

WEDNESDAY
BISEXUAL PRIDE GLCCE— 7 pm: A social and support
group that meets on the last Wednesday of every month.
Friendly and accepting. Info: 488-3234,
NORTHERN LIGHTS SQUARE DANCE CLUB Grandin
School, 9844-110 St. — Everyone Wed from 7 to 9 pm:
Singles, couples, beginners & expenenced dancers are all
welcome. $5 per person. Info: 922-4355 or
bilorapro@aol.com.
YOURS, MINE, OURS AND US (YMOU) — A support group
for LGBT parents, partners and their friends. Meets 1st and
3rd Wed, of the month. Info: 426-6311 or 415-5434.

BATHHOUSES
DOWN UNDER 12224-Jasper Ave., 482-7960, www.gayed-

monton.com

STEAMERS 9668-Jasper Ave., 422-2581

Theatre, St. Albert
— Feb 7 @ 7:30 pm: From infants with
poopy diapers to teenagers with poopy attitudes, this

attempt by one man to make sense out of those strange and

annual International Week features films, workshops,

‘ookview

Thursfrom 6:30 to 7:30

11

hateau L
Thurs

@

7:30

ithout much chance
his isa public info meeting to share your

pm:

Do you

thoughts and

ame lobbying to co’

about

“Insurance for

Business

Admission: $2, everyone welcome. Info: 426.

4620.

FIGURATIVE DRAWING Harcourt House, 3rd Aloor, 10215
112 St— Mondays from Feb 3 to Apr 14, 6 to 9:30 pm.
Instructor Tessa Nunn, learn how to draw the figure through
gestures and sustained poses, Topics
covered will include

al.ualberta.ca/iweek. Some Highlights - Jan 27 to 31 (@

artistic anatomy, composition, foreshortening,
ures and the draped figure. Fee $180, call
ister

Mars... Women are from Venus. Houston...we have a prob-

Main Fi, Rutherford South): Human Traffic, Mike Sheil's

THE FIGURE IN CLAY — BEGINNER Harcourt House,

Jem! The man that gave us The Truth About Daughters tums
his attention to the age-old Battle of the Sexes. This hilarious

photos of children trafficked in West and Central Africa won

multiple fig426-4180 to reg-

Aloor, 10215 112 St— Tuesdays from Feb4to Apr 8,

THE OUTSIDERS SUPPORT GROUP

ry Wed from

to 8;30 pm: A support group for families and friends of
loved ones who are incarcerated or on parole. Providing
10

support, info and
a place to share. info: 471-

PUBLIC MEETING Wellington Junior High, 13160 127 St—
Thurs @ 7 pm: North Central Edmonton proposed amendment tothe Dunvegan area structure plan. Into: 496-6171 or

Overlanders Elementary School, 1150

6:30

Hermitage

to 9:30 pm: Instructor Edmund Haakonson, explore the fig
ure in clay, working directly from models, Learn new tech-

ment to the Hermitage outline plan and the zoning bylaw

niques and experiment with projects that focus on torso,

Clareview Recreation

bust, relief and gesture. Fee $ 180, call 426-4180 to register

pm: Northeast

Ad — Mon @ 7 pm: Northeast

Edmonton

Edmonton proposed

amend:

139 Ave — Feb 6@7

proposed am

nent to the

(Humanities Centre Lecture Theatre 3): “Edmonton

HEALING FENG SHUI Ascendant Books Ltd, 10310 124 Si

Clareview

Dialogues on Foreign Policy: Inequality as a Source of
Intemational Unrest.” Jan 31 @ 7:30 pm (Myer Horowitz

452-5372 or 452-4924 — Every Thurs 7 pm: Revitalize
yourself. and your home,

(NASP) and the zoning bylaw (ZB).
WEST END TOASTMASTER CLUB “COMMUNICATION AND
LEADERSHIP” 10451 170 St, Second Floor Boardroom —

presented by Nicole Marshall. Pre-

Town

Centre, 5

a blend of songs by Jonatha Brooke, the gutsy raw poetry of

Centre neighbourhood area, structure plan

Sharon Olds and the original writing of Michele Brown and
Celine Stachow. “What we've written is dream-like, imagis-

Theatre, SUB): “Uniting Rhythms of Resistance” w/
Argentine Tango Dancers, Guy Smith, Passion/Revolt.

tic, sometimes actually inspired by dreams — those washes

Asani, ReflectUs, Warparty. Tickets: $10 adv, from SUB

HEART DANCE Westmount Fitness Centre, 12840 109 Ave
— Every Sun from 11 to 12: 30 pm: Experience The Five

ing skills, giving appropriate feedback and public speaking.

of colour you remember when you wake up.” Tickets: $15,
from TIX.
STAGE STRUCK! Alberta Drama Festival Association,
Walterdale Playhouse, 10322 83 Ave —Feb 7 & 8 @7 pm:
The Edmonton Region One-Act Play Festival, this year's participants include Alectra Theatre, The Bedlam Theatre

Info/Ticket Centre, $12 at the door. Except for the concert,

Universal Rhythms (Gabrielle Roth) All levels of dance &

Friendly environment of personal progress and mutual sup:

all week events are free.
MONSTER JAM MONSTER TRUCK RACING Skyreach
Centre, 74 St & 118 Ave—Fri & Sat @ 8 pm & Sun @ 2
pm: Monster Truck racing at its best. Tickets: $15 to $22
from TM.

music background welcome. Info: 433-4752.
HEART DANCE 10003 80 Ave — Every Wed from 8 to 9.30

port during two-hour weekly meetings.

Concern, Celtic Arts Society of Alberta, Insight Theatre &

WOMEN IN BLACK Strathcona Farmer's Market, 83 Ave &

Manual Transmission Theatre w/ John Hudson adjudicating.

103 St— First & third Sat of every month from 10 to 11

Tickets: Adults $7, students/seniors $5, call 423 4659 or at
the door.

am: An international women's peace & anti-racism group

INTUITIVE CARD READING /ndigo Books Music & Cafe,
1837 99 St, 432-4488— Every Tues trom 5 pm to 9:30 pm
With intuitive card reader Brett Murray. A session cost

THE SWORD IN THE STONE Citade/ Theatre, Sir Winston
Churchill Sg— Feb 1 & 2 & 8 & 9: KidsPlay at the Citadel.
presented by Atco Gas. Mighty battles. mystical magic and

in all its forms. All women, men & children invited to attend
a silent vigil. Info: 435-7051

formed by Jewish & Arab women in 1988 opposes violence

registration preferred, cost $18.

applies.
KUNG FU CLASSES Westmount Fitness Club, 12840 109
Ave — Every Tues, Wed & Thurs from 7 to 9 pm throughout the month of January. Admission: Free. Info: 477-6272

MEDITATION & THE SPIRITUAL PATH
Garneau United
Place, 11148 84Ave— Thurs from 7 to 9 pm: The course
taught by Camrose-raised Buddhist monk. Gen Kelsang

as King. Showtimes: 12:30. 3 & 4:30 pm. Tickets; $12 chilTHE Z00 STORY Jagged Edge Theatre. 3rd Floor, Edmanton

AFRICAN PERCUSSION WORKSHOP 12320 103 Ave
Every Fri from 7:30 to 9 pm: Taught by David Thiaw. Info:

Info:

472-4911

433-4752. Classes continue until mid-July.

Marty Chan is a brand new take on an old legend. If Fisher

dren, $15 adults, call Citadel Box Office 425-1820.

pm: Communication involves listen:

All levels of dance and music background welcome. Info:

or just drop in.

lenge of all — free the sword in the stone and take the throne

Every Tues from 7

pm: Experience The Five Universal Rhythms (Gabrielle Roth)

loads of medieval mischief — The Sword in the Stone by
survives three tests, then he must face the greatest chal-

THEATRE

ntre,

Travelers.”

onHoliday

poverty, HIV/AIDS, gender, aboriginal issues and the envi-

30 @ 7:30
1-001): “Old
human
1 pm

CITIZENSHIP ACT MEETING

RBC Insurance speaking

Mondays}

Cal presentations, drama and discussion to encourage and

first prize in the 2002 World Press Awards. Jan
pm (Engineering Teaching & Learning Complex
Formulas — New Visions” with Sally Armstrong,
fights activist, filmmaker and.author. Jan 31 @

Burt

Every

Night Club pi

empower you to fill your role as a global citizen! More than
60 events cover a broad range of issues including conflict,

and poignant one-man show asks the question “Can two

J

Admission: Free. (Eventdoes not take place

magical creatures who turn his world upside-down and his

species so different share the same planet.. Jet alone a three
bedroom bungalow?" Tickets: $22.50, from ARD.
OUTSIDE THE LINES Alyer Productions, Azimuth Theatre,
11315 106 Ave— Until Feb 2 @ 8 pm: Outside The Lines is

TRAINING CLASSES

Area

writeranda director who will workshop a scene with all
those that attend— performers, actors, writers & directors

heart inside-out, demonstrates that while father may not
always know best...he always has the last word! Tickets.
$22.50, from ARD.
NILS LING —- THE TRUTH ABOUT LOVE AND/OR MARRIAGE
Arden Theatre, St. Albert — Feb 8 @ 7-30 pm: Men are from

ronment. The full program is available at www.internation-

tongue-tiec

9722 102 St, 42!

— Every Mon from 7 to 10

musi-

VOCAL

2

from 10am

4 pm: Orchids under lights, cost $44; Sun from 10 am to
2:30 pm Landscape design
e
t $69: Man
n 6:30 to 9:30
pm: Winter miniats
atercolours, cost $78; Tues fro 7

FREEDOM METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH OF
EDMONTON 10086-MacDonald Drive— 7:15 pm: A Church

romance & self-improvement. Experience the fashion

eaking In public lea

Admis
119
Registration requi
ech. ab.ca/members/training

bers
http

DROP-IN FRENCH CONVERSATION La Cite francaise, Room
2
91 St, 469-0399 — Every Thurs 7-9 pm

shows, exciting feature areas, special events and much

Wed

in

prizes, bring a board.

more, Tickets: $13 online (www.canwestshows.com), $15
at the door, call 1-888-999-5513,
INTERNATIONAL WEEK 2003 of ACampus— The 18th

ry

CREATE OR MAINTAIN A WEB SITE WITH HTML

with his hotel's lusty proprietor, Maxine, a gentle New

8 pm. Tickets: $12, from TM.
NILS LING - THE TRUTH ABOUT DAUGHTERS Arden

4

inf

es @ 2:30 pm, all entry fees ($10/person) go towards
Into: 497-9316.

e
U

WHY SHOULD I HAVE A WEB PAGE? Sz.
ot
Tues
pm. Edm

an

with Barbara

months. Defrocked Rev. Shannon ts thrown into conflict

ca

a
h

BOUND TOASTMASTERS

ommunity Network offers this hands-on course on t
damentals
ofHTML. a universal language that allow:
b pages. Taughtin 4 parts

St, 423-18
DJ

816

is aBraziliar

will be on Tues February 11, from 6 to 8 pm, in the lounge at
the Old Strathcona Keg. Members and guests welcome.

against time to complete his last great poem. Showtimes @

Mor

poeiraedmonton.ca

trauma. $17 workshop

wwew.queerseek,com/freetobe or volleyball@queerseek,com

for all people. Info: 429-2321
GROUP MOVIE NIGHT Phone to find out what movie, when
to meet and where. Join us for coffee afterwards, too. Cost
Free for 2 members plus theatre costs. Info; 454-0313,
OUTREACH Heritage Room, Athabasca Hall, U of A Campus
—5 pm: U of A based group for gay, lesbian, bisexual,

1

Afro-Br

clear

CUBAN CULTURAL NIGHT Bc

seaside resort of Puerto Barrio during WWII, Williams’ fiery
final masterpiece offers the perfect heat for the winter

SAMBA & MACULIL! CLASSES

a week.

After Dark events feature an hour-long musical concert

Every Fri & Sat @ 9 pm: Sober Dance.

8400.
THE NIGHT OF THE IGUANA Walterdale Theatre, Walterdale

pm

6 days

gallery tours, delicious food, drink specials and door prizes
with all proceeds
going
gramming at the
Edmonton Art Gall
des: Exhibition tours of
The Uncanny Experiment
Nusical guest
Steve Pineo, food. drink specials & door p
Tickets

coun!

3 pm with

UPWARD

CONNECTING TO THE HEALING POWER WITHIN
Wed |
ale
h

Edmonton

Matinees on Feb
9& 16 @ 2 pm. Tickets: $16 at the door, or

Playhouse,

19 & Gi

STILT WALKING
Sun

AFTER DARK SERIES: POPULAR MECHANICS

lives of three separate women.

Sho’

M.

Sat

CAPOEIRA,

from TIX.
MON JOYAU (JEWEL) La Cite Francophone, 8627 91 StJan 30 to Feb 2 :A young widow in Northern

EDMONTON RAINBOW BUSINESS ASSOCIATION — Join
us at locations TBA in Times 10 on the second Tuesday of

p

peakerMr.Paul Goldstein trom EXODUS
Worldwid
Adventures, If you have e ver cons
veling to
Southern or Eastern / ica, are interested inendangered
species of just wantto enjoy apresentation
of de
commentary, you'll want to attend this free
register, call The Adventure Travel Company (439-3096) or
email edmonton@atcadventure.com

of 918-4295.
FREE-TO-BE VOLLEYBALL Offers recreational and competitive play for all ages and skill levels. For more info

the month for drinks, munchies & conversation, Next Mixer

Yo:

Sun

ished but will start up again in Sept. The group still meets on
a monthly basis for social/sports. Info: cwbyteddy@shaw.ca

ee

WORKSHOP

Every Sun {

t

"

Ave. — 10 am: Welcomes people of all sexual orientations,
Info: 435-2028 or 987-4974 or 437-9732

ves

Whyte A

liding scale $13-$
vf
9
ALTERNATIVE POLARDID TECHNIQUES

woman. In the pro
their experiences,
joys
and fears with each other, A touching and funny exploration

425-1820)

TUESDAY

vt

LOVE & EMPOWERMENT

nd Fi, 10309

mothers and

LYSISTRATA Studio Theatre, Timms Centre, 87 Ave & 112
St— Feb 6 to 15: Let the ultimate battle of the sexes begin!

BADMINTON LEAGUE The badminton season is now fin-

1; The

gather at a beact

friends, Info: 474-0753
SOUTHMINSTER-STEINHAUER UNITED CHURCH 10740-19

MONDAY

Feb

SING FOR FUN

lesbian, bisexual and transgendered Christians and their

gicce@interbaun.com.

Until

.

though sometimes challenging link between
their own

mtr

Citade

Until Feb 16: Joanna

daughters.

Ci

{ Shakesp
connect, tolo

Phuntsog, consists of two senes, each with 5 individual
classes. Series 1 Elements of Spiritual Life: Jan 16 Love; Jan

23 Kindness; Jan 30 Joy. Feb 6 Contentment: Feb 13 Faith.

ALBERTA AVIATION MUSEUM 17470 Kingsway Ave. 4511175— Display of Edmonton's bush pilots, W_W. |i double-

wide, double-long hangar. Daily, 10 am to 4 pm.

CITY OF EDMONTON ARCHIVES 10440 108th Ave, 496
8710— More than 50,000 catalogued photographs and
slides trom the 1880s to the present. Two display galleries.
Free Admission. Hours: Mon to Fri, 8:30 am to 4:30 pm.

LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT MILITARY MUSEUM 778.
Prince of Wales Armouries Heritage Centre, 10440 108 Ave
— Until Sept 2003: Horse Warnors: When Canadians
Galloped Into Battle Hours: Mon to Fri 10. am to 4 pm

PROVINCIAL MUSEUM OF ALBERTA /2845 102 Ave, 453-

ALL FOR ONE Celebrations Dinner Theatre, 13103 Fort Rd
— Until Feb 1: One of the King’s loyal musketeers is missing, D’Artagnan has been replaced by a girl. Someone is
making trouble in the King's court, What can two out-ofwork musketeers do to save the day? Who is the mysterious

swordsman? Tickets & info: 448-9339
AN EYE FOR AN EYE Ghost River Theatre, Roxy Theatre,

10/08 124 St—Feb 4 to 16:AnOil & Gas, Piss & Vinegar

Cabaret... What happens when you mix oil and fire? What
happens when you mix Corporate Oil with the fire of religious zeal? Weibo Ludwig learned the answer to that when
he tried
itout.Previews
Feb 4& 5, Opening
Night Feb6,2

For 1 Feb 11. Info: 453-2440 or www.attheroxy.com.

THE BRITISH ARE COMING AGAIN Mayfield Dinner Theatre,
16615 109 Ave — Until Feb23:ByWill Marks & Joe Harris.

‘follow-up totheBritish Invasion, a tribute toyourfavourite
fecording artists. Info’& Tickets: 483-4051 or 486-7827

Varscona Theatre, 10329 83 Ave— Every Mon

@ 8 pm: Thelegendary live improvised soap opera celebrates itstwelfth season, setattheheight oftheGreat

Depression, community
inthe
ofRidge Valley Mountain
7

.-U. §,A.Directed byDanaAndersen.

9652 JASPER AVE

428.LTHR

_______ LISTING
Ripper.” Velcrow Ripper has been making experimental/new

Diggers. Until April21,2003; Ancient Rome. Permanent
Exhibitions:

presented by cosmologist George Ellis trom Cape Town, SA.
Admission: Free. Info: jb@ualberta.ca
SOURCES IN INSPIRATION IN CONTEMPORARY PRINTMAKING fine Arts Building, Room 2-20, U of A— Tues

Ripper, “Scared into the Sacred: The Films of Velcrow

9100 —In the Spotlight Gallery: Until March 9; Bone

narrative and issue oriented documentary films and videos
for 22 years, with 27 films to his credit. His current project

The Syncrude Gallery of Aboriginal Culture, The

from 7 to 8:30 pm: Join professor Sean Caulfield, printmaker and Canada Research Chair, for a presentation about his
current research, Then join Jim Corrigan, Curator, U of A Art

is a book and feature experimental doc called Scared

Bug Room, The Habitat Gallery. The Natural History Gallery,
Treasures of the Earth & A Gallery Retrospective. Hours:

Sacred, based on his millennial journey to the ‘Scared’ and
‘Sacred’ places of the world. He is shooting another doc in
Africa, near Timbuktu, this winter, about the odyssey of

Sat to Thurs: 9.am to 5 pm; Fri: 9 am to 9 pm. Admission:

Weekends: Adult $12, Senior (65+) $10,Youth (7-17) $6.
Child (6 & under) Free; Family Pass $30; Weekdays: 25 per
cent off of Weekend prices; Friends of the Provincial

& Artifact Collection for a tour of the Print Study Centre_
U OF A DEPT OF POLI SCI LECTURE SERIES Room 1-5
Business Building, U of A Campus — Fri @ 3:30 pm:

Navajo Punk Rock band ‘Blackfire’ as they travel from
Arizona to the Sahara desert to perform with the Touareg

Power of Representation: Democratic Politics and Global

HEALTH, HEALING & MEDICINE The Westwood Unitanan

with the Human Ecology Students’ Association of the

Governance. Everyone welcome.

Church, 11135 65 Ave— Fri @ 7:30 pm: The Novayana

University of Alberta, The Big One follows Michael Moore as

Society for Eastern & Western Studies presents Lama
Karma Tsundulp Lodro (Jeff Alvin Olson). Info: 438-3574.

READING
BORE

he pursues an answer to a burning question: when corpora

tions are posting record profits, why are so many Americans

CHAKRAS Ascendant Books Store, #105, 10310 124 St—

still in danger of losing their jobs? Fri to Mon @ 7 pm: The

Tues @ 7:30 pm: The Novayana Society for Eastern &

Diaries of Vaslav Nijinsky \n this biographical interpretation

Western Studies presents Lama Karma Tsundulp Ladro
(Jetf Alvin Olson). Info: 438-3574.

CASAGRANDE & RINTALA GMCC, 104 Ave & 105 St—

SCIENTIFIC & SPIRITUAL PERSPECTIVES ON COSMOLOGICAL ORIGINS Myer Horowitz Theatre, SUB, U of A Campus

Thurs @ 7 pm: Architect/Artists from Finland talking about

Real Reality: In Search for the Subconscious. Tickets: $7
general, $4members/students, at the door. Info: 288-5575

— Sun @ 3 pm; How did the Cosmos come into existence?

or www_madeinedmonton.org

CULTURE ON THE EDGE Humanities Centre Lecture Theatre
3 (next to Rutherford House) —Wed @ Noon: Velcrow

ALT CINEMA
METRO CINEMA Zeidler Hall, Citadel Theatre, 9828101A
Ave, 425-9212— Thurs @ 7 pm: The Big One Co-presented

Alejandro Colas, University of Sussex (UK) presents The

nomads.

Museum: 50 per cent off. Info: www,pma.edmonton.ab.ca

chandise and services, with many great gift ideas
PARIS MARKET 10712 124 St, 424-2511—Wed to Sun,
10 am to 5 pm. Artisans and antiques, fine art and furniture,
curiosities and collectibles!

of the life of Russian dancer and choreographer Vaslav
Nijinsky, one of the most influential performers of the early
CITY FARMER'S MARKET 97 St & 100 Ave — Every Sat
from 7 am to 2 pm. Always fresh, great selection, over 100

When? Why? These three questions form the heart of a

years of service, free parking,

theme that occupies both the scientific and religious/spiritu:
al quests for knowledge, This feature presentation will be

from 10 am to 5 pm: Vendors offer a wide range of mer-

HIGHLAND MARKET 6633 178 Ave — Every Sat & Sun

20th Century. Australian director Paul Cox (/nnocence)

Nijinsky’s diary is read, his madness and his passion tor
dance share equal time. Fri to Mon @ 9 pm: /nvincible
Werner Herzog’s first fiction film in seventeen years. Based
on the true story of a Polish Jew from a humble shtet! who
was touted as the world’s strongest man. Brought to Berlin
to perform in a nightclub run by a self-proclaimed clairvoyant, Zishe is forced to perform feats of strength on stage in a

blonde wig under the name Siegfried in order to mollify the
club's Nazi contingent. Admission: New membership $7
adults, $6 students/ seniors, Members $5 adults, $4 students/seniors. Info: www.metrocinema.ab.ca
EDMONTON FILM SOCIETY: TALES OF MANHATTAN
Provincial Museum otAlberta, 102 Ave & 128 St— Mon @
8 pm: Stage Door starring Katherine Hepburn, Ginger
Rogers & Andrea Leeds, A comedy-drama about Broadway

hopefuls staying in a theatrical boarding house just off the
Great White Way. Hepburn is a socialite trying to succeed on
the stage on her own, Rogers is a cynical material girl and
Leeds is a youngster with stars in her eyes.

THE UNCANNY: CYBORG FILM SERIES Edmonton Art
Gallery, Sir Winston Churchill Sq— Feb 6 @ 7 pm:

Nijinsky had left the Russian Ballet and relocated to

Forbidden Planet, 1956, directed by Fred M. Wilcox.
Admission: Adults $5, Students/Seniors $3, Children 6-12
$2, Children 6 & under free. Info: 422-6223 or www.edmon-

Switzerland because of his fading mental health. As

tonartgallery.com.

enlists Sir Derek Jacobi to read Nijinsky’s diary, The seg-

ments included in the film were written around 1920 when

West Edmonton Mall
®IMAX CORPORATION

uae
3:30, 6:30, 9:00; Mon to Thurs 6
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING

S

PG

TWO WEEKS NOTICE
18A
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&

9:15; Sot& Sun mofinees 2:00. Sexual content.

CANNES 2002 WoRID’ ‘S BEST COMMERCIALS FESTIVAL

4A

Fri 6:30, 9°15; Sot to Sun 1:45, 4:15, 6:30, 9:15;

Mon to Thurs6:30.

ABOUT SCHMIDT

14a

Fri 7:00, 9:45; Sat to Sun 12:45, 3:45, 7:00, 9:45; Mon to Thurs 7:00.

JUST MARRIED

fi

0

PG

5
7:30, 10:00; Mon to Thurs 7:30.
ft recommended for younger children
PG
45, 7:15, 10:00; Mon to Thurs 7:15,

00; Sot

THE BIG ONE

rE ude content.

MAID IN MANHATTAN

THE DIARIES OF VASLAV NUINSKY

Mon

PG

exual

conlent,

Fi 7215

mature theme

INVINCEABLE

); Satto Sun 1:30, 4 30, 7:15, 9:30; Mon.
toThurs 7:15.

bee OF new
YORK

PG

Coarse languoge
14A

THE RING

18A

ALL, PHASE Ill ENTRANCE
2 © 444-1829
IGHTLY 6:15 © OPEN MATINEES SAT/SUN 1-30
PG

Fri, Mon to Thurs 7:30, 9:40; Sat to Si un 1:50, 4:30, 7:30, 9:40.
5, Not

ber

suitable for younge

THE LORD OF THE ao THE TWO TOWERS

0 Sun 1:0, 3:40, 7 20, 9:45

ghtening serv

on iene cpg

nl

Fito
3
25TH HOUR
Frito Thurs 12°50, 4:00, 7.00, 9:50. Coarse language
THE HOURS
Frito Thurs 1:20, 4 10, 7:10, 10:00. Mature themes

thoughout

KANGAROO JACK

Daly 12:05, 2:20, 4:50, 7:30.Suggestive language,

THE SANTA CLAUSE 2

NARC
Fi Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu 1:10, 4:05, 7:20, 10:05; Sat 1:10, 4:05,

Fri, Mon to Thurs 6:30; Sat to Sun 2:00, 4:15, 6:30

ABOUT SCHMIDT
Fito Thus 1:10, 3:50, 6:30, 9:10
CHICAGO
Fito Thurs 1.30, 4:20, 6:50, 9:20,
THE LORD OF THE RINGS: THE TWO TOWERS
fro Thus 9:00, Vet and frightening scenes
JUST MARRIED
Feito Thurs 1:40, 4:30, 6:45
Suggest conte, not recommended foryounger ciken
ADAPTATION
Fr,Sun to Thus 1:00, 3:30, 7:30, 10:10;
Sat1:00,3:30,10:10

FINAL DESTINATION 2
18A
Frito Thurs 12:50, 3:00,5: 10, 7:50, 10:15. Gory violence. Nopasses.

THE RECRUIT

:

a

Fao Thus2:00,450, 7:25. 10:00. Coorslanguage.
DARKNESS FALLS
=e ata
Fri to Thurs

MA

Corse longuoge, suggestive scenes.

CATQH ME IF YOU CAN
°G
FitoThurs12:40,3:40,6:40, 9:40,Not suitableforyoungerchen
FINAL DESTINATION 2
8A
fio Thurs1220, 2:40, 5:10, 7:40,10:15, Gryviolence.Nopasses.
HOW TO LOSE A GUY IN 10 DAYS
PG

5,740, 1010

HICAGO
Frito Thus1:40,4:15,7:00,9:30.
CATCH MEIF YOUCAN
FritoThr1:05,4:00,6:50,9:40,Notstableforyoungerchildren
JUST MARRIED
fi To thurs 2:10, 4:40, 7:30, 9:45
Soggestiecontent,rattubeforyoungerchien

Sat 7:00. Suggestive languoge.

VILLAGE

TREE

EDMONTON

CHICAGO

MALL

GERINIS ROAD 8ST. ALBERTTRAIL ST. ALBERT 459-1212
THE RECRUIT
PG
Fit7:00, 9:30; Sotm Sun1:00,4:00,7:00,9:30;MonioThus7-00.
Courselanguage

FINAL DESTINATION 2

18A

Fn 7:30, 10,00; Sat
toSun 12:30, 2:40, 4:45, 7:30, 10:00; Mon toThurs
7:30. Goryviolenca. No posses.

“ae

DARKNESS FALLS
14a
fe2 9:45) Sot Sun 12:45, 2:45, #45, 7/15, 9:45; Moo Yo Thurs
1

36 SEE jansary30-February5, 20 8
ji

445

14a

HOW TO LOSE A GUY IN 10 DAYS
Sneak Preview Sot 7:30. Suggestive language.

Frito Thurs 1:30, 3:40, 7:10, Suggestive languoge.
NATIONAL SECURITY
FritoThurs9215.
THE LORD OFTHERINGS: THETWOTOWERS

Frito Thurs1:00, 5:00, 9:00. Violentscenes, fnghtening
scenes
HOW TO LOSE A GUY IN10 DAYS
Seok Preview Sot7:00,Suggestive languoge. Nopasses.

oly 9:50.

4A
10:10; Tors2:20,
PG

Frito Thurs 1:45, 4:00,6:30, 9:10, Course language, crude content,

PG

MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING
Frito Thurs 12:50, 4:50, 7:15, 9:20.

18A

CONFESSIONS OF A DANGEROUS MIND
FritoThurs 2:00, 4:40, 7:30, 10:15,

CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
PG
Frito wns 12:45, 3:45, 6:45, 9:45. Not suitable foryounger chilies,
z

Frito Thurs 1:20, 4:10, 7:00,9:40, Mature themes.

ABOUT SCHMIDT

Frito Thus 1:00,3:50,6:40,90.

9:00. Violence, frightening scenes.

TWO WEEKS NOTICE

A GUY THING

THE HOURS

Fri Sat Sun Mon WweThu 12-00, 12:45,
3:45, 4:45, 7:45, 9:00; Wed

18A

Fii to Thurs 1:30, 4:20, 7:10, 9:50.

Fri to Toes 2:20, 4:45, 7:20, 10:10; Wed 2:20, 4: 45,

Frightening scenes.

THE LORD OF THE RINGS: THE TWO TOWERS

Sat/Sun 11:15; daly4°45.
Sat/Sun 11:35; daily 1:45, 4:10,

7:05, 9:20;late niteFri/Sat 11:30.

8 CRAZY NIGHTS
14a
Sat/Sun’ 11:20; daily 1215, 3:15, 5:10, 7:20, 9215; late nite Fri/Sat

oS

WS

THE EMPEROR’S CLUB
PG
Sat/Sun11:15; daily 2:05, 4:15, 7:50, 10:00; lateniteFri/Sot 12:20,

Gop ing

‘29TH AVENUE & CALGARY TRAIL © 436-6977
$8.50 GENERAL ADMISSION.

THE SANTA CLAUSE 2

Sat/Sun 11:30;daily1:40,4:40,7:00,9:25;lateniteFii/Sot11-40,
A

DIE ANOTHER DAY
Fri Man Tye Wed Thur 7:00, 9:40; Sot Sun 1:00, 3:50, 7:00, 9:40.
Violence scenes.

FRIDA
Doty 6:50,9:30.
HARRY POTTER AND THE CHAMBER OF SECRETS
Fri Mon Tue Wed Thu 6:45, 9:50; SatSun12:15, 3:30, 6:45, 9:50.

Frightening scenes.

PG

DRUMLINE

TREASURE PLANET

Diy 12:15, 3:15, 7:10, 10:00. Coarselanguoge

=

FINAL DESTINATION 2

MA

Sat/Sun 11:05; daily1:25,4:05,6:55, 9:40; lateniteFri/Sat'12:00.

5

THE RECRUIT

Fri to Thurs 12:50, 1:50, 3:15, 4:15, 5:50, 6:50, 8:00, 9:00, 10:20.

MOVIES 12: 130 AVENUE & SO STREET © 4729779
CINEMA CITY; 3633-99 STREET © 463-5481 (FRISAT MIDNIGHT SHOWS)

18A
FORMULA 51Fete can
Sat/Sun 11°40;deity2:00,4:25, 7:45,10:15; lt niteFui/Sat12-15,
14a
ANALYZE THAT
Sot/‘Sun 11:55; daily2:20,4:50,7:10, 9:30;latenieFri/Sat 11:30.
Coorse language throughout.
—
WA
HALF PAST DEAD
Daly 1:50,7:35, 955; lotite F)/Sot 12:05. Violence throughout,
eis
14a
THEY
Sot/Sun 11:25; daly2:1 5, 7:15,935; lateniteFxi/Sot11:45.
18A
EMPIRE
THE RING

FriSotSun Mon Tue Wed 7:50, 10:15; Thu 10:15.

12:00, 12:45, 3:45, 7:45,

COMMON

CALGARY TRAIL & 23RD AVENUE © 436-8585

ORE 6 PM
ALL DAY TUESDAY!
CINEMA CITY 12 ONLY

Sot/Sun 11:20; doty 1:35, 4:20, 7:50, 10:10; lateniteFri/Sot 12:20.

10:05. Grophicvioknco throughout

NATIONAL SECURITY
14A

ANALYTESTHAT

ae

SPY

Sat/Sun 11:45;daily
1:55

G

PG

30. Vi oes

SWEET HOME ALABAMA
Sat/Sun 11:50; daily 2:10, 4:35, 7:25, 9:50; late nije Fri/Sot 12:10.
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8 MILE
Daily4:30,10:05; lateniteFi/Sat12:25

KANGAROO JACK
FriMonTue Wed Thu 7:15; SotSun12:45, 2:45, 4:45, 7:15.
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MAID IN MANHATTEN
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FritoThurs 12:30, 1:15, 4:30, 5:30, 8:30, 9:15.

421) =137 AVENUE
©472.7600
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Frightening scenes.

fi, Mon to Thurs 7:45, 10:00; Sot to Sun 1:30, 3:45, 7:45, 10:00.

NATIONAL SECURITY

0; SattoSun 1:30, 5:06
e tnoughout
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING
Fi, Mon to Thus 6:40, 8:50; Sot to Sun 2:10, 420, 6:40;8:50.
CHICAGO
Fri, Mon to Thurs 6:50, 9:20; Sot to Sun 1:20; 4:00,6:50,9:20,
ABOUT SCHMIDT
Fi, Mon to Thurs 7:10, 9:50;Sat10 Sun 1:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9-50.
ANTWONE FISHER
fri, Man to Thurs 7:00, 9:30; Sotto Sun 1:40 4:10, 7:00, 9:30
MAID IN MANHATTAN
fri, Mon to Thurs7:40,10:00; Sot
toSun 1:25, 3:50, 7:40, 10:00
Some coarse languoge

HARRY POTTER AND THE CHAMBER oF SECRETS

HARRY POTTER AND THE CHAMBER OF SECRETS
FriSot Sun Mon Tue Wed 12:20, 3:50; Thu 12:20, 3:35.

Suggestive content, notsuitable
foryounger children

EMPIRE

Gory violence.
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_

FINAL DESTINATION 2
18A
Doily 12:30, 1:00,3:00, 3:30, 6:45, 7:15, 9:15, 9:45. Goryviolence.

JUST MARRIED
Doily 12:50, 3:25, 7-25, 9:55.

Fri to Thurs 8:50.

9:30; Sot toSun 1:45, 5:00, 7:30, 9:30. Coarse

RABBIT-PROOF FENCE

CATCH ME iF YOu CN

9:45; Sat to Sun 1:00, 4:00, 7:15, 9:45

TUCK EVERLASTING

SOUTH
BOX OFFICE

Dolly1:15, 3:40, 7:40, 10:10.

PG

Fri, Mon to Thurs 7:00, 9:15; Sat to Sun 1:15, 4:30, 7:00, 9:15.

Fri, Mon to Thurs715,
frightening scenes,

$3.00 FRIDAY/SATURDAY LATE SHOWS

DARKNESS FALLS

SAT. & SUN. CINESAVE TUESDAY — ALL SEATS $2.50_
SWEET HOME ALABAMA

TREASURE PLANET
Fri, Mon to Thurs 6:45, 9:00;
Satto Sun 2:15, 4:45, 6:45, 9.00.

8:45; Mon to Thurs 6.30.

KANGAROO JACK

CONFESSIONS OF A DANGEROUS MIND
Dally 12:25, 3:10, 6:55, 9:40.

SAFSUN AT 12:30 PAL
IN-THURS. CINESAVE TUESDAY — ALL SEATS $1.50

5,3:30, 6:45,9:00: MontoThurs6:45

BOWLING FOR COLUMBINE
4A
Fri 6:45, 9:15; Sotto Sun 1:15, 4:00, 6:45, 9:15; Mon to Thurs 6:45.

CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
Daily 12:10, 3:20,6:30, 9:35-Hor Sable foryounger children.

SE | ENTRANCE 44 © 444-1331
NIGHTLY
ot6:15 p.m

NARC
18A
Fli Mon TueWedThu7:30, 9:55; Sot 1:20, 4:10, 9:55; Sun 1:20, 4:18,
7.30, 9:55, Grophic violence throughout

Violent & frightening scenes.
DARKNESS FALLS

Frito Thurs 12:40, 3:00,5:20, 7:40,10:00

STAR TREK: NEMESIS
PG
Fri7:05, 9:25; SotSun1:15, 4:05, 7:05, 9:35; Mon TueWed Thu7:05,
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Fai toThurs 1:40,5:00, 8:20.Violence, disturbing scenes.
GANGS OF NEW YORK
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Fri Mon Tue Wed Thu 7:20, 10:00; Sot Sun 1:30, 4:30, 7:20, 10:00.

Coarse language.

JUST MARRIED
Frito Thors 2:10, 5:40, 8:10, 10:30.

THE WILD THORNBERRY’S MOVIE
Sat Sun 12:30, 3:40,

‘Suggestive content, not recommended for younger children.
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Dy 9:45,

HOW TO LOSE A GUY IN 10 DAYS

Advance Preview Sot7°30.Suggestive language.
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14a
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Fri Mon Tue Wed Thu 7:00, 9:30; Sat Sun 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 7:30.

Coarse languoge
SILVERCITY
WEST EDMONTON MALL
FOR SHOWTIMES GO TO wwrw.fomousplayers
com ORCALL THEATRE

A Gut THING
Doily 12:40, 3:35, 6:50, 9:30, Coorselanguage, crude content,

PG

GALAXY

CINEMAS

2020 SHERWOOD DR, SHERWOOD PARK © 416-0150
FINAL DESTINATION 2
18a
Frito Sun 1:15, 3:35, 7:00, 9:50; Mon toThurs 1:15, 7:00, 9:50.
Gory violence.

THE LORD OF THE RINGS: THE TWO TOWERS
14a
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toSun 12:15, 4:00, 8:00;
MontoThurs 12:15, 8:00.
Violent ondfrightening
scenes.
ABOUT SCHMIDT
Va
Frito Sun 12:40, 3:45, 6:50, 9:35; Mon to Thurs 12:40, 6:50, 9:35.
CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
Frito Sun 6:45, 9:45; Mon to Thus 6:45, 9:45.
Not suitable for younger children.
HARRY POTTER AND THE CHAMBER OF SECRETS
Fil toSun 12:00, 3:15; MontoThurs 12:00. Frightening scenes.

DARKNESS FALLS
Frito Sun2:00,4:00,7:20,9:40; MontoThurs2:00,7:20,9:40.
KANGAROO JACK
Frito Sun 1:00, 3:30, 7:10; MontoThurs 1:00, 7:10. Suggestive
longuage.
NATIONAL SECURITY
Frito Sun 9:10; MontoThurs9:10,

CATOH
MEIFYOUCaN
(aly9:20.Notsuitableforyoungerchildren.
CHICAGO
1
Fri Mon Tue Wed Thu 7:00, 9:45; Sot Sun 12:45, 3:45, 7:00, 9:48.
KANGAROO JACK
Fil Mon TuoWod Thu 7:15; SotSun 12:00, 215, 4:30, 7215.

CHICAGO

FriMonTueWedThu7:45;SotSun12:15,
4:00,7:45.

THE RECRUIT
FitoSun1:15,350,7:10,9:55;MontoThs 1:15,

Suggestive longuoge
THE LORD OFTHERINGS: THETWO TOWERS

Vale
igh snes

14a

FritoSun12:50,3:40,6:40,9:20;MontoThurs12:50, 6:40,9:20.
ADAPTATION
VA
FittoSun12:30,3:20,6:30,9:30; MontoThors12:30, 6:30,9:30.
q

‘Scenes,

JUST MARRIED
3
Fi toSun1:30,3:25,7:15,9:25;MontoThus1:30,7:15,
content;
Notsuitable for younger children,

—__CLASSIFIE

PHONE: 430-9003
FAX: 432-1102

E-MAIL: classified@see.greatwest.ca
Read by over 50,000 people a week

Misc FOR SALE

MUSICIANS AVAILABLE

233 MHZ Blueberry Imac for
sale. Software Bundle. Excellent
condition. Only $400.00. Call
Brian @ 424-3511

HI-RISE, 2 bdrm. apt, 4th floor,
underground parking, nice view,
good condition. Meadowlark
Village. 452-9531

CD'S, DVD'S, BOOKS
MUSIC MERCANTILE
MOSTLY MUSIC MOSTLY
8420-109 St.
437-5860

HARDWORKING drummer, 28,
seeking any band with work. Fillin/FT. Most styles, can read &
potential rehearsal space. Scott
477-2377.

MusIciANS WANTED

BASSIST,

EXPERIENCED

BASS

PLAYER,

44,

mature,

drug-free,

like-minded

musicians

seeks

for recreational

jams

for

MusIciANs WANTED

Call
Kristin
kristin@hotmail.com

jazz/latin/groove/reggae improv

1000DECIBELS.COM
$199 Demo Special
$1199 CD/DVD special

vocalist,

BASS

needed

965-7842

Blacks

experienced,

aged

& Whites

fretless

(M/F)

aged

16-25 needed for urban musical
ASAP. Contact Jesse 460-8185
or love_cry03@ hotmail.com

CELLO:

Empathic

world music.

acoustic/electric/experimental

PLAYER

& DRUMMER

wanted(with own gear) for million

dollar rock band.(Age 18-24.)No
goofballs or geeks. Must be
dedicated/willing to pitch in for
Jam space. Matt 951-2653 Mike
695-0406

BASS PLAYER needed to complete four piece top 40/alternative
act, Infl: Creed, Chili Peppers
Stained Have warehouse, full
PA, part time. Call Pete 9457755.
BASS PLAYER to join new
rock/metal group. Approx 30 y/o
Sabbath, AC/DC, Priest covers,
also working on originals. Mike

players

drummer looking

to work

on

Jazz

Standards

Ideas

&

&

blues

welcome

drummer

influenced

seeks serious piano/keyboard
player to form working duo. Call

Car 426-6905.
FRONT
needed

MUSICIANS/ENTERTAINERS
need representation? Bookings.

posters, demo CD, CD, video.
promo? Call Chris 701-0035

MAN with experience
for original hard rock
Chris

No bums/flakes!

474-4240

for strong vocalist for hard rock
band in northeast Edmonton. Call
Troy after 4pm. 475-1719.

not even pot. Bob 425-6660.

Eclectric bar band forming.

DRUMMER & VOCALIST seek
like minded musicians for alt/hard

LEAD

rock all orig. band. DEDICATED
& gear a must. 988-9606.

alternative
(16-17)

DRUMMER needed for heavy
rock band, Call Danny 486-5702
or Aaron 920-9244.
Leave a
message.

965-8206 or Todd 416-1338.

FREE SPACE

DRUMMER wanted. Jazz duo
needs brush man. 488-3416

lots
of
light
&
spacious
Opportunity to display & sell your
art, 701-0035.
.

to visual artists

KEYBOARD PLAYER
(Hammond/Wurlitzer

required
style)

Vox a

plus. Jim @ 424-4702

modern

NEEDED

one

singer,

wanted

for

rock band.
dedicated

Have studio/P_A.
need

apply.

om

NEWER DIGITAL
RECORDING AND
MASTERING COURSES
Pro. Equipment. Industry

Alberta’ Foremost Independent Music store

Providing Distribution and E-Commerce for Local Artists

780-417-2810 or email: sales@albertamusic.com

Leam h

t

Don't get ripped off!
TECHWERKS 479-3825.
E-mail: cteparlp@ecn,ab.ca

PLAY an instrument? Join Black
Gold Community Bands, Leduc

Based. Contact Ed 929-5974
Carol 450-0437 or Graham
2883. blackgoldband@shaw.ca
RECORDING

ACT requires male

SERIOUS, ORIGINAL alt. project

live sound engineer for road work

Career minded & dedicated only.
No weekend warriors. Call Glen

Contact Jim

965-2238

seeks

pro bass.

1000 CD's wit 4pg insert UPC
$1649.00
Musician Owned and Operated!
Personal Service!
CD ohe off's,
Graphic/Web
Design, Mastering, Web Hosting
Toll free 1-877-625-3462 or email info@cdmanufacturing.ca

PHOTOGRAPHERS |
Four Corners

y

LOCAL ROCK BAND with record
label & distributor is looking for

439-6311.

now accepting titles for inclusion to our online roster

FOR players to start
project.
Infl: Foo
System of a Down,
pumpkins. Call Joe

Vox a bonus

SINGER/SONGWRITER

needed
ASAP for a hard working rock
band. Covers & originals from the
80's to present, Call Alex @ 1403-783-2331 or 991-5686.

SINISTER BREED is looking for
bassist for fast aggressive band,
Infl: Slayer & Cradle of Filth. Call
Blake 619-6766.
VOCALIST,
DRUMMER
for
punk/heavy metal band. (15-19)

gospel, and original tunes. For

WANTED:

more info. please call Barry at

www.exposed.4t.com/
Cail
Kristen
965-7842
kristen489
@hotmail.com
Bass
player
&
drummer for Blues/Rock project.
Recording, gigs. Rick 466-7632.

Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30 am-5:00 pm

& documentan
Call

me
ay

+GST

l0,"4 +GST

.$2 +GST

7 or email

Short Run
ital mixin:
restoration
Prime
Time Servic

MusIciANs WANTED
WANTED:

CHRISTIAN

guitarist/vocalist

for local

group

heart

with

a

Kingdom & Ministry.
3384

lead
gospel

for

His

Stu @ 960-

& promos
ail
@ the
Capoeira Academy, 6807-104S1
Capoeira is a Brazilian mixture of

martial
Wounded: A Honeymoon Suite
tribute band still looking for
awesome
local talent.
Call
Pamela 990-0979

arts,

School 15607-100A

Ave.

443-

2462.

Cafe de Ville on 124 Street
seeks art. To discuss displaying your work on the walls of
our fine-dining restaurant and
receiving 100% of all sales of
your art, please email us at
cdv @shaw.ca
CALLING curators, artists &
designers. The Works Art &
Design Festivals call to enter
2003 applications now available

426-2122 www.theworks.ab.ca
Deadline Feb 14/03 Spm.

Buy 6 weeks and get
ONE FREE!
Buy 12 weeks and get

THREE FREE!

Deadline Tuesday at 3:00 p.m.

dance & AfroPerformances
709-3500

Brazilian rhythms.
twice/wk

www.capoeiraedmonton.ca

DANCE
ART CLASSES - Draw & Paint
the winter away at ARTRA Art

Heading

STUDIO

seeks

to display.

local

Any media

weicome. Phone 425-3350.
FILM STUDENT
actors/actresses

looking for
for 2 film

projects slated for

March

and

July
Criteria
Eight(8)
aboriginal m/f between 18-35.
Four(4)
mature
(40+)

actors/actresses.

Call Will or

Francesca 406-1167.
"| DON'T

WANT

TO DRINK

&

DRIVE NO MORE" played on
100.3 Grrr, Grrr, Grrr, The Bear.
for
6
yrs
website
drummerdale.com

IDEA

Call to Young Edmonton

Artists/Designers (15-21 yrs) for

downtown artwork. Cash Prizes
awarded
More
info:
www.theworks.ab.ca or 4262122.

LEARN TO STILT WALK! Starting March 13th (every 2nd & 4th
Sunday of each month) 1-4 pm.
St. Basil School, 10210-115 Ave.
Into: 431-0265.
LOOKING

FOR ARTIST to paint

mural on All Saints Cathedral in
Spring 2003. Phone Herman 488
+1101 or 422-6223 for more info.
NEWLY
established
Pop/Rock/Dance high school
band
seeks
gigs.
www.exposed.4t.com Call kristin

a
i
ae
kristin489
@ hotmail.com
THE

ALBERTA

Artists

is

SOCIETY

currently

of

taking

applications for full membership.

Credit Card

VISA

in thespaces provided.

Music Stupios
Quality Recording
Attordable
Digital-Analc
ding Studio

fourfoto@

Attn: Musicians, Artists, Volunteers, Support Groups! Place upto 20 WORDS FREE!
Fill out and FAX to 432-1102 or e-mail it to classified@see.greatwest.ca with classified in the subject line or
phone us at 430-9003. Deadline Monday at 3:00 pm

s
|
et

ic solutions.
mmercial

Weddin:

project

mM OF

artists work

LOOKING FOR THE RIGHT MIX
of vocals/personalities for a
ground floor start up of a
Christian all-male 4 part harmony
group singing contemporary
arrangements
of a capella,

First 15 words..
Extra words..
Bold/Centred..

AVAILABLE

00.com 983-1855

Photographic

Creative p

456-4115,

434-9591.

Classifieds Order Form

474-

vocalist for established country
rock/pop rock band. Studio exp. a
must, pros only. Call 485-5971

LOOKING
original
Fighters,
Smashing

www.albertamusic.com

Fax 432-1102

Only

Dan

1016.

rock band

LOOKING for a keyboardist interested in playing funky jam- based
music. Primary influences: Phish
Almonds, MMW, Grateful Dead
Chris 434-7204(Leave Message)

Phone 430-9003

m/f with

incredibly diverse voice for 3 pce

www.exposed.4t,com
Call
Kristin
965-7842
kristen489
@ hotmail.com

& local work ASAP.

PHOTOGRAPHERS.
PHOTOGRAPHERS

HIGH SCHOOL musician looking

CREATIVE BASS & DRUMS
wanted
for
recording
singer/songwriter/guitarist
Independent release forthcoming.
Work ethic, positive attitude &
reliability important..No drugs-

GUITARIST

MUSICIAN SERVICE/REPAIR

Alley Cat Studio's
& Entertainment

Experienced Tutors

Dean @ 424-6796

MEDIA DIRECTORY
for

VOCALIST

by Sarah Vaughan, Bessie Smith

Project.

player

Serious
applicants. Chance 439-6955.

Scott 477-2377.
FEMALE

mandolin

vocalist for duo or trio.

Potential rehearsal space.

ideal. Dean @ 424-6796.

780.433.2026
seeks

DRUMMER

BASSIST;
Unique challenge,
writing/recording project requires
innovative,

7040,

BASS
PLAYER
looking for
work(preferably road work). Will
travel. All styles of music. Call
Bruce 494-2652.

ESTABLISHED
band
seeks
saxophone and/or trombone for
upcoming gig at West Edmonton
Music Society. Just for fun
Marcel 460-0557

MIDDLE AGED FOLK singer with
Christian roots looking for hand

Cover music only, No bar gigs
Call Mike at 474-3740,
for technical rock band. Intl; Tool
17-26. Must have experience &

18-25, for original rock project.
Call Mark @ 472-0541 or 721-

MUSICIANS AVAILABLE

Musicians WANTED —

equipment! www.exposed.4t.com

BAND

PROFESSIONAL SOUND TECH
looking for club fill-in work, any
band work or sub-contractor tech
work. Tons of experience. Call
Scott 477-2377.

MUSICIANS WANTED

LEAD GUITAR player with vocals
age 30 seeking top 40 cover
band with originals. Pro gear, pro
attitude, Call Richard 901-8938.

HILLBILLY BUDDA
PROFESSIONAL
™ WEB DESIGN”
Website design, Redesign.
Maintenance, Electronic
presentation, Graphics,
Corporate Images.
Great design!
Affordable Prices!
Peter 917-3053

Musicians WANTED

Exp.

AMEX

Open to all artists residing in
Alberta. Deadline: March 1. Contact 426-0072 for info. Pleas

leave name, address&phone

‘=

___CLASSIFIE
ParrisToAmTsT) = BRMUSIC INSTRUCTION
Local Heroes!
Edmonton International Film Festivals
Amateur Video Competition

Call Lillo's 433-0138

or Scott 438-4355

Control Canada's number one choice tor
audio production taining
Pull Tuna & Port Time,
Programmes avaliable

e

THE BUTTON

FILM FESTIVAL

Discounts and/or Nunding options ovcilable
fo quotitying students

TRACY

for Internation Toor,

Any age and

Call us at 482-

info@mideceanscheol.ca
wow.midoceanichosl6a

Ad Campaign starting at less
than the cost of a movie with
popcorn.
Call for details

Art & Science of Guitar
Leam in a comfortable
studio just off Whyte Ave.
Gary's Guitar Studio

SEE 430-9003

435-8819

kalimyers @ hotmail.com

has moved to
"TRACY'S PLACE"

DANCE ALBERTA
REGISTER NOW FOR
JANUARY CLASSES!

Children & adults

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

~

English

TEACH

Overseas!

BODY CASTING

428-7808
11205-107 Ave

Garneau
area,
Registration
deadline for next session Jan
31st flamenca@mail.com

———
EEE

Travel the
Globe
Earn Great
Mone

4*5

we)

oMecitrelr-liiese:

TESOL Certified in 5 Days (Jan.15-19

Feb.19-23)/Online or by Correspondence

REE, 1-888-270-2941
FREE

Info Seminars:

Every Tuesday @7

Pm: 10762-82 Ave.

re]fo) >t-)i xt]

prove) aa

*Strictly Dancing Club*
BALLROOM MUSIC & MORE

Every Fri eve. 8 pm - Midnight
Everyone welcome.
Parkdale Community Hall
11335 - 85 St. $5/person Incl
refreshments. Reservations call
920-0229 or 707-2685

MASSAGE THERAPY
ASIAN DEEP Tissue

Massage

combined with Swedish Relaxation Massage (No-Sex). Call 405
-8083.
Now moved to new
location. Evening appt. available.

Would you like a lasting
keepsake of your pregnancy?
Or how about a casting of your
bust or butt for a truly unique
Valentine's gift

475-8974.

Henna

FURNITURE DAMAGE?

Certified 9 years, Lenora, No sex
Phone 453-2848 1pm to 7pm,

nicks, gouges and replace hardware to

Or we can repair

make your Cabinets look like new!

for rent.

Clean, 24 hour access, excellent
security.
Phone
Brad
@
439-1889,

HELP WANTED
ACTIVISTS REQUIRED by nonradical environmental group to

We are currently hiring

Market Research Interviewers

public

re:

environmental & wilderness
issues. No experience required,
but preference is given to those
with a high level of commitment.
Please call Nick @ 420-1001
(24hrs.)

We offer:
© Paid training
¢ Flexible schedules:
« Part time or full time

* Combination of day /evening/
weekend shifts
« Dependable hours of work
© Comprehensive benefits package
© Convenient downtown location

* No selling or telemarketing
We are looking for professional
individuals with:
Excellent written and oral English
language skills

If you think that this opportunity
is for you, please apply to:
Recruitment Coordinator

Ipsos-Reid Corporation
6th Floor, 10044 -108 Street
Edmonton, Alberta

Employment Information Line:
780-945-4805
Fax: 780-408-4545

Or apply online at:
www.ipsos-na.com/careers

ATTRACTIVE

FEMALES

WANTED:
Erotic
Internet
Performers for live video chat. No
experience necessary. For more

info. Call Angel

443-7463.
EARN CASH doing focus group
research. If you are 18-24 and
enjoy going to clubs call 1-800961-9430 for more info.

“ENGLISH LANGUAGE Teacher
wanted to help one student haw
to speak and pronounce
clearly.
Call Majed 435-6762.

Got a web cam? NEED CASH?
http://ouzzcams.com

mens community for personal
growth and healing. Contact
Dave 469-7341

VOLUNTEERS
Artsy? Crafty? Volunteers to give
art/craft classes to our clients
Must be comfortable working with
a wide variety of people. Call HIV
Edmonton 488-5742 #241.
volunteers required

by the Western Canada Wilder-

ness Committee to man booths
at

various

Edmonton-area

420-1001.

www 4furnituremedic. com/ab/22277

BAND REHEARSAL SPACE

the

THE MANKIND PROJECT: A

AWESOME

DEPT. OF PSYCHIATRY seeks
healthy volunteers & those with
panic attacks (call 407-3221) or
severe PMS (call 407-3775) for
research studies. Reimbursement provided.

ESL Literacy Tutors
required immediately
Volunteer any weekday
3:30-5:30 pm
Training provided.

Call June

at The Centre

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY Honey
Hard to believe 3 years have

passed so quickly and we haven't
killed each other yet!
Love always XOXOXOXOXOXOXOXO.

free.

VOLUNTEERS

PERSONAL SERVICES

needed

MULTICULTURAL

for

RESEARCH

Project. Participation Criteria:
- 2nd Generation Indian Women.
- Between 25-35 yrs.
- Currently in the process of completing a university degree &/or

SINGLE? Had your 8 1/2 minute
date yet? Currently noes
sessions for men & women 25-4
yrs. When's the last time you
dated 10 people in one evening?
Wendy or Janelle 455-2331.
www.circulatetoday.com

working.
Contact Monica: (780)710-5688
or (e) monicajustin @ hotmail.com

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR
RESEARCH AT U OF A. Were
you Suicidal between the ages
of 15 & 24, and are you now
under the age of 26? Would you
be willing to talk to us about the
experience of being suicidal and

recovering
from
suicide.
Participation is strictly confidential. Contact the TEEN
RESEARCH PROJECT at 1-866492-6118

or

teen.research
@ualberta.ca

The Witch's Cottage
Pagan Supplies & classes
Tarot Readings available
Call (780)452-4370

Ultimate Astro Report
$20 (inc. GST/Shipping)
Approx. 40 page report bound with an

attractive caver. Name, birth time, birth
date, birth city & return address required.
Send this along with a cheque or money
order to: Blue Zircon Ventures, #375, 3-11
Bellerose Drive. St. Albert, AB T8N 5C9
Allow 2 bus. days to process

marketing
plan test .
1. Ad buy...

for

Family Literacy 421-7323.

GOOD
volunteer drivers are
needed for the Seniors Driving
Centre (C/O West Edmonton
Seniors). Flexible hours, and a
generous honorarium for each
trip. Phone 732-1221, Mon-Fri,

10am-4pm.

HELP REFUGEES - Volunteers
needed to mentor refugees as

they learn how to live in their new
community. Call Rena 424-3545,
INTERNET OR WEB enthusiast?
Join our training team. Help older
adults learn. Contact Candidia
701-5070
or
email
volcoord
@ecn.ab.ca
SPEND TIME with a family doing

fun, meaningful things. Ifyou are

interested
in volunteering contact

Jackie McGowan
@ 429-YMCA.

TEACH AN adult toread and
re a legacy

SEE Classifieds 430-9003,

Only love prevails, be the love
that you are and you shall be set

=

locations. Phone Larry or Nick

COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL
466-66 60

educate

Film Festival.
March 7-15, 2003
Forms available at
edmontonfilm.com

a

Rx: The Furniture Medic®

SPACES

Volunteer!

to rant... $5 bucks, 15 words.

Edmonton International

FREE PIZZA........--s.csencersesesesesense
www.counterculture.ca/pizza

Body Art by Artist Brenda
Marce. Alluring & Sensual,
henna body art is for individuals
who enjoy the diversity of nonpermanent, cutting-edge body
art, Custom designs, free consultations available.

REHEARSAL

Got something to say? Say it
here!l! Forgot to get that phone
number last night or just wnat

of interest & a

EDMONTON
ART
GALLERY is seeking volunteers
for
the
upcoming
PostImpressionist exhibition. For
more details, call 422-6223 ext
235.

eee

Pink Ice Studio
5858-111 Street, Edmonton
Phone: (780)438-5568

Our patented process
can give you

HELP WANTED

Call 470-1125

THE

FREE HOT SOUP, bread &
coffee for our less fortunate
friends. Starting in January, the
3rd Monday of every month. 12-2
pm. 8's Diner #6 10015-82 Ave.

DOWNTOWN Massage $35.00
hour.
Discount
rate, relax
Get Pampered.

PROMISES, PROMISES..

One hot guy, looking for one hot
girl. Please reply if you're hot!

423-0844

Call Tracey for more info.

total colour changes.

expression
resume.

—

ee

SUPPORT GROUPS

Pieces can be custom painted.

Is pleased to announce

66 St. Ed, AB TSY 3A6-

marks
the
25th
anniversary of this remarkable
company
that
Is
solely
dedicated to the development
& production of Canadian
works. Help us continue that
legacy.
Contact: Past Chair Catherine
Cole @ 424-2229 or email:
cecole @telusplanet.net with an

WANTED:
INDEPENDENT
HAIRSTYLIST
AND/OR
ESTHETICIAN.
VERY COOL
ENVIRONMENT,
NEGOTIABLE RATE.
GREAT LOCATION,
FREE PARKING.
CALL GILLIAN
AT 413-0959

868-6675

PHYSICALLY
ATTRACTIVE
young man likes anything to do
with the arts. Would like to meet
ladies for fun & friendship. Box
81027 McLeod Park, RPO 15715

2003/04

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Pilates. FREE 1st class in
Bellydancing, Salsa, &
Polynesian.

- Are you a dynamic &
enthusiastic individual brimming with ideas?
IF SO, YOU CAN HELP!
Come & join the board of
Workshop
West Theatre

THE ATLANTIC Trap & Gill is
looking for an open mike night
host.
Apply in person with
resume to 7704-104 St

Tara Tremblett R.M.T.
Chrysalis Massage ‘Therapy
10509-81 Ave.

daytime & evening
RAD Ballet, Tap, Jazz, Modern,
Hip Hop, Musical Theatre,

SS
FLAMENCO DANCE classes in

QYe
>

in the west end
For appt. call
488-2075
Strictly non-sexual.

es

of our communities?

lease

(Esthetics & Therapeutic Massage)

1560 Erin Street
Winnipeg Manitoba
wet!

Hi LADIES!!! If you are lonely
like | am & want to have some
fun? Please give Jim a call. Age
no problem. Let's get together!
479-6161.

REMARKABLE THEATRE
COMPANY HAS
BOARD OPPORTUNITIES.
- Do you believe live theatre is
important to the cultural fabric

FOR SALE- 2 yr.(+3 yr option)
for beautiful therapist
office.
Ideal
for esthetics,
massage, psychologist etc. Over
$10,000 (ie. showers etc.) put
into already richly appointed
space (ie. large built-in reception
desk, mahogany doors, berber
carpets etc). Low rent, downtown
prof. building. $5000 o.b.o
Call 920-1965.

from
"MICRO-SPA THERAPY"

(204) 776-3308

musicalability welcome.
424-1820

ACTS every second
@ The Rose Bowl

2589.

4

SWEDISH MASSAGE. 15 years
experience.
Strathcona Area
Flexible hours. 7 days. (Strictly
non-sexual).
Almasta
4058765

OR KEY ACCORDIAN.

Focus on individual

St.

Some evenings available
with advance bookings.
920-1965

Learn The Art
Of Recording

423-0844

10111-117

Outcall Therapeutic
Relaxation Massage
3
Incall also avail
9a.m. - 3p.m. Monday-Friday.

School OfMedia Arts

3 PART LESSONS
TECHNIQUE
READING & STYLES

forms available at: edmontonfilm.com

MUSICAL
Thursday

Shopping for a
REWARDING
retail career?
Excellent retail MANAGEMENT
positions. Apply now with the
best retail employers online
www.canadianretail.com
The Retail Job Store”

MOBILE SPA THERAPY, INC

Mip-OcEAN

styles you want to learn

Aspiring Fellini's: Give us
your best five minutes . ..
Deadline for entry:
Feb. 7, 2003

MASSAGE THERAPY

SCHOOLS/CLASSES

DRUM LESSONS
TAILORED FOR YOU
Rhythmic training tailored to the

of literacy.

ees: at P.A.L.S. - Project

What is the most important thing to
consider when buying a
newspaper ad campaign?
a) excellent readership
(active consumers)
b) great rates
(low rates... great CPM)
c) popular columnists
(syndicated, recognized

experts in their fields)

re

d) excellent print quality

(great quality layout,
excellent design)

@)al of the above

Z

en

Eyer

a

:

lind F-Xex=-

de) a FREE

ersonal ad and

you’re automatically

RULES: Win a free Spring Fever Cruise valued at $899 cdn! To be eligible to win place a FREE personal ad. If you already placed a FREE personal ad you too are el ble
notified. All free ads must be placed before March 15.
)3. Ad placers must be 18 years of age or older.

The more you talk
_the less ryecosts

FAMILY-ORIENTED
SWF, 32, 5'4°, blue eyes, brown hair, outgoing,

call

skating, hockey, horseback riding, music
reading, walking and more. I'm seeking a
SWM, 25-44, who is honest, trustworthy
teliable, loyal and fun-loving. Ad#: 6289
EVERYDAY GETS BETTER
SWF, 49, attractive, slim, 5'6", blue eyes

1-800-348-6384

To place your FREE ad and be matched
instantly with area singles, call

blonde hair,

1-888-273- 9615
very Day

Only $2.49 per minute
This will be charged to your monthly telephone bill. You must be 18 years of age

or older and have a touchtone phone.

COUNTRY GIRL AT HEART

Looking for a SNCM, under 22, who is honest.
Adi: 5500
A TRUE ROMANTIC
She's
aSWF, 60, 5'3”, with blue eyes
and fair
skin. She likes rodeos, animals and the
outdoors, Seeking a SWM, over 60, who is
honest. Ad#: 5700
A LITTLE OF EVERYTHING

This 30year oldSNCF, isseeking a SM, 3045, who is outgoing, adventurous and honest.
She is 5'4", with brown hair and eyes, active,
outgoing and outspoken and enjoys movies,
sports and the outdoors. Ad#: 6752
SWEET LADY

| am a 75 year old SWF, 577°, with blue eyes
And brown hair. | am honest, generous And
encouraging. | enjoy church, dancing, driving,
the outdoors
And quiet times. | am seekinga
SWM, 60-80, who is a good conversationalist
And has similar interests. Ad#: 2370

LETS GET TOGETHER!

hanging
tying. Looking for a loving,
caring, outgoing, SWM, 21-26.
Ad#: 4964
GOOD TIMES AHEAD
psc
52 years
old, 5'4",hazel
average weight. | enjoy movies, theatre
ee
saci, Sealing side malo,togotoa

Pel or just have a good conversation.

di: 1
SEEKING ONE GOOD MAN
Attractive,
intelligent, _ good-humored,

energetic,

SBF, 39, 54”, 113!bs.

I'm a down-to-earth, honest, SWF, 48, who
would like to meet an honest, caring,
affectionate, considerate, SWM, 40-52, who
does not believe chivalry is dead. Hobbies
include Country & Wester music, horses,
bowling, RV-ing and more. Ad#: 7115
FUN-TIMES AHEAD
SWF, 39, blonde hair, blue eyes, 5'3", funloving, humorous and kind. | enjoy walking,
country life, crafts, music, dancing, dining and
more. |'m seeking a SWM, 39-45, who is fit,
healthy, goal-oriented and fun-loving. Ad#:

8069
POLITE
I'm a polite SWF, 41, who likes football and

other sports. Seeking a SWM, over 45, to
share good times with. Ad#: 1605

OUTGOING
SWF, 67, petite, 5'2°, blonde hair, green eyes,
honest, caring and kind. | enjoy the outdoors,
camping, cards, reading and more. I'm seeking
a SWM,

65-74, who

is honest,

loving,

humorous, friendly and is a N/S. Ad#: 9913
LIKE COUNTRY MUSIC?
lam
a24year old SF, 5'7”, with brown hair and
eyes. | am easy and out-going. | enjoy meeting
new people, movies, long-walks, horseback

fiding and music and dancing. | am seekinga
SWM, 21-32, who is honest, trustworthy and

wants a good time. Ad#: 5370

LET’S GET TOGETHER
SWF, 31, 57°, slim, brown hair and eyes,
‘outgoing, funny and pleasant. | enjoy working
out, fashion, music, movies, sports, camping
and more. I'm seeking a SM, 25-48, who is
honest, fun-loving, down-to-earth, committed,

fit and pleasant. Ad#: 6098

WICKED SENSE OF HUMOR

Fun-loving, easygoing, SWF, 40, 5'5”, 130Ibs.,

blue-eyed blonde. Enjoys hunting, fishing,
cmaping and volunteer work. Looking for a
confident, sensuous, active, SWM, 35-50, with

“LOVE
TO LAUGH
SWF, 54, 5'1”, with blonde hair and blue eyes.

“cokingforaSW,$2.68,Whcan dealwith
bonesty.
Adi: 6808

‘a great sense of humor. Ad#: 2676
SINCERE
SWF, 48, 5’, dark hair, green eyes, happy,
secure and honest. | enjoy long walks,
gardening, the outdoors, music, movies and
More. I'm seeking
awhite male, 48-60, whois
honest, mature, sincere, loving, humorous,
down-to-earth
and less than 510". Ad#: 3899
LIVE, LOVE & LAUGH
Bubbly,
funny, spontaneous, SWF, 43, 57",
_ 145lbs., blue eyes, brownish/red hair. Enjoys
cooking, sewing,bowling, fishing, Paes
children. Looking for a positive, humorous

honest
SWM, 42:50, 5'7+. Adit: 2017
THAT SPECIAL
GUY

Attractive, fit,SWF, 5'6", 42,green eyes, who

's descrbed as kid,tiendyand

| enjoy

dependents seeking a caring, honest, funny
and established gentleman to enjoy movies,

travel, laughs and a life together. Ad#:

| CAN OFFER HAPPINESS

6358

CAN'T WIN FRIENDS

TRUSTWORTHY
SWM,

Easygoing, funny SNCF, 21, 5’, enjoys writing
poems,

long walks,

movies and much

Intelligent,

6'2",

Personable, outgoing, loyal SWF, 42, 5'2”, red
hair. Enjoys camping, hiking, traveling,
reading, animals and quiet times. Looking for
an honest, family-oriented SM, 35-45, N/S.
Ad#: 5118

YOU ARE HIGHLY SELECTIVE
And you are looking for a fit, attractive,
educated, charming, fun-loving and nurturing
woman. You are between the ages of 52-60.

‘Ad#: 9796

LOVELY LADY
SNCF, 35, 5'6", full-figured, considerate and
kind-hearted. | enjoy time with my children,
canoeing, fishing, reading, time with my family,
swimming and more. |'m seeking a SCM, over

30, wha is honest, sincere, thoughtful, kind and
likes children. Ad#: 7696
SOLID VALUES
SWCF, 40, 5'8°, slim, with brown hair, enjoys

e happy and have

SWF

fun

materialis

drugs, ineq
NO GAMES
He's
a SWM, 23, 59°, brown hair and eyes. He
likes sports, dining

lies, elitism,

a

greed,

violence.

JUST THETWO OF US
Funny, level-headed, SNCM, 23, 6'2”, 212lbs.,
fit. Loves playing sports, writing, family
activities and long walks. Looking fora sincere,
good-hearted, affectionate SWF, 22-38, N/S.
Adé: 3484

WHERE ARE YOU?

He's a SWM, 46, 6'0", with brown eyes. He
likes golf, movies and children. Seeking a slim,
SWF, 18-46. Ad#: 4936

GAME FOR ANYTHING
Laid-back, trustworthy, SWM, 19, loves

tattoos, music (hard rock/metal and drawing
Looking for an affectionate, spontaneous,
honest SWF, 18-25. Ad#: 6456
MAYBE TONIGHT
He's a SWM, 30, 5'10°, with dark hair. He
enjoys hockey, fishing and good times.
Looking for a SWF, 23-31, who has similar
interests. Ad#: 8727
A FRESH STRAT
SWM, 43, with brown hair, blue eyes. Interests
are hunting, fishing, building cars and enjoying
life. Looking for a humorous, up-front and

honest SWF, 20-50, for friendship first,
possible relationship. Ad#: 2622
TWO PLAYERS
He's a tall, SWM, 25, with brown hair. He likes
video games and movies, Seeking a SWF, 2425, who is kind. Ad#: 8878

intelligent,

well-groomed,

catholic SWM, 34-42, N/S, who has a zest for
life. Ad#: 2519
HONEST LADY
SWF, 50's, good-looking, feminine, ron

practical, good figure alittlelelwould

to meet a tall, catholic,
honest, kind,fun-loving,
and
Ad#: 5652

male, who is
secure.

DISCOVER
NEW THINGS

ad pee eae pn

eyes, |am
nnevemmene ae‘sensitive.|
enjoy movies, walks ‘quiettimes athome. |

28 woe

over 39. Hobbies include traveling
quality times,

4102

dining out and movies,

Ad#:

hairleyes

and a mustache.

Interests

Vv
et
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are

funning, time with his dog, etc. Ad#: 3376
REFLECTIVE
Good-humored, committed single white male,
58, tall, brown hair/eyes. Enjoys running.

working out, tennis, golf, concerts and cooking
Seeking a self aware single white female, 5062, fit, non-smoker, with family values. Ad#:
7944
EASYGOING & ATHLETIC
SWM, 73, 5'8", 150lbs., blue eyes, friendly,
kind and honest. | enjoy the outdoors, travel,
Photography, reading, music and more. |'m
seeking a SF, 50-75, N/S, who is honest,
loving, humorous, petite, active and healthy.
Ada: 7474
LAID BACK
He's a SWM, 18, 6’, with blue eyes. He likes
hockey, the beach and more. Seeking a SF,
18-40. Ad#: 6455

ROMANTIC DINNERS
SWM, 45, 6’, with blond hair and a medium
build.

LOVE TO LAUGH
SWF, 26, 5'2”, with long brown hair and blue
eyes. Interests are reading, writing, music, the

FUN-LOVING

This SWM, young 50, is searching for a SF
under 45, non-smoker, who is intelligent, witha
good heart. He is 6’, 210lbs., with brown

Enjoys traveling. In search of an

attractive SWF, 35-40, who is open-minded

Adit: 8092
A MATCH MADE IN HEAVEN
I'm an outgoing SWM, 34, 5'10°, with brown
hair/eyes, in good shape, polite, confident,
hobbies are sports, swimming and spending

time with my kids, seeking an easygoing and
honest SWF, 23-43, for a possible relationship.
Ad#: 1221

HI LADIES!
He's a SNCM, 30, 5'10", with brown eyes. He
likes fire fights, pool, music, sports and time

withfamily. Seeking a SF,22-30, whoishonest
and caring. Ad#: 2639

vw~¥vvvvw7vvvvVwWFvvrvvrwyeyv
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sporting events, traveling, etc. In search of an

independent,

This SWF, 42, 5'3”, w
outdoors, ant and mo
8, whois honest. Ad#:

climbin

drugs, inequity, silicone, disingenuousness,
philandering, opacity, hedonism, selfishness,
indolence, hubris and denial. Ad#: 8228
NEW OUTLOOK
He's a SWM, 23. He likes the outdoors, movies
and walks. Seeking a SWF, over 20, who is
honest. Ad#: 9503
CARING & LOVING
This SWM is searching for a SWF, 58-63, for a
lifetime relationship. He is 60, tall, with grayish
hair: Interests are dancing, camping; walking,
quiet times at home, etc. Ad#: 9834

SEEKS GENUINE FRIENDSHIP

with simila
ests
SINCERE

hones!

Enjoys

outdoors, Seeking
aSF, 18-45. Ad# 335
UN-HOMOGENIZED
SW 42, N/S, seeks SF

Movies, writing poetry and listening to music.

SWF, 29, 59”, 150lbs., blue-eyed blonde,
mom. Enjoys swimming, dancing, karaoke and
shooting pool. Looking for an honest, caring
fun, SWM, 29-36. Ad#: 1644

hair.

LOVE TO SHOP!

matenalism,

SEEKING SPECIAL GUY
Funny, outgoing, communicative, trustworthy

good-humored,

playing

be happy and have fun without practicing:

GOOD LISTENER
SWF, 19, 5'2°, brown hair, blue eyes, relaxed,
funny and a good listener. | enjoy working with
children, reading, biking, skiing and other
outdoor sports. Seeking SWM, 18-25, who is
caring and a good listener. Ad#: 1168
FUN-LOVING
SBF, 49, 5'5", 135Ibs., with black hair, enjoys
dancing, dining out, music, traveling and more.
Searching for a SM, 45-60, who is honest and
caring, with similar interests. Ad#: 7769

gray

play hockey ai

going and humorous. She enjoys long walks.

6886

BLUE EYES
SWF, 21

VERY LOYAL

has brown hair and eyes. She's fun, easy-

writing, the outdoors and special times. Ad#:

boat

He's aSWM, 26, 56”, 145i:

SF, 20-30, who is honest. Ad#
UN-HOMOGENIZED
SWM, 42, N/S, seeks SF, 25-38, N/S, who can

She is 6’, with red hair and colorful eyes, is
outgoing and humorous, and enjoys singing,

will be

Seeking the Same

with brown hair ani

Males Seeking Females

and fun-loving. Ad#: 1142
| LOVE LOUD MUSIC
Here is a 21 year old SWF, who is short and

relationship and is confident and humorous,

2003 and winners

GOOD YEARS AHEAD

Ad#: 4034

philandering, op;
cd
"
indolence, hubns and denial. Ad# 5048

INTO BEAUTIFUL EYES?
This 18 year old SWF is seeking a SWM, 1820, who wants a serious, committed

161lbs.,

fishing, walking, etc. In search of a
with SWF, 18-45, who has similar int
Adit: 9336

more.

But, you can meet this 18 year old SWF, 5’
with hazel eyes and orangy hair. | am crazy.
outgoing and always a'fun time. | love reading
movies, drives, dancing and time with friends
| am seeking a SWM, 18-25, who is romantic

She is seeking a happy, nice and kind SM, 2126. Ad#: 1198

25, 5’9”,

eyes. Interests are hockey, camping,

Looking for a kind, laid-back, fun SM, 21-27

He likes to party,

Warm-hearted, fun-loving and intelligent.
genuine, sweetheart, 37, 5'7°, N/S, no

jo Operators-No Waiting!

1-900-451-2981

enjoys going out and whatever there isto do.

and active.

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER

To listen to area singles describe themselves
and respond to ads, 24 hours every day call

IT’S TIME!
She's a SNCF, 20, 5'9", with blonde hair. She

humorous

travel, walking, movies, golf, dining and more.
I'm seeking a SWM, 46-52, who is honest.
sincere, humorous, tall, attractive and enjoys
the same, Ad#: 7965

to win. Drawing will be held March 16,

The Personals

Presented by: SEE MAGAZINE
“AND SEE SINGLES

energetic and friendly. | enjoy the outdoors,

eligible to

outdoors, etc. Looking for a taller SF, 23-40,
who is funny, to spend time with. Ad#: 3482

LETS GO DANCING!
Spontaneous, loyal, fun-loving SWF, 20, 5'10”
blue-eyed brunette. Enjoys reading, poetry and

dancing, Looking for an honest SWF, 21-25.
Adit: 9997

LOVE & AFFECTION
Easygoing, loving, SWM, 50, 5'7°, 170lbs.
brown hair, blue eyes. Enjoys horseback
riding, country music and camping. Looking for
an affectionate, caring, SWF, 45-55. Ad#: 2961
IF YOU ARE?
A true (SINGLE) gentleman looking for

friendship, maybe a possible relationship, then

you have to give this SWM a call. He is 51
years of age, loves nature, walks, animals,
treading and dining out. Don't miss out, you
won't regret it. Ad#: 7224

COMMITMENT-MINDED
Charming, friendly, loving, outgoing, attractive
SWM, 52, 6’, 180lbs., blue eyes, silver hair.

Looking for a confident SAM, under 40, slim,
attractive; clean cut, for long-term. Ad#: 5117
ENERGETIC GUY
Fun-loving, easygoing, 5'11", SWM, 43, is a
professional who enjoys the outdoors,
traveling and ranching.
ing a SM, 25-50,
to get together with. Adi#: 9430
OPEN & UP-FRONT
Optimistic, honest, SWM, 39, who would like to
meet a SM, 18-45. Hobbies include fishing,
camping, swimming, skiing, gardening. sports,
life, new experiences. family and friends and
more, Ad#: 1891

ENJOYS LIFE!
SNCM, 48, 5'8", 135lbs., out-spoken and
considerate. | enjoy playing pool, collecting

coins, relaxing at home, the outdoors and
more. I'm seeking. a SWM, over 45, who is
mature, honest, slim and enjoys the same.
Adit: 4319

DULTCLASSIFIE
This is an 18+ section. Remember to use

“Adult” discretion when making calls.
FEMALE EscoRTS

FEMALE Escorts

Se

SS

independent escort

~ SEXY JESSICA ~
Beautiful, Discreet & has posed

oe

=

Independent

5°57 994 Ibs.

FEMALE ESCORTS

FEMALE Esc ORTS

FEMALE EscORTS

-

Christina

auburn-red

“
BRITISHLADY
“**
Elegant, attractive, mature

FEMALE EscORTS

re

Talkback

7

>

get the inside scoop on what
escorts are talking about

visit our website

36-24434

www.escortsalberta.com

in magazines.

Long dark hair,

Red hair, blue eyes

& tanned
with a great personality.

oy
garth

FEMALE EscoRTS

west.ca
PHONE: 430-9003 FAX: 432-1102 E-MAIL: classified@see.great

”

lar

# 12pevar 190852

piercing green
eyes. Busty & tanned sexy body.
Loves
wearing
LINGERIE,
& HIGH HEELS
LEATHER
Daytime also
413-0294

496-2428
(exele
(=e WA
(DO NOT PRESS ZERO)

20871008

RE

3

(ALSO IN-CALLS)
—

Starr-Leen

. 413-0298

Slim, Busty Blonde, 34DDD
Model, Totally Gorgeous,
Upscale & Independent. Seeing
is believing! View my photos at:

www.IndependentEscort.com
1645) 143518
JADEN
RACY REDHEAD!
Young, Slender, Busty.
Reasonable rates. Available
24hrs/day 7 days/week.
Making Fantasies
become Feality.
991-8783 ,
KRYSTINA
31 years young
Pretty, voluptuous,

blonde escort
Reasonable rates.
Please call anytime 413-1668
’
mi9085

PAT- OLDER LADY- 53
Great legs! All round nice lady
Easy to get along with
Call 444-1817
—#1268961/108509

SS

MISTRESS SILVER

LIZ*** 488-4498
Let this 40DDD,
Mature, sexy lady
show you a good time.
Twosomes, Threesomes,
Foursomes.
Fantasies Galore,
Just Ask.
Special rates for
retired gentlemen.

M/F Subs

24 DFS pis267a18085

MISTRESS DIRECTORY
Bondage, discipline, CBT, adult
baby, slut training, foot fetishes,
roleplay, crossdressing. Creative
techniques, unique devices,

erotically mild to bizarre.
Morganna, Diva Cane, Mercy
Stone, female sub & personals.

Photos in Kinky Times Magazine
490-5299

Available at Centrefold
(Adult Supermarket)

| 496-2428 \
(ole (-w- OI
(DO NOT PRESS ZERO)

'@ Special&Low Rates
Lingerie Girls
¥ Open 24 Hrs.
¥ Mistress Available

¥ Leather, PVC, Latex

24 HRS.

416-7070
Toll Free 310-SEXX}

MALE Escorts)

ADULT MASSAGE

ANDREW

Muscular and Sexy. Very openminded.
Available for men
Call me at
15849 119085

women and couples.
413-0339

TRANSSEXUAL ESCORTS

NEW

= CHELSEA =>

NEW

AUTUMN ~ CASSEY ~ ECHO
~ DEBBIE ~ DALLAS ~
~ CAND! ~

Transsexual

Every Sth massage FREE
**Sizzling Specials**
432-9203

868-5803

Interac/Visa/MC

www.southsidestudiomassage.com

115162/155272

CRUISIN’ THE C

ADULT HELP WANTED

“SOUTHSIDE STUDIO"
10330-80 Ave.
Come in & Experience
why we've been
in business for
over 20 yrs.

ATTRACTIVE FEMALE
MODELS

18+

with THE KID
7
At Fantasy we are
unforgettable, unlimited,

uninhabited &
ultimately your

#1 CHOICE

10139 - 50 St.
a Est

#140314

ATTRACTIVE

WANTED
Perfor
experi

FEMALES

Erotic

Internet

for live video chat.
n

ry.

No

For more

info. Call Angel
443-7463

Earn extra cash online. Web cam
chatting. Similar to 900 operators
Get paid
EVERY
Friday
http//buzzcams,com

-4 Girls Per Shift

Golden Blonde
Ask tor
APRIL
454-1930

¢ A Truly Non: Rushed
aximum Massage

#159698
KRKKEEEKKKEKEEKEKEEE

Deja Vu a

Dare

(ALSO IN-CALLS)

444-4974

Fantasy

Massage

star

earning

EVERY

0+ US

week,

Start

every

< :

Nikki: Best figure &legs, from

The Cove
sean: Gorgeous, Cervy, Blonde

Www. fantasymasssage. net
aa
ia
www.fantasymassage.com

eautiful blonde, slim, DD ,
ress, Long Black Hair (new) >

Mona:

dressers,

jpen-minded, Petite Brunette

Foreign Beauty, Slim, Petite, 0D *

com/illusionsx42
(780) 424-2685

]:
‘Code:41
(DO NOT PRESS |

illusionsx42
@ yahoo.com

se)

P.O. Box 356,

7886, 157297, 154480,

4, 62892, 157297
KRAKKERAKKAKKAK
ERK

;

esting

Monday Night
2 {orf
ot& WildEgypticn
Bath||

Complimenisry Beverage | |

CASTLE MASSAGE
#9 10592 109 St

Cierra-Megan -Fiona -Brandy
Pearl -Nikki ~Malyia -Celeste

| 4003-98 St. #76

EXOTIC HOT OIL
Sensational Hydro Shampoo,
BLONDE BOMBSHELLS
7 DAYS

1 block N of Costeo

& all things nice
NEW YEARS SPECIALS
444-4474

116800

414-0897
24310027

T5J 2N6

ADULT TALK.
100% Fun, Fresh & Flirty
Call (780)490-2266
For 5 other local #'s call
1-888-245-4545
Enter FREE trial code 4995

BI CURIOUS LOCALS!

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Sugar & Spice

Outcall massage

Main Post Office
Edmonton, AB

Jasmine -Sky- Kim ~Angel

423-0292

Central Walk-ins Downtown
Personalized Pampering

Let me rub you the right way

TS's

& their Supporters.
www.geocities,

andy-

ADULT MASSAGE

ILLUSION'S
SOCIAL CLUB
A Safe, Friendly & Discreet
Support & Social Club
for

Beautiful, Petite Oriental

Live Male Chat
Record/listen to ads for FREE
780-490-2299, 403-261-2100 or
1-888-272-7277 T/F
FREE w/code 8104
veww interactivemale.com.

St come to say h
or come for the session
offa lifetime

Open Christmas Day

425-4287

LEENA - Outcall Massage
Call: 718-6753.
nase

469-7677
#161275

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March 20)
Bein’ lucky is a more of a mindset than anything else.
Instead of puttin’ the focus on the negative side, concentrate
on the positive and just let it ride. Fer instance, next time
something happens that you consider a curse, thank your
lucky stars ‘cause it coulda been worse!

ARIES (March 21- April 19)
You may find folks are opposed to your mission and try to
dish out lotsa doubt about your vision. Well, the truth of itis
they oughtta mind their own biz. When it to comes to others’
opinions this week, don't give a dang — ain't nobody can
tell you how to do your own thang!

TRANSGENDERED

Ladies & Couples Welcome
;

*

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 19)
If you're lookin’ for emboldenment in the fight for your
cause, this'd be a good week to watch The Wizard of Oz.
"Specially that there Lion character and his whole “I'll fight
ya with one hand tied behind my back” routine. The quickest
route to courage creation is to not back down from confrontation!

but with web cam video.
TO PLEASE & BE PLEASED
New to Ambrosia Attractive, 38 year old

JANUARY30-

score

TAURUS (April 20 -May 20)
You can't assess love like it’s a material thing. It doesn't
come in carats or ounces or options or shares. It has no
market value or price-to-earnings ratio and it can't be
cashed in, bought or sold. But if you invest in it wisely, you'll
be rich when you're old!
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20)
When you've got an egg in your hand it seems pretty dumb
to ask “which one came first, chicken or ovum?” You're
missin’ the point entirely. Who cares where it’s from? What
matters most is you're presently holdin’ a li'l reminder that
potential is golden!
CANCER (June 21 - July 22)
Put anything in your hand. Play-Doh, sand, water, guacamole — it doesn't matter. Notice how when your hand’s
open, like\a cup, it’s easy to keep it filled up? Now clench
your fist. The harder you try to grasp, the more your ability
to hold ceases to exist!

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22)
Each wave has its own trough and peak, which you're definitely gonna experience this week. What surfers realize is
that the crashin’ of the wave is where the real fun is if you're
one of the brave. Instead of worryin’ about the end of the
ride, enjoy the tube while you're surfin’ inside!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
You're like a kid who can't stay up long enough to catch

Santa

taking the milk and cookies. Once you close your

Get SEX in Edmonton
30 min FREE w/code 9052, Call

eyes, you

780-490-2255 or call 1-888-4654588 for your local #, 18+

this case, only a watched pot'!

mis

again. Don’t waste|

then have to wait

a whole year to try

eeks of toil, stay focused ‘cause in
boil!

www.casualsexdateline.com

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23)
Even though you appreciate thefi
finer things that

ALL-MALE LIVE CONNECTIONS
Taking Classifieds » Uncensored
EroticStories

702-0000
the phone booth

call 1-888-245-4545

casual

friendships

.
intimate possibilities

eth
ie

free

for women

free to call
Bill a membership to your phone!

“Al3
=

all lifestyles

Call 1-900-451-2853

75 min. for $24.95!

Always talk
Woxtrangers.

Jon't let it caus:

you strife orem pty your

For 5 other local numbers

Enter FREE code:5093

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
ABSOLUTE KINK.....

ee
FREEtrialee2305

|

Women Want to Meet You
Call (780)490-2266

J SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov. 22)

life has to
s

_____

THEBAC

Bug-chaser bull
Drudge reheats crap, misses the real outrage
I went on to the Drudge Report today
and read something that must be a bunch
of shit or a complete hoax: “MAG: 25%
OF NEW HIV-INFECTED GAY MEN
SOUGHT OUT VIRUS, SAYS SAN FRAN
HEALTH OFFICIAL.” is there any truth to
this? The link was emailed all over my
office today and it makes gay men look
awful if it’s true. Can you prove or disprove Matt Drudge’s outrageous claims?
| sincerely hope that it’s not true and that
Matt Drudge’s “journalist” badge is
revoked!
Can't Trust Drudge
Sorry, CTD, but we can’t take away
Drudge’s journalism badge. First, there's
no such thing as a journalism badge (good
thing, too, since | probably couldn't get
one), and second, the claim that 25 per
cent of all new HIV infections in gay men
are intentional wasn’t made by Matt
Drudge. Drudge doesn’t do much actual
reporting; any Drudge Report regular can
tell you that his Web site is almost entirely
composed of links to stories in other publications. (What would the Washington Post
Web site do without Drudge?) All Drudge
is guilty of is disseminating a claim made
in the February issue of Rolling Stone.
Gregory Freeman wrote the story that
Drudge — who seems to take a perverse

delight in pumping stories that make gay

men look awful — trumpeted on his Web
site. Freeman's piece focuses on so-called
“bug chasers,” HIV-negative gay men who
are actively trying to get infected, and “gift
givers,” HIV-positive gay men who are only
too happy to infect other gay men. After a
depressing slog through the cracked thinking of one bug chaser, Freeman whips a little amateur psychoanalysis on us (“[Some]
see HIV infection as inevitable... so they
decide to take control of the situation and
infect themselves. For others, deliberately
infecting themselves is the ultimate taboo...
and that has a strong erotic appeal for

some men who have tried everything
else.”), then introduces Dr. Bob Cabaj,
Director of Behavioral-health Services for
San Francisco County.
“Some men consciously seek the virus,”
Freeman writes, paraphrasing Cabaj, “while
many more are just as actively seeking HIV
but are in denial and wouldn't call themselves bug chasers.” Then Freeman blows
his wad, spewing the shocking sound bite
that The Drudge Report made famous:

“Cabaj estimates that at least 25 per cent of
all newly infected gay men fall into that category,” i.e. guys consciously or subconsciously seeking the virus.
The day after Drudge broke the story
Cabaj accused Freeman of fabricating his
quotes. In an interview with Newsweek,
Cabaj denied ever saying that 25% of the
new infections in gay men are due to bug
chasing. Freeman told Newsweek that he
quoted Cabaj accurately and implied that
Cabaj got cold feet once the story hit the
cable news talk shows. “I can only imagine
that now that it’s getting a lot of attention,”
Freeman told Newsweek, “people are getting worried.”
Who to believe? On the one hand, | know
from personal experience that at least 25
per cent of the people who work in AIDS
— how can | put this nicely? — are gutless wonders. People who work in
HIV/AIDS have told me things in on-therecord interviews that they denied saying
once their quotes were published and the
shit hit the fan. On the other hand,
Freeman goes on to make such a huge,
glaring, obvious error that any reasonable
person has to doubt his skills as a
reporter-and his motives. After trotting out
the 25 per cent figure, Freeman writes this:
“With about 40,000 new infections in the
United States per year, according to government reports, that would mean around
10,000 each year are attributable to that
more liberal definition of bug chasing.”
Uh, no. While the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention estimates that there
are “approximately 40,000 new HIV infections occurring in the United States every
year,” only 42 per cent of the total figure

For Men

Fun,

are occurring in men who have sex with
men. (The rest of the infections are attributed to heterosexual sex and IV drug use.)
That means the number of new infections
in gay and bisexual men each year is
roughly 17,000, not 40,000. Even if that
sensational 25 per cent figure is accurate
—and that’s one motherfuckin’ huge “if”
(there’s no actual data backing it up, only a
disputed quote) — then that would mean
there are “only” 4200 conscious and subconscious bug chasers getting infected
every year, not 10,000. What's worse, by
lumping conscious bug chasers (a very
small number of very crazy assholes) in
with subconscious bug chasers (a comparatively large number of self-destructive
gay dopes) Freeman dishonestly distorts
the scale of the problem.
Considering how badly Freeman botched
some relatively simple and widely available
stats and how Freeman sought to distort
the size of the problem, Freeman's entire
piece is easily dismissed. But the damage
has been done — thanks in part to Drudge
—and the 25 per cent figure, as Andrew
Sullivan complained on Salon last week,
“will soon be accepted as fact,” despite the
story having, “completely fallen apart.”
Personally, | don’t think Freeman's story
has completely fallen apart, nor | do think
the entire piece should be dismissed. While
the 25 per cent figure is clearly bullshit, the
barebacking Web sites Freeman writes
about are real, and some men with HIV are
only too willing to engage in unprotected
sex with guys who aren't HIV-positive. And
before gay men congratulate themselves
for “only” making up 42%ofallnew HIV
infections, consider this: gay and bisexual

and Women...

Outrageous,
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Live Chat & Date-Line
Women Always FREE:
(780) 418-3636

Free Trial for MEN:
(780) 418-4646
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men make up only 3% of the population.
Regardless of how gay men are getting the
virus — bug chasing? stupid risk taking?
— gay men are getting infected at
appalling rates.
And why are gay men getting infected at
such alarming rates? There's a clue in
Freeman's piece...
When | read it, | didn’t think that the now
infamous and disputed “25 per cent” was
the most shocking quote in it. To my mind
that honor goes to Daniel Castellanos,
assistant director of community education
at Gay Men’s Health Crisis in New York.
Castellanos, who acknowledges that the
bug chasing phenomenon is real, was
asked if he would try to talk someone out
of trying to catch HIV. “If someone comes
to me and says he wants to get HIV,”
Castellanos replies, “I might work with him
around the why he wants to do it.... But if
in the end that’s a decision he wants to
make, there's a point where we have to
respect people's decisions.”
While active “bug chasing” may only
account for a handful of new infections in
gay men, the inability of HIV/AIDS educators to aggressively challenge gay men
surely accounts for a large chunk. Since
the arrival on the scene of effective treatments for HIV, gay men in urban areas
have been busily re-creating the kind of
sexual subcultures that laid out the welcome mat for HIV in the 1970s. HIV infection rates and other STDs are soaring and
— who knows? — perhaps some
unknown STD is gaining a toehold in urban
gay scenes, just as HIV did in the '70s. And
at the same time that HIV infection rates
and other STDs are rising among gay men,
the education strategy in vogue at GMHC
and other AIDS organizations is this: we
must respect the decisions gay men make
— up to and including the decision to get
infected with HIV for shits and giggles. It’s
a bizarre and, judging from those HIV
infection rates, shockingly ineffective strategy.
Perhaps it’s time for GMHC and other
AIDS groups to start telling gay men the
truth. Taking stupid sexual risks—even if
risk turns you on — is reckless; anal sex
on the first date — even with condoms —
is a bad idea; giving someone HIV-even if
he wants it — is immoral; being a huge
fucking slut — as popular as that might
make you — has physical and emotional
consequences. And, finally, gay men need
to be told that stupid decisions don't
deserve anyone's respect.
So long as AIDS educators refuse to challenge gay men, HIV infection rates will
continue to rise. That's the real scandal,
CTD, not the link on Drudge or Freeman's
story or the ineptitude of Rolling Stone's
editors.
mail@savagelove.net
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Calgary
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San Francisco treat
Bay-side contortions,
clown vibes and cumpools
| love America. And I'm not just saying that because it’s fashionable. | love it
because bartenders in airports ask you
for ID even if you look 106 and the toilets seats dispense nifty plastic covers:
with the wave of your hand.
And | love it because it's where you'll
find San Francisco — quite possibly the

sexiest city I've ever had the pleasure of
getting to know.
Granted, ours was a brief affair. But in
our four days together, |felt like I’d
found a soul mate.
| was visiting San Fran thanks to a
speaking gig with Passion Parties, a
company that runs home sex toy parties

— or “Fuckerware Parties” as they're
often affectionately dubbed — who
offered to put me up for a few extra
days. Long enough to fall in love.
This place is a sex writer's dream. |
mean, just think: “Summer of Love.” It’s
also home to modern sex revolutionaries
like Susie Bright, Carol Queen, and
Pat/Patrick Califia, as well as the House
0’ Chicks and their beautiful vulva puppets, Good Vibrations sex shop, The
Lusty Lady (North America’s only
women-owned, unionized strip club),
and Fetish Diva Midori whom | wrote
about last week (for more, visit
www. beautybound.com).
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Lucky for me, Midori was conducting
an advanced bondage seminar near my
hotel.
Midori, decidedly un-Diva like in her
casual “instructor” tank and leather
pants, was still clearly in charge of those
gathered to, um, learn the ropes.
“Most of the models you see in
Japanese bondage are 19, weigh 90
pounds and are very bendy,” she
explained at the outset. “Most of us
spend all day in front of a computer
screen. We are not bendy.”
As a result, Midori focuses on what

she calls “adaptive bondage,” which
accommodates physical limitations like
asthma or diabetes, or even new piercings, as one gal at the workshop found

out.
Midori started by rigging one woman
in rope “underwear” and suspending her
from the cross bars of the metal frame
used for demonstrations. She looked like
a kid in a jolly jumper. “Where do you

think | got the idea?” Midori laughed.
She then showed us how to craft
“slings” that support various body parts
to create different sensations and
enhance whatever torture/pleasure one
chooses to inflict on his or her “helpless” victim.
It was time for us to try. Since | can
barely tie a slipknot — though Midori
insists, “If you can tie shoelaces, you
can do bondage” — Midori's partner,
fetish photographer, Michael Blu, offered
to string me up.

So there | was, neatly packaged and
suspended alongside the others like
some sort of bizarre human Christmas
tree ornament. It wasn't that bad, actually, once | relaxed and learned to trust
that the ropes securing my hips, chest,
legs and head would hold me up. | even
let Michael flip me upside down. Besides
feeling as if my eyeballs were gonna pop
and the blood was about to burst my
head open, it was kinda fun.
| left with a little rope burn and a
pounding heart. (Was it the endorphins,
or the result of climbing all those hilly
streets?)
For this sex columnist, the trip to San
Francisco wouldn't be complete without
a visit to Good Vibrations (www.good-

vibes.com). Started in 1977, and run as
a co-op for the last ten years, Good
Vibrations is the grandmother of the
female-friendly “why bring flowers when
you can bring her a Hitachi Magic Wand“
sex shops cropping up across North
America.
| expected a sex toy palace, with
bright lights, luscious red carpets and
fountains spouting lube. It was just a
storefront, really. No fountains, though it

was certainly brightly lit.
Friendly Bernice asked if | needed
help. | admitted that this was my first
time. She directed me to some of their
hottest new products, like the Hello Kitty
pocket rocket vibe, and the bright pink
deluxe model, which features a big,
vibrating Hello Kitty head. There were
also Boy Toys brand pocket rockets in
Chef, Clown and Palace Guard models

JOSEY SPEAKS! at
The Everything To:
Do With Sex Show
at the Agricom,
Northlands Park
Fri., Jan. 31 @ 7 pm

Sat., Feb. 1@ 7 pm
Sun. Feb. 2 @ 2 pm
See Event listings
Weird.
Some toys | had never seen at home,
like the Mermaid Pearl, a better and
cheaper version of the Rabbit Pear! popularized by the gals on Sex and The City.
Made in Germany, the Mermaid is a
beautiful silicone number with several
speeds, rotating pearls in the shaft and a
clit stimulator that is, thankfully, not
shaped like a cute little animal.
Good Vibrations is also famous for its

Antique Vibrator Museum. Again, |
expected marble pillars and velvet-lined
display cases with priceless relics of
masturbation tools from the past.
Instead, | found a smal! wooden frame
with a few wacky looking metal vibrators
mounted inside, the oldest from 1910.
Sure, I'd love to know how that 1920
“Eskimo Vibrator” got its name, but,
sadly, there were no explanations.

Upon leaving, Bernice offered suggestions about my next destination, The
Lusty Lady: “Don't touch the doorknobs,
and if you drop any change, don't pick it
up

It proved to be good advice.
A nice pool of fresh cum graced the
floor of the first booth that | checked out
at this peep show place. Charming
| tried the next booth. | locked the
door of the teensy room and tried to
ignore the stench of spunk as | fed a dollar bill into the slot. The window cover
slid up, revealing two women writhing
(separately) around their 10-foot-square

pen, Surrounded by male eyes watching
from windows like my own.
One of the women zoomed in on me
immediately, “How ya doing?”
We couldn't chat because my window
slid closed. Five bucks and about 30 seconds of wriggling later, | gave up. Even
though the Lusty gals are more my type
(being progressive, the joint attracts
more alternative, artsy strippers), the

booth thing was too alienating for my
taste. Besides, even if | did manage to
get aroused, how's a gal supposed to
jerk off while standing up, trying to slide
dollar bills into a slot as she avoids stepping in cum?
Ah, like | said, | love America.
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